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Summary

The scarcity of fossil fuel and environmental impact have become the major chal-
lenges in the aviation industry. With the fast growing air transport market, saving
fuel is the only way to ensure sustainable development of the aviation industry.
Historical trends have indicated slow incremental, evolutionary changes in avi-
ation technology. However, with the foreseeable technology progress, the fuel
efficiency required by the future air transport market cannot be achieved. New
operation modes should be considered, which may consequentially result in new
aircraft design concepts.

The research described in this dissertation was performed within the European
Commission project REsearch on a CRuiser Enabled Air Transport Environment
(RECREATE), which aimed at the investigation of new operation concept for
future aviation, in particular air-to-air refueling (AAR) for passenger aircraft.
Currently, AAR are only used in military operations, which are not intended to
save fuel, but to extend the range and/or payload of combat aircraft. Thus, why
investigate AAR for passenger aircraft?

By splitting up long-range missions into two or even more short legs, staging
operation can reduce the effect of “burning fuel to transfer fuel”. With a specif-
ically designed staging aircraft, the overall mission fuel amount can be reduced
by 15%. However, with the increased number of landings and takeoffs, staging
operations have negative impacts on overall travel time, safety, air traffic con-
trol, airframe life cycles, passenger comfort, etc. To avoid the process of landing
to refuel, AAR operations are proposed as a potential solution to meet the fuel
saving requirement.

In a typical refueling operation between military aircraft, the receiver aircraft
approaches the tanker from behind and below, until their fuel transfer devices
are connected. However, such refueling configuration has several drawbacks
when applied to civil aviation:

• Safety:
– If any part or debris detaches from the tanker or the refueling sys-

tem, the collision hazard can be catastrophic to the passenger aircraft
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(cruiser).
– The cruiser may fly in the wake of the tanker, which can produce

sudden changes of the forces and moments on the cruiser. The tur-
bulence and hot exhaust gas from the tanker may even cause engine
flameout to the cruiser.

• Passenger comfort:
– Passengers are subjected to maneuvering acceleration and exposed

to flow perturbation.
– Passenger cabin receives noise emission from the tanker.

• Cost:
– In military AAR operations, the radars on the tactical aircraft have

air-to-air modes. Moreover, Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS) is usually present to guide the refueling traffic. However,
in civil applications, equipping every cruiser with a radar that has
air-to-air modes can be a challenge of effective budgeting.

– To compensate the down-wash effect from the leading tanker and
provide necessary acceleration, extra thrust is required for cruiser
during refueling, which can result into larger engines. Otherwise,
refueling operations can only be carried out at lower altitude and
speed, increasing travel time and mission fuel for the cruiser, thereby
nullifying the AAR benefits.

– All cruiser pilots need to receive specific trainings to perform AAR
operations.

To overcome these drawbacks, an unconventional refueling configuration is
proposed for civil applications, where the positions of the tanker and receiver
are exchanged. The cruiser (receiver) maintains its flight speed and altitude,
while the tanker approaches from behind and below. In such configuration, the
hazard and inconvenience for the trailing aircraft is shifted from the cruiser to the
tanker, which involves only two crew members seating in ejection seats. Besides,
the tanker fleet size is smaller because a tanker can refuel multiple cruisers per
flight and can fly several flights per day. When the tanker is deployed as the
approaching aircraft, the cost to equip air-to-air radar and train the crew members
becomes lower.

The challenge of this new refueling configuration is the design of the refueling
boom. A refueling boom should not be carried by the cruiser, because such a
system is not used by the cruiser during most of its flight duration, which would
become a dead weight. While carried by the tanker, the flying boom needs to
be deployed against the incoming airflow, extending forwards and upwards to
reach the cruiser, which flies above and ahead the tanker. Although the static
and dynamic aeroelastic issues are critical for such refueling boom, structure
stability is still achievable with a proper structure design and the use of carbon
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fiber composite materials. This study has been done within the RECREATE
project.

Multi-vehicle Design methodology

To fully exploit the fuel saving potentials of civil AAR operations, the cruiser
and tanker aircraft are decided to be designed specifically. The design process
of the both aircraft is more complex than that for a conventional passenger air-
craft. The design input for one aircraft can be dependent on the design results
from the other and vice versa. For example, the payload weight of the tanker
is determined by the fuel consumption of the AAR cruiser, which in turn is af-
fected by the operational range of the tanker. To address this the complexity a
multi-vehicle design methodology is proposed in this research, which has the
following features:

• Large design flexibility.
• Use of high-fidelity analysis in early design phase.
• Mix of design automation and interaction with designer.

Existing aircraft design tools appear to lack these features, which requires the
development of a new design framework. AC-X has been developed to sup-
port the design of the AAR cruiser and tanker. This design framework is capa-
ble to design aircraft with unconventional configurations and/or mission profiles.
CFD analysis is used at early design stage to analyze the concepts that feature
complicated aerodynamics. With the application of surrogate model, the time-
consuming CFD analysis is decoupled from the main design loop, making the
design process fast and interactive to address multiple vehicles.

Design of cruiser and tanker aircraft

The design operation scenario is to transfer 250 passengers over a range of 5,000
nm with one refueling in the halfway. With a specifically designed AAR cruiser,
up to 15.5% mission fuel (fuel consumed by the tanker excluded) can be saved
w.r.t. the direct flight aircraft. Due to the shorter range with on-board fuel, the
AAR cruiser have the following features:

• Smaller lifting surfaces
• Smaller engines
• Lighter empty weight and takeoff weight

The possibilities of operating existing aircraft in AAR operation are analyzed.
The Boeing 737 and 767 are selected due to their comparable on-board fuel range
and design payload weight respectively. When operated in the AAR operations,
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the Boeing 737 and 767 have much lower Payload Range Efficiency∗ (18% and
34% respectively) than the specifically designed cruiser. Even consider updating
the engines for the Boeing 737 and 767 with the same specific fuel consumption
rate as that of the AAR cruiser, they still have 14% and 26% lower Payload Range
Efficiency respectively. This is because the Boeing 737 has too little passenger
capacity, while the design range of the Boeing 767 is too long. The advantage
of the AAR cruiser comes from the combination of large passenger capacity and
short range with on-board fuel .

To calculate the overall fuel consumption of the AAR operations, the mission
fuel weight of the tanker aircraft needs to be calculated. Existing tankers
are typically converted from transport aircraft or bombers, which are not fuel
efficient for the specific civil AAR operations. A tanker family with quasi-
conventional configuration (TC) is designed. The C-tail design is adopted to
avoid the potential collision with any detached debris from the fuel transfer sys-
tem. Although the quasi-conventional tanker is designed as compact as possible,
up to 50% internal volume is still unused, causing unnecessary shell weight and
wetted area. Reducing the fuselage diameter would cause aeroelastic issues,
while reducing the fuselage length yields larger tail-planes, which produce extra
weight and drag.

The joint-wing configuration (TJ) is proposed to reduce the unused internal vol-
ume. By shortening the fuselage, the shell weight and friction drag is reduced
w.r.t. that of TC tanker. The large horizontal tail-plane is swept forward to sup-
port the main-wing, serving as a wing strut to reduce the structure weight of the
main-wing. Compared to the quasi-conventional tanker, the joint-wing tanker
has a reduction in the empty weight up to 20% while a increase in the cruise L/D
up to 2%.

To study the impact from the design inputs, different tankers are designed with
various numbers of fuel delivery (from 1 up to 5), refueling radius (250 and 500
nm) and loiter time between two fuel deliveries (20 to 30 minutes).

Overall Assessment on Fuel Savings

In the operation scenario of transporting 250 passengers over 5,000 nm range
(design condition), given different cruiser and tanker aircraft, the overall fuel
saving amount can be concluded as the following values:

• Compared to direct flight opponents, the combination of the AAR cruiser
and tanker can save 9-11% of mission fuel, having TC and TJ tankers
respectively.

∗Payload Range Efficiency (PRE) is calculated as payload weight multiplied by mission range,
divided by mission fuel weight.
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• Marginal fuel savings (<1%) may be gained w.r.t. staging operations (but
without the drawbacks of the staging operations discussed above).

• When existing tankers are used in combination with specifically designed
AAR cruisers, even with the most efficient tanker (KC-135), the overall
fuel saving is reduced to 3-6% w.r.t. direct flight. Compared to staging op-
erations, up to 5-8% more fuel is consumed when using the KC-135 tanker.
This emphasizes the necessity to develop tanker aircraft specifically.

When the AAR cruiser-tanker system is operated at off-design conditions (pay-
load weight and/or flight range are different from the design condition), the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn:

• When the travel distance is shorter than 2,500 nm, the AAR cruiser can
cover the range with its on-board fuel. No refueling is required. In such
missions, the cruiser is more fuel efficient than the contemporary airliners,
which is due to the combination of large passenger capacity (w.r.t. narrow-
body airliners) and short design range (w.r.t. wide-body airliners).

• Although the design range is 5,000 nm, the cruiser has extra fuel tank
volume and sufficient flight performance (thrust and lift) to receive more
fuel during the refueling operation. With the extra fuel after refueling, the
cruiser can cover 6,500 nm in total, without compromising any payload
weight.

• For the range of 6,500 nm, the AAR cruiser-tanker system has a payload
range efficiency 20% higher than the direct flight opponents.

The performance analysis at off-design conditions indicates the potential of using
the AAR cruiser-tanker system to replace many aircraft designed for different
ranges (from 2,500 to 6,500 nm).

The design study of the cruiser and tanker has demonstrated the AAR operations
can yield a fuel saving amount in the order of 10%. Such improvement is es-
sential to achieve the goal for CO2 reduction proposed by Advisory Council for
Aviation Research and innovation in Europe. Without the AAR operations, such
goal cannot be achieved by any other means according to the current trend of
technology development.
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Samenvatting

De schaarste van fossiele brandstoffen en de consequenties voor het milieu zijn
de grootste uitdagingen binnen de luchtvaartindustrie geworden. In een snel-
groeiende luchttransport-sector is het besparen van brandstof de enige manier
om een duurzame ontwikkeling van de luchtvaartindustrie te garanderen. De his-
torische trends duiden op trage, stapsgewijze en evolutionaire veranderingen in
luchtvaarttechnologie. Echter, met de huidige vooruitzichten voor technologis-
che veranderingen zal de toekomstige brandstofefficiëntie die vereist wordt door
de luchtvaartbranche niet gehaald worden. Nieuwe vormen voor het gebruik van
vliegtuigen zullen betracht moeten worden, die nieuwe vliegtuig concepten tot
gevolg kunnen hebben.

Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven is uitgevoerd binnen het
onderzoeksproject van de Europese Commissie genaamd: “research on a cruiser
Enabled Air Transport Environment (RECREATE)”. Dit project was toegespitst
op het onderzoeken van nieuwe manieren van het gebruik van vliegtuigen, in
het bijzonder bijtanken in de lucht - “air-to-air refueling”(AAR) - voor pas-
sagiersvliegtuigen. Op dit moment wordt AAR alleen gebruikt voor militaire
doeleinden, niet met als doel om brandstof te besparen, maar om de reikwijdte
of transportcapaciteit te vergroten. Waarom zouden wij dan het in de lucht bij-
tanken van passagiersvliegtuigen onderzoeken?

Door het opdelen van lange missies in twee of meer kortere delen kan het zo-
geheten “staging-effect” het gevolg van het verstoken van brandstof om brand-
stof te vervoeren verminderen. Door middel van specifiek ontworpen vliegtu-
igen kan de totale brandstofhoeveelheid van de missie met 15% worden gere-
duceerd. Echter, door de toegenomen hoeveelheid starts en landingen, zullen
deze “staging-operations” negatieve consequenties hebben op de totale reistijd,
veiligheid, luchtverkeersleiding, cycli van de vliegtuigstructuur, comfort, etc.
Om het proces van landen om bij te tanken te ontlopen word bijtanken in de
lucht voorgesteld als een potentiële oplossing om aan de eisen voor brandstofbe-
sparing te voldoen.

Tijdens een typische bijtank procedure in de lucht tussen militair toestellen,
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vliegt het ontvangende vliegtuig van onder en van achteren naar het tanktoestel,
totdat de koppeling van de brandstofslang gemaakt is. Een dergelijke bijtank-
configuratie kent echter verschillende nadelen voor de commerciële luchtvaart:

• Veiligheid:
– Indien een onderdeel of vuil van de tanker of het bijtank-systeem los-

raakt kan dit catastrofaal zijn voor het passagierstoestel (de cruiser).
– De cruiser kan in het zog van de tanker vliegen, wat plotselinge ve-

randeringen in de belasting op de cruiser tot gevolg kan hebben. De
turbulente en hete uitlaatgassen van de tanker zouden zelfs tot een
flameout van de cruiser’s motoren kunnen leiden.

• Comfort van de passagiers:
– Passagiers worden blootgesteld aan de versnellingen door het ma-

noeuvreren en stromingsverstoringen.
– Passagiers worden blootgesteld aan de geluidsemissies van de tanker.

• Kosten:
– Tijdens bijtanken in de lucht van militaire vliegtuigen, wordt een zo-

geheten luchtdoel modus van de radar van deze toestellen gebruikt.
Bovendien wordt gebruik gemaakt van een Airborne Warning and
Control System (AWACS) om het bijtankverkeer te geleiden. (AWACS
is een luchtmobiel op radar gebaseerd verkennings-, detectie-, en
commandovoerings-, controle- en communicatiesysteem). Echter, in
civiele toepassingen is het uitrusten van elke cruiser met een dergeli-
jke luchtdoel radar een budgettaire uitdaging.

– Voor het compenseren voor het neerstromingseffect van de tanker
en om voor extra acceleratievermogen te zorgen is extra stuwkracht
vereist voor de cruiser tijdens het bijtanken. Dit kan resulteren in
grotere motoren. Anders kunnen bijtankoperaties alleen worden uit-
gevoerd op lagere hoogte en snelheid, wat leidt tot een langere vlucht-
duur en groter brandstofverbruik van de cruiser. Dit heft de voorde-
len van het bijtanken in de lucht weer op.

– Alle piloten van cruisers moeten specifieke training krijgen voor het
uitvoeren van de bijtankoperaties.

Om deze nadelen te overkomen wordt een onconventionele bijtank configuratie
voorgesteld voor civiele toepassingen, waarbij de positie van de tanker en de
cruiser wordt omgedraaid. De cruiser (ontvanger) blijft op dezelfde hoogte en
met dezelfde snelheid vliegen en de tanker nadert het toestel van achteren en
van onderen. In een dergelijke configuratie wordt het gevaar en de verstor-
ing afgewend van de cruiser op de tanker, die slechts twee bemanningsleden
aan boord heeft op schietstoelen. Daarnaast kan de vloot van tankervliegtuigen
kleiner zijn omdat een enkele tanker meerdere cruisers kan bijtanken per vlucht
en meerdere vluchten per dag kan uitvoeren. Wanneer de tanker gebruikt wordt
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als het naderende toestel zullen ook de kosten voor het uitrusten met luchtdoel
radar en het trainen van bemanningsleden lager zijn.

De uitdaging van deze nieuwe bijtankconfiguratie is het ontwerp van de bijtank-
arm. Deze arm moet niet gedragen worden door de cruiser, want het systeem
wordt niet gedurende de hele vlucht gebruikt en zou daarom loze massa vormen.
Wanneer de arm gemonteerd is op de tanker, moet deze tegen de instromende
lucht worden uitgeschoven naar de cruiser die voor en boven de tanker vliegt.
Hoewel de statische en dynamische aero-elastische kwesties kritiek zijn voor een
dergelijke arm, is structurele stabiliteit toch haalbaar door een degelijk ontwerp
en het gebruik van door koolstofvezels versterkte materialen. Een studie naar het
ontwerp van deze arm is in het RECREATE project uitgevoerd.

Multi-voertuig Ontwerp Methodologie

Om het volledige potentieel van een civiele toepassing van bijtankoperaties in de
lucht te benutten, is besloten de cruiser en tanker specifiek voor deze toepassing
te ontwerpen. Het ontwerpproces van beide vliegtuigen is complexer dan dat
van conventionele passagiersvliegtuigen. De ontwerp input voor het ene toes-
tel kan afhankelijk zijn van de output van het andere ontwerp en omgekeerd.
Bijvoorbeeld wanneer het laadgewicht van de tanker bepaald wordt door het
brandstofverbruik van de cruiser, wat op zijn beurt weer afhangt van de reikwi-
jdte van de tanker. Om deze complexiteit te benaderen wordt een multi-voertuig
ontwerp methodologie voorgesteld in dit onderzoek. Deze methodologie heeft
de volgende eigenschappen:

• Grote ontwerpflexibiliteit
• Gebruik van analyses met een hoge orde van nauwkeurigheid in de vroeg

ontwerpfases
• Een mix van ontwerpautomatisering en interactie met een ontwerper.

Bestaande ontwerp tools beschikken niet over deze eigenschappen, daarom is
de ontwikkeling van een nieuw ontwerpframework noodzakelijk. AC-X is on-
twikkeld voor het ondersteunen van het ontwerp van de cruiser en tanker voor
het bijtanken in de lucht. Dit ontwerpframework is in staat om vliegtuigen te
ontwerpen voor onconventionele configuraties en/of missieprofielen. CFD anal-
yse wordt in een vroeg ontwerpstadium gebruikt om concepten met complexe
aerodynamica te analyseren. Door het gebruik van een surrogaat model is de
tijdrovende CFD analyse losgekoppeld van het hoofd ontwerpproces, waardoor
dit proces snel is en interactief kan worden gebruikt om verschillende voertuigen
te belichten.
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Ontwerp van de Cruiser en Tanker Vliegtuigen

Het ontwerpscenario is het vervoeren van 250 passagiers over een afstand van
5000 zeemijl met een enkele bijtankoperatie halverwege. Met een speciaal ont-
worpen AAR cruiser kan tot 15,5% aan brandstof voor de missie worden be-
spaard (exclusief de brandstof nodig voor de tanker) ten opzichte van een directe
vlucht. Door de relatief korte vliegafstand met brandstof aan boord kan de AAR
cruiser voordeel halen uit:

• Kleinere draagkrachtoppervlakken
• Kleinere motoren
• Lagere ledige massa en een lager startgewicht.

De mogelijkheden van het gebruik van bestaande vliegtuigen voor een bijtankop-
eratie in de lucht zijn ook geanalyseerd. De Boeing 737 en 767 zijn hiervoor ges-
electeerd op basis van hun vergelijkbare reikwijdte met brandstof aan boord van
het toestel en hun laadgewicht. Wanneer de Boeing 737 en 767 gebruikt worden
voor bijtanken in de lucht, hebben zij een veel lagere lading/reikwijdte efficiën-
tie† (respectievelijk 18% en 34%) dan de speciaal ontworpen cruiser. Zelfs wan-
neer de motoren worden geüpdatet naar het zelfde specifieke brandstofverbruik
als voor de AAR cruiser, hebben deze vliegtuigen nog steeds respectievelijk
14% en 26% lagere lading/reikwijdte efficiëntie. Dit wordt veroorzaakt door-
dat de Boeing 737 een te lage passagierscapaciteit heeft en doordat de ontwerp-
reikwijdte van de Boeing 767 te groot is. Het voordeel van de AAR cruiser licht
in de combinatie van een hoge capaciteit en een relatief kort vliegbereik met
brandstof aan boord van het toestel.

Om het algehele brandstofverbruik van de bijtankoperatie te berekenen moet ook
het brandstofgewicht van de tanker worden uitgerekend. Bestaande tankers zijn
speciaal aangepaste transportvliegtuigen of bommenwerpers, welke niet brand-
stofefficiënt zijn voor civiele bijtankoperaties. Een familie van tankers in een
quasi-conventionele configuratie (TC) is ontworpen. Het zogeheten C-tail on-
twerp is aangepast om potentiele botsingen met losgeraakte stukken van het
brandstof-transport systeem te vermijden. Alhoewel de quasi-conventionele tanker
is ontworpen om zo compact mogelijk te zijn, is nog steeds 50% van het interne
volume ongebruikt. Dit zorgt voor onnodige constructiegewicht en een onnodige
omstroomd oppervlak. Het reduceren van de rompdiameter zou leiden tot aero-
elastische problemen, terwijl het reduceren van de romplengte zou leiden tot
grotere staartvlakken die meer gewicht en luchtweerstand met zich meebrengen.

De joint-wing configuratie (TJ) is voorgesteld om het ongebruikte interne vol-
ume te reduceren. Door een kortere romp is het constructiegewicht en de wrijv-
ingsweerstand verlaagd ten opzichte van de TC tanker. Het grotere horizontale

†De lading/reikwijdte efficiëntie wordt uitgerekend door het laadgewicht te vermenigvuldigen
met de reikwijdte en te delen door het brandstofgewicht
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staartvlak heeft een naar voren gerichte pijlhoek om de vleugel te ondersteunen
en dient als een stut voor de vleugel om het structurele gewicht van de vleugel
te verminderen. Vergeleken met de quasi-conventionele tanker heeft de joint-
wing tanker een tot 20% lagere ledige massa en tot 2% hogere aerodynamische
efficiëntie (L/D).

Om de impact van de diverse ontwerpvariabelen te bestuderen zijn verschil-
lende tankers ontworpen met verschillende aantallen van brandstofoverbrengin-
gen naar cruisers (variërend van 1 tot 5 per vlucht), verschillende reikwijdtes
(250 – 500 zeemijl) en wachttijden tussen twee brandstofoverbrengingen (var-
iërend van 20 tot 30 minuten).

Algehele Beoordeling van Brandstofbesparingen

In het ontwerpscenario voor het vervoeren van 250 passagiers over 5000 zeemijl
kan voor verschillende cruisers en tankers de volgende conclusie worden getrokken
voor de brandstofbesparing:

• Vergeleken met een directe vlucht kan de combinatie van cruiser en tanker
9-11% missie brandstof besparen, respectievelijk met TC en TJ tankers.

• Marginale brandstofbesparingen (<1%) worden behaald in vergelijking
met de “staging-operations”. (Echter met de nadelen van “staging” zoals
eerder besproken.)

• Wanneer bestaande tankers worden gebruikt in combinatie met speciaal
ontworpen AAR cruisers wordt de brandstofbesparing verminderd tot 3-
6% in vergelijking met een directe vlucht, zelfs met de meest efficiënte
tanker (KC-135). Vergeleken met “staging” wordt zelfs 5-8% meer brand-
stof verbruikt wanneer de KC-135 wordt gebruikt. Dit benadrukt de noodzaak
van speciaal ontwikkelde tankers.

Wanneer het AAR cruiser-tanker systeem wordt gebruikt in zogeheten off-design
condities (laadgewicht en/of reikwijdte die afwijkt van het ontwerpscenario),
kunnen de volgende conclusies worden getrokken:

• Wanneer de vliegafstand korter is dan 2500 zeemijl kan de AAR cruiser
deze afstand overbruggen met de brandstof die aan boord van het toestel
past. Bijtanken is dan niet nodig. Voor een dergelijke missie heeft de
cruiser een beter brandstofefficiëntie dan hedendaagse vliegtuigen, door
de combinatie van een grote cabine (in vergelijking met zogeheten narrow-
body vliegtuigen) en een korte ontwerp reikwijdte (in vergelijking met
zogeheten wide-body vliegtuigen).

• Alhoewel de ontwerp reikwijdte 5000 zeemijl bedraagt heeft de cruiser ex-
tra brandstofcapaciteit en voldoende prestaties (draag- en stuwkracht) om
meer brandstof te ontvangen tijdens het bijtanken. Met deze extra brand-
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stof kan de cruiser 6500 zeemijl overbruggen zonder dat het laadgewicht
gewicht hieronder lijdt.

• Voor een vliegbereik van 6500 zeemijl heeft het AAR cruiser-tanker sys-
tem een 20% hogere lading/reikwijdte efficiëntie dan ontwerpen die niet
bijtanken.

De prestatie analyse bij off-design condities wijst op de potentie van het gebruik
van het AAR cruiser-tanker systeem om verschillende vliegtuigen ontworpen
voor verschillende reikwijdtes te vervangen (van 2500 tot 6500 zeemijl).

De ontwerpstudie van de cruiser en de tanker heeft aangetoond dat bijtankoper-
aties in de lucht tot een brandstofbesparing in de orde van 10% kunnen leiden.
Een dergelijke besparing is essentieel voor het bereiken van de CO2 reductie
die door het Advisory Council for Aviation Research and innovation in Europe
(ACARE) wordt voorgesteld. Zonder bijtanken in de lucht kan een dergelijk
doel niet bereikt worden door welke andere manier ook, gezien de huidige trend
in technologische ontwikkelingen.
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摘要

对于民航业而言，化石燃料的稀缺性和环境污染问题正日益严峻。随

着航空运输量的快速增长，节能减排是民航业可持续发展的必由之路。然

而根据数据趋势分析，客机技术水平的进步已经趋缓，当前表现为一个逐

步的、渐进式的积累过程。在可预测的将来，这种技术水平发展速度将难

以满足未来航空运输市场对于燃油效率的要求。因而，有必要突破传统的

运输模式，研究新型的空中运输体系，而这也很可能催生全新的民用飞机。 

本论文所描述的研究工作属于欧委会项目 RECREATE（基于巡航者空中

运输体系的研究）的一部分。该项目旨在探索全新的未来空中运输体系，

尤其是客机空中加油。然而，当前空中加油仅用于军用飞机，而且是为了

增加作战飞机的载荷、续航性能，而非为了节省燃料。那么，研究客机空

中加油目的何在？ 

远程大型飞机需要携带大量燃料，这些燃料重量的本身就增加了油耗，

即“油耗油”效应。若将整条远程航线分解为多段较短的航线，则可以缓

解这种效应。在采用专门设计的经停航行客机时，相比于同样载荷条件的

远程客机，全程能节省约 15%的油耗。然而，经停航行大大增加了客机的

起降次数，不但延长了全程飞行时间，而且会增加机场空中管制负担，并

且在安全性、乘客舒适性、结构寿命等方面会造成不利影响。为了避免着

陆加油，空中加油成为了一个潜在的方案。 

在如今的军用空中加油任务中，受油机从后下方接近加油机，实现加

油设备的对接。然而这种加油构型在用于民航时，则有以下缺点： 

• 安全性: 

– 若加油机或加油系统有部件脱落，很可能会击中后下方的客

机，酿成灾难性后果。

– 客机处于加油机的尾流中，易受到突然的力和力矩扰动。此

外，来自加油机及其发动机的尾流一旦被客机发动机吸入，

容易造成客机发动机的喘振甚至空中熄火。

• 乘客舒适性:
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– 客机在加入加油编队时需要进行一系列的机动和调整，而且

会受到来自加油机的尾流扰动。这都容易导致乘客晕机。

– 根据巡航状态发动机的噪音分布，客舱处于加油机噪音很大

的区域。

• 成本: 

– 在军用空中加油任务中，战术飞机的雷达通常都具有空对空

模式。此外，加油区域通常位于预警机的指挥控制范围，因而

可以引导受油机进入加油航线。然而在民用领域，为每一架

客机安装空对空雷达则有成本方面的顾虑。

– 为了能克服加油机产生的下洗以及提供必要的单位剩余推力

进行机动，客机可能需要更大的推力。这会要求客机采用更

大的发动机。否则的话，空中加油需要在较低高度和较慢空

速下进行，不但会延长飞行时间，而且会增加总体油耗，抵消

空中加油带来的益处。

– 所有的客机飞行员都需要进行空中受油训练。

为了克服这些缺点，民用空中加油应当采用一种全新的加油构型，即

加油机和受油机的位置互换。客机（受油机）保持匀速直线飞行，而加油

机从后下方加入与客机的编队。在这种构型下，受油机所承受的风险和负

担都转移到了加油机上。而加油机可以为机组成员装备弹射救生座椅，即

使发生严重事故，也能避免人员伤亡。此外，一架加油机每架次即可以为

多架客机加油，每天又能起降多个架次，因而所需的加油机机队规模将远

小于其匹配的客机规模，因而为其专门训练飞行员以及装备空对空雷达所

需的成本更低。

这种新构型带来的挑战在于加油装置。空中加油管不应当安装在客机

上，因为在客机绝大部分飞行时间里，加油管都是无用的死重。而若把加

油管安装在加油机上，则需要加油管迎着高速来流向前上方探出，方能与

客机尾部对接。这就对加油管的气弹特性提出了较高的要求。RECREATE 项

目的研究表明，通过合理的结构设计，在使用碳纤维复合材料的情况下，

这种前伸空中加油管可以在静气弹和颤振特性方面都满足使用要求。 

多飞行器协同设计方法

客机和加油机应当进行专门设计，以便能充分发挥空中加油运输体系

的燃油经济性。设计这两种飞机的过程远比设计一种传统客机的复杂。因

为其中一种飞机的设计输入往往依赖于另一种飞机的设计输出。比如，加
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3 

油机的有效载荷取决于客机的燃油消耗量，而客机的燃油消耗又取决于加

油机的任务半径。为了应对这种复杂的设计耦合，本研究提出了多飞行器

协同设计方法，其具有以下特征： 

 高度的设计灵活性

 快速的高解析度分析

 设计自动化与交互性相结合

现有的飞机设计工具没有全部具备以上特征，因而在本研究中研发了

一种新的设计框架。AC-X 用于支持空中加油客机和加油机的设计，能够处

理非常规的飞机布局/任务剖面。在概念设计早期阶段，CFD 计算流体力学

就被用于分析气动布局特性。而通过代理模型的运用，耗时耗力的 CFD 分

析得以与主设计循环解耦。这不但加速了多飞行器协同设计的过程，而且

与设计人员具有良好的交互性。 

客机和加油机的设计

该系统的设计想定是在长度为 5,000 海里的航线上运输 250 名乘客，

中途进行一次空中加油。当采用专门设计的客机时，相对于直飞客机，可

以节省 15.5%的任务燃油（不算加油机消耗的燃油）。由于机内燃油航程

较短，空中加油客机（称为“巡航者”）具有以下特征： 

 较小的气动面

 较小的发动机

 更轻的空重和起飞重量

用现有客机执行空中加油航班的可行性也已进行了分析。采用波音

737 和 767 进行分析，这是因二者与“巡航者”客机相比，分别具有类似

的机内燃油航程和设计有效载荷重量。然而在同等空中加油航线上运营时，

波音 737 和 767 的载荷航程效率§都较低（分别低 18%和 34%）。即便考虑

将波音 737 和 767 的发动机升级到与“巡航者”同等的耗油率水平，其载

荷航程效率仍然分别低 14%和 26%。这是由于波音 737 的乘客数量太少，而

波音 767 的设计航程太远。“巡航者”客机在执行空中加油任务的优势在

于其大载客量和短机内燃油航程的性能组合。 

为了分析空中加油体系的整体燃油消耗量，需要计算加油机自身所消

耗的燃油。现有的加油机通常是从运输机或轰炸机改装而来，并不是针对

民航空中加油专门设计的。本研究首先设计了一种准常规布局的加油机（TC

§载荷航程效率 (PRE)是有效载荷重量乘以航程，除以消耗的燃油重量。
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系列），该系列采用 C 形尾翼，具有设置在平尾尖的双垂尾，减小了与加

油设备分离物碰撞的可能性。尽管该系列加油机被设计得尽量紧凑，但仍

有 50%以上的机内空间是空闲的，造成不必要的结构重量和浸润面积。若

减小机身直径容易导致气动弹性问题，而缩短机身长度会使得平尾面积过

大，产生不必要的重量、阻力和配平升力损失。 

在这种情况下，采用连接翼布局的加油机（TJ 系列）就可以减小机身

内部的空闲空间。在缩短了机身长度之后，其结构重量和浸润面积都比准

常规布局加油机的小。而较大的平尾则前掠，与机身连接形成翼撑，从而

减小主翼的结构弯扭载荷，进而减小其结构重量。与准常规布局加油机相

比，连接翼加油机减小了 20%的空重，并增加了 2%的巡航升阻比。 

为了研究不同任务指标对设计的影响，设计了多种不同的加油机。其

设计加油能力涵盖从1架至5架“巡航者”客机不等，加油任务半径为250

至 500 海里不等，两次加油之间的等待时间从 20 至 30 分钟不等。 

整体燃油节省量

在 5,000 海里的航线上运输 250 名乘客（设计点），根据不同的“巡航

者”客机和空中加油机的组合，整体任务燃油的节省量可以归纳如下： 

 与直飞航班相比，“巡航者”客机和加油机（TC 和 TJ 系列）的

组合可以节省 9-11%的整体任务燃油。

 与经停航班相比，空中加油体系尽管只能获得微弱的燃油节省量

（小于 1%），但避免了上述经停航班的缺点。

 在采用现有加油机给“巡航者”客机加油时，即使是自身耗油

少的加油机（KC-135），相对于直飞航班的整体任务燃油的节省

量也只有 3-6%。而相对于经停航班，则要多耗费 5-8%的燃油。

这突出了专门研制加油机的必要性。

在非设计任务中（任务载荷/航程不同于设计点），“巡航者”客机

和空中加油机的组合具有以下特点： 

 当任务航程小于 2,500 海里时，“巡航者”客机能够依靠机内燃

油飞完航线，而不需要空中加油。在这种任务中，由于“巡航

者”客机综合了大载客量（相对于窄体客机）和短航程（相对于

宽体客机），因而比现有的客机具备更好的燃油经济性。

 尽管设计航程是 5,000 海里，“巡航者”客机实际上具有额外的

油箱空间和足够的飞行性能（推力和升力特性）来接受更多的燃
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料。在空中加注满油箱后，“巡航者”客机能够将任务航程拓展

至 6,500 海里，而不用限制有效载荷重量。

 在 6,500 海里的航线上，“巡航者”客机和加油机组成的系统相

对于直飞航班能够提高 20%的载荷航程效率。

对于非设计任务的性能分析展示了这样一种可能性：用一种“巡航

者”客机和加油机的组合替代多种不同的民航机型（涵盖 2,500 至 6,500

海里的设计航程）。 

对于“巡航者”客机和加油机的设计研究表明了民用空中加油可以节

约大约 10%的任务燃油。而这种量级的性能提升对于满足欧洲航空研究与

创新顾问委员会（ACARE）提出的节能减排目标是至关重要的。根据现有

的技术发展趋势来看，若不采用空中加油技术，用其它任何技术手段都无

法实现其节能减排目标。
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List of Abbreviations

AAA Advanced Aircraft Analysis

AAR Air-to-air Refueling, equivalent to aerial refueling, in-flight re-
fueling or tanking.

ACARE Advisory Council for Aviation Research and innovation in Eu-
rope

AoA Angle of Attack

AR Aspect Ratio
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last century, commercial aviation has been dramatically transforming the
society and became an indispensable foundation of the global economy [1]. Fly-
ing is the fastest way for a passenger to travel from point A to point B on our
planet in terms of travel speed. However, there are other factors to concern be-
sides speed, like safety, fuel efficiency and impact on environment. These factors
have been improved by the progress of aviation technology, which stimulate the
ever-increasing demand for air service [2]. Conversely, the growing demand re-
quires better aviation technology. It all began with multi-plane configurations
propelled by piston engines, which then evolved into monoplane designs with
retractable landing gear and a streamlined fuselage. Then the jet era started.
New technologies continuously came out, such as the swept wing, supercritical
airfoils, high bypass ratio (BPR) turbofan engines and digital fly by wire sys-
tems (FBW). At the dawn of the 21st century, could the technology progress
really continue as the society expects [3]?

1.1 Challenges in Civil Air Transport

Research performed by Airbus indicates that air travel demands will be continu-
ously growing at the rate of doubling the Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPK)
every 15 years (Fig. 1.1). On the other hand, air transportation has detrimental
effects on the environment due to the emissions of carbon dioxide CO2, nitro-
gen oxides NOX and noise. Although transport aviation only takes up 2% of
global man-made CO2 emissions in quantity, the emissions at high altitude (up
to stratosphere) have magnified the effect on the environment [4]. Without major
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Figure 1.1: The parameter of RPK will grow continuously. History trend has indicated that
air tra�c doubles in every 15 years [5].

Table 1.1: ACARE scheduled emissions reduction for commercial aviation. The reduction
extent was based on the estimated development speed of market and technology [3;6].

 

  

 1 

Estimated emission reduction compared to the year of 2000 

(per passenger kilometer) 

Year 2020 Year 2050 

CO2 50% 75% 

NOx 80% 90% 

Noise 50% 65% 

 

technology advances to reduce emissions, the growth of air transportation is not
sustainable.

To achieve a sustainable development of commercial aviation, the Advisory Coun-
cil for Aviation Research and Innovation in Europe (ACARE) has set goals for
the year 2020 [3] and 2050 [6], which call for significant reduction of CO2, NOX
and perceived aircraft noise emissions in comparison to the year 2000 (Tab. 1.1).
Each of these goals presents significant engineering challenges, which require
doubling the historic rate of improvement and considerable investment in re-
search. Achieving all three goals requires major breakthrough innovations [4].
The reduction in fuel burn and CO2 is estimated to require contributions from
engines (15-20%), airframes (20-25%) and air traffic management (ATM) and
operational efficiency (5-10%) [3].

As 2020 is approaching, ACARE has been checking the level of completion of
Vision 2020 schedule [7]. However, gaps are found both in short and long range
flights (Fig. 1.2). In other words, even considering the results foreseen from the
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Figure 1.2: Expected completion level for CO2 reduction in 2020. Gaps are found especially
in long range �ights [7]. Without further measures, the targeted emission reduction cannot
be achieved.

ongoing programs, aviation industry cannot achieve the proposed CO2 reduction
goal in 2020 based on the current aviation mode. A historical review illustrates
the leveling out development trend of aircraft performance in Fig. 1.3 and 1.4.

For current aircraft, CO2 emission is purely produced by burning fuel. For a
certain work done, higher fuel efficiency means less CO2 emissions. To evaluate
the fuel efficiency of aircraft, a figure of merit is introduced: Payload Range
Efficiency (PRE), which is expressed in Eq. 1.1:

PRE =
WP ·R
WBF

(1.1)

in which WP is Weight of Payload; R is Range and WBF is the block fuel con-
sumed for the mission. PRE has the same unit as R. In this study, nautical mile
is used for both parameters.

PRE is interpreted as “useful work done” for unit fuel used. The higher the PRE
value, the less fuel is used to transfer a certain payload over a certain distance.
Fig. 1.3 shows the PRE values of various aircraft ever since the commence of
transport aviation in the beginning of the last century. These figures are com-
puted on the base of manufacture data, which is listed in Appendix B.

In the 40s, the PRE values of piston engine airliners had reached a plateau of
about 1,100 nm. Then, the jet era boosted the PRE of civil aviation dramatically
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Figure 1.3: PRE of civil air transport since the beginning of the last century. The S-
curves indicate that the performance of transport aviation (both turbofan and turboprop
aircraft) has reached a plateau. According to the estimation, there will be a gap between
the achievable level and the emission reduction goal.

until the 80s. The trend of increase∗ has been flatten because of slow technol-
ogy evolution regarding civil aircraft performance. The aviation industry has
encountered the second plateau of PRE around the year of 2000 with the PRE
value around 2,300 nm.

Turboprop aircraft have lower PRE values than jet aircraft in general. In the
1950-70s, the new designed turboprop aircraft have similar PRE values as their
predecessors with piston engines. Between the years of 1960 and 1975, when the
performance of turbofan aircraft grew fast, only a few turboprop aircraft were
developed. After the 70s, new propellers were developed with sophisticated flow
analysis, which increased the PRE values of the turboprop aircraft. Around the
year of 2000, turboprop aircraft show much smaller differences with the turbofan

∗When the trends are extrapolated, fourth-order of polynomial curves are applied for piston
engine era and jet era. Five-order curves hardly improve R-squared values. However, three-order
curves have much smaller R-squared values (i.e. from 0.8 to 0.6).
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Figure 1.4: PRE*V of civil air transport since the beginning of the last century.

airliners in terms of PRE values than that in the 1970s. However, the future trend
is still unclear.

According to the ACARE Vision 2020, the reduction in fuel burn (CO2 emission)
requires contributions from airframes/engines and ATM. The reduction values
are specified as before. With the combined contribution from engines and air-
frames, the PRE value for aircraft developed from the year of 2020 is calculated
as 3,570-4,000 nm. The year of introduction is based on the assumption that new
technologies that get matured in 2020 would take ten years to turn into actual
aircraft operated by airlines. According to the completion level estimated in Fig.
1.2, the PRE value can be only around 3,100 nm when new aircraft is introduced
in the year of 2030. There is a large gap between the estimated achievable PRE
value and the goal of ACARE Vision 2020.

Besides fuel efficiency, travel speed is also an important factor to consider, be-
cause it is one of the aviation’s biggest advantage over all the other means of
transportation. To this end, PRE*V is introduced as a figure of merit and plotted
against year of introduction in Fig. 1.4. In this figure, the curve of the piston
engine aircraft is more steep in the early 1950s: the piston transport aircraft were
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actually pursuing speed rather than the PRE value alone. However, because the
jet airliners soon gained advantages in terms of both PRE value and travel speed,
the design focus of the turboprop aircraft, for many years, was not the travel
speed V. The exceptions only came recently: the turboprop transport A400M
and the propfan An-70 both feature high power settings and transonic aerody-
namics design, allowing their cruise speed over 420 knots (Mach 0.7), which is
closer to the jet airliners. However, the increase in the fly speed is limited by the
efficiency loss due to the compressibility effect when approaching Mach 1.0.

Modern transport aircraft can only maintain PRE at the flying speed slower than
the speed of sound [8]. The speed factor does not contribute anymore to the in-
crease of PRE*V when transport aviation entered the high subsonic speed. Con-
corde was an attempt for supersonic cruise [9]. Although it reached more than
twice the sound speed, the PRE was inevitably compromised, resulting a lower
PRE*V than the contemporary high subsonic aircraft (Fig. 1.3b).

During the same period, as aviation technology gains maturity, safety and main-
tainability have been largely increased. The fatalities are only 1/3 of that in
1970 [10;11].

Besides fuel consumption and safety issues, airlines are concerned with cost and
net profit. A typical composition of Direct Operation Cost (DOC) is shown in
Fig. 1.5. The composition could largely vary from operators and routes, but
still, fuel and oil form a large portion of DOC. Because the worldwide airline
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And yet… 

 The worldwide airline industry has generated an average annual post-tax 
profit of just 0.1% of revenues between 1970 and 2010! (source ICAO, IATA) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Although post-tax profit is slowly improving it still doesn’t cover cost of capital  

 

 
3 Airline Cost Task Force (AOCTF) Geneva, Aug 30 2013 AOCTF strives to improve the bottom line through effective cost management 

Figure 1.6: Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT) and Net post-tax pro�ts are marginal
in general through out 40 years. Airline Operational Cost Task Force strives to improve the
bottom line through e�ective cost management [12].

industry has generated an average annual post-tax profit of just 0.1% of revenues
between 1970 and 2010 (Fig. 1.6), any savings of fuel cost could yield a large
improvement in terms of post-tax profit.

Thus, saving fuel is important both for the environment and the economy. Nev-
ertheless, the slow incremental, evolutionary upgrades in aviation technology are
inherently difficult to speedup. The separate efforts on the design and operation
of a single aircraft are proven insufficient to reach the proposed target of Vision
2020. New aircraft and engine design should be combined with new operation
modes. Looking at today’s aviation industry, a mismatch exists between design
range and actual utilization, which eventually compromises the fuel efficiency,
as elaborated in the next section.

1.2 Mismatch of Design Range and Actual Utilization

Airline routes are mainly determined by the interaction of geographical, politi-
cal, economic and social factors. The market that an airline serves is strongly
dependent on the base location, the amount of passengers and their travel pur-
pose. The payload range performance of any aircraft are best displayed by means
of the payload-range diagram (see Appendix A). In Fig. A.1, the line between
Point A and Point B represents the aircraft operated with the maximum takeoff
weight (MTOW). Point A stands for the situation of carrying maximum struc-
tural payload, while Point B represents the maximum fuel capacity. The design
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Figure 1.7: Distribution of �ights by stage length for the year 2010. All �ights operated
by B777 or A330s are considered. Data taken from Sabre Airport Data Intelligence (ADI)
database [15].

point (Point D) usually situates between Point A and B. Point C represents the so
called ferry range, which means the maximum range without any payload. The
payload-range performance of transport aircraft is constrained by these bound-
aries. In actual applications, a route close to the design range (range correspon-
dent to Point D) is a very rare case, especially for large aircraft. Instead, large
jets are mostly used in routes with high passenger density but not necessarily
long distance. For instance, a wide-body aircraft like A380 has a design range of
8,500 nm. However, China Southern Airlines operates some of their A380s in a
domestic route of 1,100 nm, between Guangzhou and Beijing. Emirates airline
puts A380s on an even shorter route (900 nm) between its Dubai hub and Jed-
dah [13]. Extensive research [14;15] has further confirmed the mismatch of design
range and actual utilization. Fig. 1.7 shows the length of flights performed by
A330 and B777 and indicates those aircraft are operated mostly in much shorter
routes than their design ranges.

The extra design range (w.r.t. the max utilization range) increases aircraft’s
MTOW, because extra range requires more on-board fuel. The long design range
also comes at the cost of extra airframe structure. This becomes a waste when
the aircraft is performing within the maximum utilization region that the aircraft
is mostly operated in (Fig. 1.8). In other words, the ability to perform very few
long-range flights compromises the fuel efficiency for the majority of the flights
operated by the given aircraft. By reducing the design range, MTOW could be
reduced, which means less airframe weight and less fuel consumption for the
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max utilization region [14].

Long-range flights are inherently inefficient because of the effect of “burning
fuel to transfer fuel”. For a commercial jet with more than 5,000 nm range ,
near half of its takeoff weight is taken up by the on-board fuel. Accordingly, the
engines and airframes are sized to bring the fuel up to sky at the penalty of extra
weight and drag, which leads to more fuel consumption. Fig. 1.9 illustrates this
phenomenon with non-dimensioned efficiency parameters PRE/X vs. R/X.

The so-called X factor is a parameter to measure the technological performance
of an aircraft. It is defined in Eq. 1.2:

X =
V · L

D
SFC

(1.2)

where L/D is the lift-to-drag ratio at the cruise condition, V is the cruise speed
and SFC is the specific fuel consumption of the propulsion system at the cruise
condition. The X factor has the unit of length (in nautical miles when V is in
knots and SFC in kg/DaN/h). X forms a part of the Brequet range equation:

R = X · lnW1

W2
=V

L
D

SFC
· lnW1

W2
(1.3)
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where W1 is the flying weight at the starting point of the cruise phase, and W2 is
the flying weight at the end of the cruise phase. From Eq. 1.3, a non-dimensional
form of range R/X can be derived as shown in Eq. 1.4

R/X = ln
W1

W2
(1.4)

The non-dimensional form of fuel efficiency is expressed as PRE/X, shown in
Equation 1.5:

PRE/X =
WP×R
WBF

· SFC
V × L

D

=
WP

WBF
· lnW1

W2
(1.5)

Aircraft exist (or existed) with a large variety of flight speed, L/D and SFC val-
ues. The non-dimensional efficiency parameters PRE/X and R/X eliminate the
influence of technology levels, thus allow to fairly compare very different air-
craft (large and small) developed with different technology parameters (old and
new) and cruise speed.

In Fig. 1.9, the PRE/X decreases with the growing of R/X both at design payload
(Point D) and maximum payload (Point A) conditions. Both curves indicate
the phenomenon of “burning fuel to transfer fuel”, which further implies longer
design range comes at a penalty of fuel efficiency for given technology levels.
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Figure 1.10: The mission pro�le of staging �ight compared with direct �ight.

When designed for shorter range, aircraft can be more fuel efficient for the max
utilization region. Nevertheless, there are still needs for long-range flights. Al-
though the flights numbers are less for long-range operations, a single long-range
flight could consume more mission fuel than multiple missions adding up to the
same total range. Intermediate stop flight is a possibility to cover long routes
with aircraft designed for shorter range, thereby offering an operation solution to
save fuel (and CO2 emissions) of long range flights.

1.3 Staging Flight

By dividing long-haul routes into several shorter ones, staging operations require
aircraft to land at intermediate airports, get refueled and take off again for the
rest of the journey (Fig. 1.10). When the aircraft takes off from the starting
airport, it only carries mission fuel for the first part of the trip. The reduced
fuel on-board not only cuts down the effect of “burning fuel to transfer fuel”
(discussed in Section 1.2), but also allows the aircraft to be designed with less
airframe structures because of the lighter MTOW due to less on board mission
fuel. Consequently, better fuel efficiency is expected.

Various studies on staging operations (also addressed as “intermediate stop flights”)
have been conducted. However, it is not possible to derive agreed data of the
final fuel savings which can be actually achieved by staging operations (more
details in Section 1.3.1). Discrepancies between the reported results are often
very large, ranging from less than 10% to more than 40%. The achievable fuel
saving is influenced by the following operation factors:

• Total travel distance. The travel distance from the starting airfield to the
destination. The effect of burning fuel to transfer fuel is more prominent
for longer routes, thus there is larger improving space for staging opera-
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tions.
• Number of stops. For staging operations, more stops means dividing the

route into more stages.
• Payload-range operation point. As displayed in Fig. 1.11, within the

payload range boundary, an operation point can be described by the fol-
lowing two aspects:

– Payload weight (determines the Y value);
– Range Utilization Ratio RUR (determines the X value) is defined as

Eq. 1.6:

RUR =
Rtrip

R f
(1.6)

where Rf is the range with maximum possible on-board fuel for a given payload
weight. For example, with maximum structural payload, Rf equals to the Point
A range; with design payload, Rf equals to Point D range. Rtrip is one hop flight
distance (without any refueling). Rf stands for the range capability of aircraft.
Rtrip is dependent on the actual operation requirement which is constrained by
the actual distributions of airports. For any aircraft, there is always Rtrip≤ Rf,
consequentially, we see that 0 < RUR ≤ 1. When RUR is close to 1, it means
the aircraft is flying with its best potential: the airframe and engines are not
oversized for the given mission.
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Figure 1.11: Range Utilization Ratio (RUR) and payload weight de�ne an operation point
for a given aircraft within its payload range boundary.

To calculate the fuel savings, direct flight aircraft are used for comparison, which
fly near their Point D (RUR close to 1). On the other hand, staging aircraft share
the same payload, but some staging aircraft may be operated with a smaller RUR
value than the direct flight ones. Only redesigned / re-sized or generically de-
rived staging aircraft could achieve RUR=1. Existing aircraft operated in staging
scenarios have smaller RUR.
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1.3.1 Previous Studies

Both R. Nangia [17] and J.E Green [18] developed analytic methods based on the
Breguet Range Equation (Eq. 1.3) to study the fuel savings for staging opera-
tions. The aircraft model used in these studies is derived from statistics, thus is
called “generic” existing aircraft. Other studies, like those by F. Linke [15], S.
Langhans [19], A. Hahn [20], R. Martinez-Val [21] and W. Creemers [22] redesigned
the generic aircraft based on the specific staging operation requirements. G. Ken-
way [23] studied both redesigned and existing aircraft. The results are compared
in Tab. 1.2.

Table 1.2: Claimed fuel savings of staging operations by various studies.

Study Route 

[nm] 

Single stage 

length [nm] 

Number 

of Stops 

Aircraft RUR Payload 

status 

Fuel 

savings 

R. Nangia 

6,000  3,000 1 generic 1.0 A 31.3% 

9,000  3,000 2 generic 1.0 A 51.1% 

6,000  3,000 1 generic 1.0 D 15.8% 

9,000  3,000 2 generic 1.0 D 41.8% 

J.E Green 
5,100  2,550 1 generic 1.0 A 14.4% 

8,100  2,700 2 generic 1.0 A 28.7% 

S. Langhans 6,000 3,000 1 redesigned 1.0 D 10.4% 

F. Linke 
6,000  3,000 1 redesigned 1.0 A 15.4% 

6,000  3,000 1 redesigned 0.5 A 9.2% 

A. Hahn 8,100  2,700 2 redesigned 1.0 D 22.5% 

R. Martinez-Val 8,100  4,050 1 redesigned 1.0 D 14% 

W. Creemers 8,100 2,700 2 redesigned 1.0 D 30% 

G. Kenway 
6,000  1,500 3 redesigned 1.0 D 21.8% 

6,000  1,500 3 A330 0.25 D 1.0% 

 

The various studies use different operation scenarios, which is one of the reason
to cause different fuel saving amounts. On the other hand, more factors could
hamper the comparison. For example, results from different studies might have
been derived using tools with different levels of fidelity. Moreover, the claimed
fuel savings are also dependent on the X factor. The higher the X factor becomes,
the less fuel on-board is required to transfer payload over a given distance. When
fuel takes up a smaller fraction of the takeoff weight, the phenomenon of “burn-
ing fuel to transfer fuel” becomes less prominent. Hence, because of higher
X factor, there is less room to improve. In other words, less fuel saving can
achieved by staging operations. Due to limited information, the influence of X
factors to the studies (shown in Tab. 1.2) cannot be compared.

Besides the X factor, the OEW reduction also plays a role in determine the fuel
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Figure 1.12: For given X factor, the relationship between fuel saving amounts and reductions
in Operative Empty Weight (OEW ) based on Brequet equation.

saving amount. With less fuel on-board, aircraft can be designed with lighter
Operative Empty Weight (OEW), which conversely allows less mission fuel.
However, different studies calculate the OEW in different ways, which turn into
different OEW reduction values. Because the OEW reduction is intertwined with
mission fuel reduction, when assuming a constant X factor, it is possible to calcu-
late how much OEW reduction correspond to the claimed fuel saving in different
studies. To this end, the fuel saving amount is plotted against OEW reduction
in Fig. 1.12 for various staging operation scenarios. For example, to achieve
fuel savings up to 51% on the route of 9,000 nm with 2 stops, the reduction of
OEW should almost be 50%. If the actual aircraft design cannot achieve such
a reduction extent in OEW value, the claimed fuel saving amount up to 51% is
not achievable for the missions of 9,000 nm with 2 stops. When correlate the X
factor with aircraft size, smaller/lighter aircraft tends to have smaller X factor,
which requires even more OEW reduction to achieve the same fuel savings.

1.3.2 Disadvantages of Staging Operations

Although staging flights have been studied for years and the estimated fuel saving
amounts are impressive, there is little evidence of replacing any direct long-range
flight with staging operation. It is mainly because of the drawbacks associated
to staging operation [20], which are discussed as below:

• Negative impact on safety. The staging operation doubles, or even triples
the numbers of takeoff and landing phases, which are the riskiest events
in the whole mission [24;25]. Besides, spending more time at lower alti-
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tude than cruise condition, aircraft is exposed longer to hazardous weather
conditions.

• Total travel time is increased. Compared to direct flights, staging oper-
ations take extra time in descent, approach, taxi, layover and climb again.
The additional time to refuel on the ground would be at least 30 minutes
per stage, while the average turnaround time is at least one hour [26]. For
a typical landing, taxi and takeoff process, even with the most optimistic
assumption, another 30-45 minutes are expected, which is not accounting
for temporary air traffic restrictions due to bad weather or saturation of
flight paths. Experience with international flights has shown that layovers
of three hours are common, while layovers of six hours are also not rare.
The potential of greatly increasing in travel time goes against the motiva-
tion of air travel. Even if staging operations increase PRE, the value of
PRE*V may be decreased, making the market not interested.

• Negative impact on passenger comfort. During takeoff, approach and
landings, aircraft performs maneuvers, which makes the on-board passen-
gers experience g loads and rotations. In poor weather, the situation is
even aggravated. Besides, the cabin is pressurized and depressurized dur-
ing climbing and descending, which together with the g loads and rota-
tions, can easily cause airsickness to the passengers. By applying staging
operations, these unpleasant experiences are doubled even tripled.

• Airframe life cycle is reduced. The pressurization cycles that a fuselage
undergoes are one of the main causes of airframe fatigue [27;28]. When
aircraft descends to lower altitude, the atmosphere is less stable than in
that high altitude. Gust speeds up the accumulation of fatigue for the air-
frame [29;30]. Moreover, landing impact is also inevitable during touch-
down [31]. By adding these together, staging operations greatly reduce the
life cycle of the airframe and increase the cost of maintenance.

• Traffic saturation above the airports. By performing staging operations,
the takeoffs and landings directly increase the traffic above the related air-
ports dramatically, which would worsen the already busy flight paths arriv-
ing/leaving the airport [32]. This is against one of the ACARE objectives.

• Negative impact on DOC. Operators care about DOC more than fuel con-
sumption. The following two issues have negative impact on DOC of stag-
ing operations:

– Taxes at landings. When staging aircraft land at intermediate air-
ports, extra taxes and costs are often required. For example, in cur-
rent operations, landing fees usually take up 1% of DOC; ground
operation cost even forms 12-14% of DOC [33]. When staging oper-
ation is applied, these parts are easily doubled, which might cancel
the fuel saving effect on DOC.

– Higher fuel cost at other airports. Airlines usually have lowest fuel
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price at their home bases due to commercial cooperation. When their
aircraft are refueled more often at other airports, even if the mission
fuel weight is reduced, the cost of fuel might not.

– Longer travel time may increases crew cost, which is an important
component (up to 6%) of DOC [12].

• Terminal area noise and emissions are increased. The redesigned stag-
ing aircraft are smaller and lighter than their direct flight counterparts.
Noise and other emissions are reduced for individual staging aircraft, but
not by a factor of two or three. Because the takeoffs and landings are
doubled or even tripled, terminal area pollution must go up significantly.

Most of the above-mentioned disadvantages of staging operation are caused by
the increased numbers of extra landings and takeoffs require to receive fuel.
However, what if these aircraft could get refueled without landing?

1.4 Air-to-air Refueling for Civil Aircraft

One of the main objectives of the project REsearch on a CRuiser Enabled Air
Transport Environment (RECREATE) is to investigate the effect of introducing
AAR operations for civil aircraft. Currently Air-to-air refueling (AAR) opera-
tions are only used for combat aircraft in military operations, which do not aim
at fuel reduction but at range extension and/or payload increasing (Subsection
1.4.1). Some initial studies (Subsection 1.4.2) claimed fuel saving potentials of
air-to-air refueling in civil operations, but a detailed and quantitative analysis of
the actual benefits and the impact of operations, design and design methods was
lacking.

To this purpose, the scientific and technological objectives of the RECREATE
project were set to determine and study airworthy operational concepts for cruiser-
feeder operations (tanker-passenger aircraft in this research), and to quantify the
effects, in terms of CO2 emission, fuel consumption, economics, operations and
passenger convenience.

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European
Union Seventh Framework Programme under grant agreement no. 284741 and
this dissertation represents one of the main outcomes.

1.4.1 An Historical Review of Air-to-air Refueling

Air-to-air refueling, also called air refueling, in-flight refueling (IFR), aerial refu-
eling or tanking, is the process of transferring fuel from one aircraft (the tanker)
to another (the receiver) during flight. The first attempts at air refueling were
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not feats of engineering prowess, but of aerobatic and acrobatic skill [34]. On 21
November 1921, Wesley May performed the first recorded aerial refueling when
he climbed from the wing of a Lincoln Standard biplane with a 5-gallon can of
gasoline strapped to his back, to the wing of a JN4 Jenny piloted by Earl Daugh-
erty and poured the fuel into the tank of the JN4 (Fig. 1.13). In 1923, DH-4B
aircraft were used both as the tanker and as receiving aircraft to set the endurance
record (37 hours of flight time).

After the successful AAR operations performed by military aircraft, civil at-
tempts were also made. For example, in 1938, Flight Refueling Ltd used their
own AAR system to refuel aircraft as large as the Short Empire Fling boat Cam-
bria. Handley Page Harrows were used in 1939 trails to aerial refuel the Empire
flying boats for regular transatlantic crossings. After the WWII, aircraft range
had increased in such a manner that AAR was not necessary anymore for the
transatlantic crossings and refueling operations were limited to military opera-
tions: for the newly introduced jet combat aircraft, the combat radius is shorter
than their piston-engine predecessors. Seeing the utility of air refueling to en-
hance strategic mobility and tactical flexibility, US Air Force and Navy requires
aerial fuel receiving capability in all newly developed combat aircraft.

The AAR technology rapidly gained maturity with the enthusiastic support from
the military. Throughout the wars and combats in the second half of last century,

Figure 1.13: The �rst aerial refueling on 21 Nov 1921. Wesley May carried a fuel can on his
back and climbed from the Lincoln Standard (bottom left) to the Curtiss JN4 Jenny (top
right) [35].
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AAR has proven a significant force multiplier and become the cornerstone of
major air powers [34]. An example of modern AAR operation is shown in Fig.
1.14. During the Malvinas (Falklands) War in 1982, RAF conducted several
long range bombing raids with the round trip of over 8,000 nm. These missions
held the record for the world’s longest-distance raids [37] with the support from
several VK-10 tankers. Repeated refueling was performed, including tanker to
tanker refueling. Regardless the complexity, these missions demonstrated the
power of AAR operations.

1.4.2 Previous Studies on AAR Application to Passenger Aircraft

During the military operations, AAR has been found with the potential of fuel
saving with respect to direct flight [34;38], although the main goal is not saving
fuel but extending mission range. However, AAR was not paid enough attention
in civil applications only until recent. Fig. 1.15 shows a typical AAR mission
profile.

Studies of AAR operations for transport aircraft have been progressively in-
creased in the last decades. M.A. Bennington [39] and K.D. Visser [40] focused
on the advantages of increasing payload over a given travel route of 7,325 nm.
The research proves AAR could increase payload up to 88%, 110% and 111%
for A318, B777-300 and B747-400 respectively. This also indicates AAR oper-
ations enable receiving aircraft to fly with the weight heavier than their MTOW.

Figure 1.14: An example of modern military AAR operation: a KC-767 (top right) refuels
a B-52H bomber (bottom left) [36].
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Figure 1.15: The mission pro�le of civil AAR �ight compared with direct �ight.

Table 1.3: Fuel savings on the �eet level to transport 2,268 ton cargo from McGuire Air
Force Base (New Jersey, USA) to Ramstein Air Base (Germany). By carrying more cargo
for each �ight, less sorties are required for the transport �eet. The tankers are operated
also from McGuire AFB [38].

 C-5 only C-5 / KC-10 C-5 / KC-135 C-17 only C-17 / KC-10 C-17 / KC-135 

Transport Sorties 36 20 20 45 30 30 

Tanker Sorties 0 13 21 0 11 18 

Total mission Fuel [kg] 5,763,399 4,033,409 3,964,617 5,713,469 4,568,716 4,502,962 

Total Fuel Saved [kg] / 1,729,990 1,798,782 / 1,144,753 1,210,507 

Total Fuel Saved [%] / 30.0% 31.2% / 20.0% 21.2% 

Transport Sorties Saved / 16 16 / 15 15 

Additional Tanker Sorties / 13 21 / 11 18 

 

M. Toydas [38] carried on further research which shows AAR could save fuel at
the transport fleet level. The benefit is mainly based on the increased payload for
the given aircraft, so less sorties are required for the transport aircraft (Tab. 1.3).
However, this study has limited application in civil transport. First of all, for a
given cabin size and configuration, it is difficult to increase the passenger num-
bers: passengers cannot be cramped as normal cargo. Besides, routine schedules
of airlines are based on market demands and work in round trips instead of con-
centrated single direction maneuver.

R. Nangia has done extensive research on civil AAR regarding top-level design
parameters, AAR formation scenarios, operation concepts, tanker base locations
and operation constrains [41;42]. Parametric study based on statistics of current
aircraft are summarized in Fig. 1.16 regarding fuel and takeoff weight savings.
The assumptions of the cruisers are of 250-passenger capacity, re-sized based
on statistics. The tanker could refuel three cruisers per-flight with the fuel con-
sumption up to 1/5 of total on-board fuel. When the mission fuel of the tankers
is accounted, the overall fuel savings by the cruisers is partially compromised.

The AAR fuel saving amount indicated in Fig. 1.16 is comparable to the poten-
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tial of staging operations (Tab. 1.2), but without the drawbacks related to extra
takeoffs and landings of passenger aircraft. If AAR is proven to be a viable so-
lution to the future long-range commercial aviation, the aforementioned gap of
CO2 emission (see Fig. 1.2) could be closed.

However, Nangia’s research is largely based on assumptions, which have not
yet been proven by physical based analysis. For example, when redesigning a
passenger aircraft to be an AAR cruiser, the X factor changes accordingly, af-
fecting the gross fuel saving amount over the direct flight aircraft. There are two
other components of the X factor in addition to the flying speed V: L/D and SFC
(shown in Eq. 1.2) , which are better be analyzed with high fidelity approaches
when high subsonic flight condition is involved. Moreover, the performance of
the tanker aircraft affects the overall net fuel savings, so the tanker performance
should be analyzed in details. The mission profile of a tanker is very different
from that of a normal transport aircraft, as a result, a specifically designed tanker
can be a necessity to fully exploit the fuel saving potential of AAR operations.
To support the unconventional design (in terms of both new operation scenarios
and new configurations), high fidelity approach becomes a inevitable solution.
The combined operation of the cruiser-tanker system adds extra complexity to
the design process: the output from one can be the input for another. The com-
plexity of the cruiser-tanker system means that it is insufficient to draw straight
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forward conclusions based on statistics and assumptions.

1.5 Thesis Objectives and Report Structure

The introduction of AAR operations in civil transportation can leverage on the
long-standing experience in military aviation. However, this is true only for what
concerns the technical feasibility, but not more. For what concerns the beneficial
in terms of DOC, CO2 emission, safety, pilot training and etc., only little can
be borrowed from military experience and a different way of performing AAR
might be necessary when passenger aircraft are involved.

The first main research question is: in what extent is possible to adopt the con-
solidated AAR military approach into passenger aircraft operations? Given the
very different set of requirements and goals, there is no obvious answer to this
question. Chapter 2 introduce the overall operation scenario with the focus on
geographical constrains and market demands. While in Chapter 3, the selection
of refueling configuration is performed, which has extensive influence to the per-
formance and architecture of the cruiser and the tanker aircraft. Moreover, the
refueling configuration provides the top-level requirements (TLR) for the fuel
transfer system, the design results of which conversely decide the justification of
the selected formation configuration.

Another main question concerns the configuration characteristics of a passenger
aircraft specifically developed for AAR operations. Is a new design necessary or
would it be possible to achieve fuel savings even using existing aircraft? The
conceptual design of a specifically dedicated AAR passenger aircraft is elabo-
rated in Chapter 5; the performance indicators (e.g. PRE) of AAR passenger
aircraft are compared with those of existing reference aircraft in Section 5.3. To
avoid influence from different SFC (usually represents engine technology level),
existing reference aircraft are also updated with the same engine SFC as the
AAR cruiser. The results still indicate the necessity of a specially designed AAR
cruiser.

The third question is about the achievable fuel saving: how much fuel can be
saved by the implementation of AAR operation with respect to direct and stag-
ing flight? The estimation of the net fuel saving provided by AAR requires the
analysis of the tanker. Based on the analysis, in order to achieve larger amount
of fuel savings, new tanker should be designed for such specific missions. The
higher the tanker efficiency factor (defined as the ratio between the fuel delivered
over the fuel burnt by the tanker), the larger the AAR advantages over direct and
staging flight. The related tanker designs are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
provides the overall assessment of the AAR operation based on the design results
of the cruiser and the tanker.
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Figure 1.17: Current design process at conceptual / preliminary phase.

The final research question comes as following: To design multiple flight ve-
hicles working together under an unconventional operation scenario, what is
the impact to the design methodology? For conventional transport aircraft, the
overall design process is sequential and straight forward (Fig. 1.17). When the
operation scenario involves multiple vehicles, it is much more than just adding
different vehicles together. Fig. 1.18 shows the process when passenger aircraft
(cruiser), tanker and fuel transfer system are designed together.

First, the overall operation scenario becomes more complicated when designing
a multi-vehicle system. The large number of operation variables adds the diffi-
culty to provide a set of fixed TLR in the beginning. Some values in the TLR
are decided based on the assumptions of aircraft performance. Consequently,
iterations between operation scenario and design are required.

Although some modifications can be necessary to a normal passenger aircraft
into an AAR cruiser, they still share most of the commonalities. As a result, a
conventional design tool is capable to support the designing of an AAR cruiser
with conventional configuration. However, when designing a tanker for the spe-
cific refueling mission in civil application scenario, no conventional design tool
can enable the design process with sufficient fidelity. Moreover, the design of
cruiser and tanker should be based on a consistent set of tool. It is because the
design result of one aircraft becomes the input for the other. For example, the
mission fuel weight of the cruiser determines the AAR fuel transfer amount,
which is the payload input for tanker design. If discrepancies are found between
the design results and the initial assumptions made in the operation scenario, the
design results of the tanker are fed backward to the operation scenario, which
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Figure 1.18: Multi-vehicle design process at conceptual / preliminary phase.

may change the values in the TLR for the cruiser design, like the fuel reservation
strategy.

The multi-vehicle design process becomes even more complex when involving
the fuel transfer system, because it should be certified as a third vehicle by reg-
ulation [43]. The way of operating the cruiser and tanker in refueling formation
(refueling configuration selection) not only generates the TLR for the fuel trans-
fer system design, but also impact the architecture of the cruiser and tanker. The
design results of the fuel transfer system, if feasible, are fed to the cruiser and
tanker design with the data like weight of components, space allocation, fuel
pipe routing, receptacle design and even tail sizing.

The complexity of designing unconventional aircraft (in terms of either/both con-
figuration and mission profile) and the complexity of coupling design process
between different vehicles, indicate the necessity of developing a new methodol-
ogy for multi-vehicle design. The design methodology is introduced in Chapter
4.

Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation by summarizing the outcomes of this study
and provides suggestions on further studies.
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Chapter 2

Operation Scenarios and Design
Requirements

By moving people and cargo across geographical barriers, passenger aircraft con-
nect city pairs. The actual distribution of cities and the travel demands of popula-
tions have shaped today’s airways, which further decide the range and payload of
aircraft. However, one should never overlook the effect of technology develop-
ment, which also has been influencing the airway arrangements. For instance, the
reliability improvement of turbofan engines enables the development of ETOPS
(Extended-range Twin-engine Operational Performance Standards), which re-
sults less devious flight paths. In other word, market requirements determine
aircraft design, while aviation technologies conversely influence the operation
scenarios. The situation is similar when introducing AAR operations to replace
some of the current direct flights.

Geographical information is used to determine the top-level requirements for the
AAR cruiser and tanker, like the design range and payload. Furthermore, the new
AAR operation modes are discussed based on the actual airport distributions,
flight schedules and meteorology data. At last, the list of the design requirements
concludes this chapter and forms the foundation for the following chapters.

2.1 Geographical Constrains

In this section, the actual airport distribution is only used to setup the top-level
requirements. In the following part of this study, for example to assess the overall
operation fuel savings, the flights are based on an idealized airport distribution
instead of the actual one, because it is already a self-contained study field to
operate the newly designed AAR cruiser and tanker with the actual geographical
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constrains, market assumptions and logistics. Thus, such topics are out of the
scope of this study.

2.1.1 Route Arrangement

The design range (Point D range) is arguably the most important top-level re-
quirement, as it reflects the marketing strategy. On one hand, any excessive
design range over the most operated routes reduces PRE (as discussed in sec-
tion 1.2), which harms the competitiveness of the aircraft for these routes. On
the other hand, if the design range is too short, the aircraft is left out of the
candidate for many long routes, which results a limited potential market. Al-
though the Point B range can be longer than that of the Point D (Fig. A.1), the
PRE is reduced for Point B, because of less payload carried and more fuel burnt.
Consequently, the selection of the design range should be based on the actual
distribution of airports.
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Figure 2.1: Distance distribution in the Europe-Asia Scenario (left) and the Transatlantic
Scenario (right) [44].

The RECREATE project considers two of the main airway connections over
the world: Transatlantic and Europe-Asia. Fig. 2.1 indicates that most of the
Transatlantic Scenario connections have distances between 3000 nm and 5000
nm, while the Europe-Asia Scenario has a wider distribution of distances with
accumulations between 2000 nm and 3000 nm as well as an accumulation around
5000 nm. The selection of AAR cruiser’s design range should be able to cover
as many routes as possible, while avoid too much excessive range for the most
operated routes.

Fig. 2.2 represents the relationship between the design range and the coverage
of routes. The edges of the long-range plateaus are situated around 5000 nm.
By selecting the AAR design range at such value (i.e. the range achievable with
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Figure 2.2: Coverage of intercontinental routes for a certain cruiser design range. With
a design range of 5,000 nm, the cruiser with AAR operation could cover 85% of Europe-
Asia �ights and 95% of Transatlantic �ights. Any longer design range would yield little
improvement in market coverage, but would lead to heavier aircraft. When the cruiser is
operated in non-AAR scenario, still 40% of Europe-Asia �ights can be covered. (data based
on Ref [44])

one AAR operation), 96% and 85% of the Transatlantic and Europe-Asia routes
could be covered respectively. If the design range is shortened, the coverage de-
creases quickly in both scenarios. Moreover, in shorter routes, the phenomenon
of burning fuel to transfer fuel is less prominent. As a result, there is less room
for fuel efficiency improvement by applying AAR operations on shorter routes.

On the other hand, it is not necessary to increase the range further than 5000
nm, because the plateau has already reached. Although a design range of 6000
nm (20% increment in range) would cover 99% and 98% routes, only 8% extra
routes would be added at a price of increased cruiser takeoff weight and fuel
consumption. Moreover, cruisers can fly further than design range even with the
design payload. By receiving extra fuel during refueling, the flying weight after
refueling can be heavier than the MTOW. Thus, the second part of the range can
be longer than the first one, which extends the total range longer than 5000 nm
when needed. To enable such operation (W>MTOW), stall limits, thrust level
and fuel tank capacity need to be checked (See later in Section 5.4).

Therefore, the 5000 nm AAR design range is arguably the best choice. When
the same cruiser is operated without the support from any tanker, it can transport
the same design payload weight over 2700 nm which covers more than 40% of
the routes in Europe-Asia Scenario as shown in the left vertical bar in Fig. 2.2.
By itself, this would make an interesting market.
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(a) In Euro-Asia Scenario, AAR operations (right) lead to di�erent airways than direct �ights

(left). The tanker bases are widely spread over Siberia and Central Asia.

(b) In Transatlantic Scenario, AAR operations (right) also present di�erent airways than direct

�ights (left). In this oceanic area, the tanker bases are located at a handful airports.

Figure 2.3: The di�erences in �ight-paths of direct and AAR operations [44].
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Table 2.1: Potential tanker bases for Euro-Asia and Transatlantic Scenarios.

name IATA 

code 

ICAO 

code 

Location Elev 

(m) 

runway 

length (m) 

Euro-Asia Scenarios 

Alykel Airport NSK UOOO Norilsk, Russia 175 3,430 

Novy Urengoy Airport NUX USMU Yamalo-Nenets A.O., Russia 64 2,550 

Surgut Intl Airport SGC USRR Khanty-Mansi A.O., Russia 61 2,789 

Nefteyugansk Airport NFG USRN Khanty-Mansi A.O., Russia 35 2,700 

Roshchino Intl Airport TJM USTR Tyumen Oblast, Russia 113 3,003; 2704 

Yemelyanovo Intl Airport KJA UNKL Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia 287 3,700 

Tolmachevo Airport OVB UNNT Novosibirsk, Russia 111 3605; 3600 

Yeltsovka Airport  UNNE Novosibirsk, Russia 188 3,350 

Kemerovo Intl Airport KEJ UNEE Kemerovo Oblast, Russia 263 3,200 

Omsk Tsentralny Airport OMS UNOO Omsk Oblast, Russia 95 2,500 

Orsk Airport OSW UWOR Orsk, Russia 277 2,911 

Astana Intl Airport TSE UACC Astana, Kazakhstan 355 3,500 

Aktau Airport SCO UATE Aktau, Kazakhstan 22 3,052 

Heydar Aliyev Intl Airport GYD UBBB Baku, Azerbaijan 3 3,200; 2,700 

Turkmenbashi Intl Airport KRW UTAK Krasnovodsk, Turkmenistan 86 3,500 

Nebit Dag Airport  BKN Balkanabat, Turkmenistan 2 2,500 

Ashgabat Intl Airport ASB UTAA Ashgabat, Turkmenistan 211 3,800 

Dushanbe Intl Airport DYU UTDD Dushanbe, Tajikistan 785 3,112 

Transatlantic Scenarios    

Shannon Airport SNN EINN Shannon, Ireland 14 3,199 

Keflavik Intl Airport KEF BIKF Keflavik, Iceland 52 3,054 

João Paulo II Airport PDL LPPD São Miguel Island, Azores 79 2,497 

Kangerlussuaq Airport SFJ BGSF Qeqqata, Greenland 50 2,810 

Gander Intl Airport YQX CYQX Newfoundland, Canada 151 3,109; 2,713 

CFB Goose Bay YYR CYYR Newfoundland, Canada 49 3,368; 2,920 

Iqaluit Airport                                                    YFB CYFB Nunavut, Canada 34 2,623 
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The design payload at Point D is described as up to 250 passengers with their
luggage. This is selected based on the average passenger numbers of the current
Transatlantic flights [45].

With the AAR operation mode, the potential refueling areas are selected based
on the design range of cruiser and the locations of city pairs. Then, tanker bases
are picked out according to the refueling areas. The cruisers are directed to the
refueling rendezvous that are in the vicinity of the tanker bases. As a conse-
quence, AAR operation changes the airways accordingly (Fig. 2.3). The study
of the new routing is essential to understand airport logistics, fleet size (for both
cruisers and tankers) and possible flight schedules in daily operations and emer-
gencies.

Tab. 2.1 lists the potential tanker bases. In the Euro-Asia Scenarios, there are
more options than the Transatlantic Scenario, because the latter is restricted by
the oceanic geography. The conditions (length and elevation) of these airfields
constrain the field performance requirements not only for tankers, but also for
cruisers. In any emergency, cruisers should be able to divert to these tanker
bases.

AAR track
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20 min AAR  formation 
(cruiser+tanker)

20 min loiter (tanker)

direct flight airliner

5000 nm route

cr
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r r

ou
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Figure 2.4: In a typical AAR operation, cruisers need to transfer passengers from idealized
airport A to B, which are 5,000 nm away from each other. Refueling rendezvous is o�set
from the direct �ight path. (note: path lengths not to scale)

2.1.2 Refueling Profiles

In the most cases, the tanker bases are not right on the direct flight routes of
passenger aircraft. Should the cruiser pass by the tanker base, or the tanker go
to the direct flight route to feed the cruiser, or something in between? As indi-
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cated in Fig. 2.4, the distance between the refueling rendezvous and the tanker
base is called refueling radius. If the refueling radius is very short, then the
cruiser has to deviate more to meet the tanker. If the refueling radius is very
long, the cruiser is allowed to fly with less deviation; the route arrangements of
the tankers also become more flexible. However, longer refueling radius means
more fuel consumed by the tankers. The estimation of an optimum refueling ra-
dius in view of total fuel saving, becomes an interesting exercise, requiring the
design and performance estimation of both cruiser and tanker. The estimation of
the refueling radius must also account for the specific geography. Generically,
Euro-Asia routes requires shorter refueling radius, because the tanker bases are
well spread. Thus for a variety of routes, it is easier to find tanker bases that
are located at the ideal locations. While in the Transatlantic Scenarios, espe-
cially the southern part, the routes share a scarcity of tanker bases, which means
long refueling radius is appreciated. A preliminary study considering the Gan-
der International Airport (Newfoundland, Canada) as tanker base has shown that
a refueling radius of 250 nm is the optimum for the DOC [44;46]. This value is
also demonstrated suitable for the Euro-Asia Scenarios. Hence it was decided
to design the cruiser-feeder system based on this value, although a larger radius
of 500 nm has been considered in Section 6.4. The optimization of other routes,
such as southern transatlantic ones, are beyond the scope of this study.
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Figure 2.5: Takeo�s and Landings per hour at the tanker base Gander in a Transatlantic
Scenario [46].

Besides the refueling radius, another decision affecting the cruiser-feeder system
design is the number of fuel transfer from the tanker per flight (Nf). A tanker
designed to refuel only one cruiser per flight is the lightest, but may not be the
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most efficient aircraft. In addition, for a given schedule of AAR cruisers, such
a solution would require the largest tanker fleet, which would cause high loads
to the fleet management and ATC (Air Traffic Control). Taking Gander airport
as the tanker base, a preliminary study has shown that tankers with Nf=3 can
greatly reduce the required tanker fleet required in peak hours from 125 (Nf=1)
to around 50 [44]. While when Nf is increased to four, the reduction in tanker
fleet is negligible (Fig. 2.5). Similar trends are found for other tanker bases,
such as Keflavík International Airport (Keflavík, Iceland) and Shannon Airport
(Shannon, Ireland) [46]. As a result, tanker designed to refuel three cruisers per
flight (Nf=3) seems the best from a traffic perspective.

When a tanker is designed to refuel multiple cruisers, it needs to carry all the
offload fuel plus its own fuel. This would lead to large and heavy tanker designs.
However, larger tankers are beneficial in supporting the long-range operations,
which means deliver more fuel to the cruiser than usual to enable it cover longer
routes as it will be elaborated in Section 5.4. Moreover, larger tankers are also
more flexible in supporting cruisers in R-ETOPS condition, as elaborated in Sec-
tion 2.1.3.

Fig. 2.4 shows the tanker flies along a field track shaped route at the rendezvous.
In order not to slow down the cruiser, the refueling is performed at the speed of
M0.82 (cruise Mach number). The selection of refueling altitude is affected by
several aspects. In general, high altitude refueling is beneficial for the efficiency
of the cruiser, as it is close to the optimum cruise condition. However, weather
issues restrict the ceiling of refueling due to “Clear Air Turbulence” (CAT).

Weather can be a hazard to air transport and all pilots are required to analyze
weather charts for their route where phenomena like lightning, turbulence, in-
flight icing, and volcanic ash should be avoided. For an AAR system where
there is a need for delicate maneuver and contact between two aircraft in midair,
all hazards described above can make the refueling impossible to perform in a
safe way. Today military AAR is conducted both during day and night conditions
but always visually (free from clouds) and in areas free from lightning, icing or
turbulence. For a civil AAR system, even with the most updated autonomous
refueling flight control, it is still forbidden to operate in lightning or icing con-
ditions. Besides, there is still a clear limit to the amount of turbulence it can
tolerate [47;48]. Turbulence at cruise altitude is the most frequent weather hazards
an AAR system would have to deal with. The dynamic of the coupled system
(Tanker, Transfer mechanism and Cruiser) must be able to perform its task under
a certain turbulence conditions (CAT). Fig. 2.6 shows large areas of potential
AAR rendezvous have a high possibility of encountering CAT at the cruise alti-
tude (9-13km) [44]. The turbulence indicator TI1 takes into account of horizontal
deformation and vertical wind shear. TI2 is similar to TI1 but includes a con-
vergence term. Both TI1 and TI2 are commonly used to indicate the intensity of
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Winter TI1 Winter TI2
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Figure 2.6: CAT indications over Northern Atlantic at the cruise altitude (9-13km) [44].

Table 2.2: Vertical distribution of turbulence observations [44].

Pressure 

(hPa) 

Altitude  

(km) 

Light turbulence count Non-turbulence count 

150-200 11.8-13.5 10 23520 

200-250 10.4-11.8 9 130677 

250-300 9.1-10.4 12 70740 

300-350 8.1-9.1 1 1181 

350-400 7.2-8.1 0 6 

400-450 6.3-7.2 0 1 

450-500 5.5-6.3 0 1 

500-550 4.9-5.5 0 0 

> 550 <4.9 0 1 

TOTAL  32 226127 

 

high altitude turbulence [49].

When the vertical distribution is accounted, Tab. 2.2 shows that there are very
few turbulence encountered below 350 hPa which corresponds to about 8000 m
in the standard atmosphere [44]. When the cruiser descends to this altitude for
refueling, the changing of altitude correspondent to adding less than 1% mission
fuel consumption [50], which is a negligible penalty for the fuel consumption, but
greatly reduces the chance of encountering CAT, hence increases the reliability
of AAR operations.

During a tanker’s refueling mission, if multiple cruisers are to be refueled con-
secutively, the tanker has to loiter between two refueling operations. To minimize
the fuel for AAR loitering, the tanker should take the flight path as illustrated in
Fig. 2.7. When the first refueling operation is completed, the tanker should
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1. Start the first AAR operation at 8,000 
m, Mach 0.82.

2. Finish the first AAR operation and begin to climb 
and reduce airspeed.

3. Reach 8,800 m, Mach 0.70. Start to turn with constaint air speed 
and altitude.

4. Line the course with the second cruiser. Begin to dive and accelerate.

5. Approach the cruiser at 8,000m, Mach 0.82. Start the second AAR operation.

6. Finish the second AAR operation and begin to climb.

7.Reach 8,800 m, Mach 0.70. Start another loiter or return to the tanker base.

Figure 2.7: Tanker's �ight path between two consecutive refueling operations.

climb to decelerate, trading part of its kinetic energy to the potential energy. The
combination of smaller Mach number and higher altitude gives the tanker 10%
higher L/D. The smaller Mach number also reduces the engine’s SFC. Both fac-
tors result in less fuel consumption rate during the AAR loitering. When the
tanker climbs to 8,800m without changing the power settings, the Mach number
will drop to 0.7. At this flight condition, level flight CL is increased by 30%,
which ensures the highest endurance factor CL

3/2/CD, while still has about 30%
CL margin from buffet. Keeping this altitude and airspeed, the tanker continues
loitering.

When the tanker has completed a 360o turn and lined up flight course with the
next cruiser to feed, the tanker should be 800m above and behind the cruiser.
Then, the tanker can trade altitude for higher Mach number (0.82 w.r.t. 0.70),
and starts to approach the cruiser at 8,000m altitude. Such acceleration does not
require extra thrust, thus no penalty for fuel consumption.

2.1.3 Fuel Reservation Strategy

A normal passenger aircraft must carry a certain amount of reserve fuel. This is
mainly for two reasons:

• in case of not being able to land at the destination airport it must be possi-
ble to reach an alternate airport (classical reserves);

• in case of an engine failure it must be possible to reach an alternate airport
while flying with the remaining engine (ETOPS regulations).

Unlike the conventional aircraft, the cruisers are operated in the AAR environ-
ment, which allows the cruiser carry less reserve fuel. Military operations have
shown the reduction of fuel reservation in AAR environment [34]. When civil
AAR operation is applied, ETOPS regulations should also be adapted accord-
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of zone de�nition between normal ETOPS and AAR based R-
ETOPS.

ingly. As a preliminary study of the new regulations, an AAR based fuel reser-
vation strategy is proposed here as “Refueling based ETOPS” (R-ETOPS).

Normal ETOPS regulations identify two types of flight zones: the permitted
flight zone and the exclusion zone. The former means the aircraft could reach an
alternative airport with its on-board fuel reservation. When the aircraft is in the
exclusion zone, the fuel reservation is insufficient to reach any of the airport, thus
the aircraft is not allowed to enter such zone. The AAR based ETOPS defines the
permitted zone in a more detailed way as shown in Fig. 2.8. When the aircraft
can reach the airport with its own fuel reservation, the diversion sequence is the
same as a normal one. The particular one is the region where a cruiser needs the
support from a rescuing tanker to reach a diversion airport (normally the tanker
base, but could also be others). This region is called “tanker supported zone for
R-ETOPS”. In case of supporting a cruiser in diversion, a tanker needs to fly out
of the normal refueling area and setup an emergency refueling rendezvous for
the particular cruiser.

Such mission has requirements on both tanker and cruiser. First, a tanker should
have the capability of refueling a cruiser far away from the tanker base. This
issue is analyzed in Section 6.5. Secondly, if it is the cruiser to perform the
formation approach, it is very difficult to carry on a refueling operation when the
cruiser has one engine flameout. This topic is further discussed in Section 3.3.

When the emergency is happened to a cruiser within the “tanker supported zone
for R-ETOPS”, the sequence is demonstrated in Fig. 2.9. First (T1), the pilot
should notify the ATC, who sends out a tanker for rescuing and directs the cruiser
to the emergency refueling rendezvous. When the two aircraft meet (T2), the
tanker transfers the required fuel to the cruiser. If the fuel transfer system has
malfunction, the tanker should be able to push the cruiser for the rest of the
diversion. In military operations, there were cases that injured combat aircraft
got out of the enemy territory by the push from friendly aircraft. For example,
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Cruiser

Tanker

T2: Connection
(Fuel transferring or pushing)

T1:  Cruiser Engine failure
(at Tanker Supported Zone for R-ETOPS)

Tanker Base

T1:  Tanker takeoff or divert

PILOT: Mayday, Mayday! 
Left engine flameout!!

ATC: Roger. Vectors to 
XX for refuelling. 

Tanker is on the way. 

T3:  Formation dismisses 
before approaching

T4:  Both aircraft land

Figure 2.9: Typical procedure of R-ETOPS (AAR supported ETOPS). The cruiser has to
carry enough fuel to reach an emergency refueling rendezvous rather than an airport.and
possible steps

during the Vietnam War, an F-4 Phantom took severe damage and lost all the
fuel. To avoid having the crews bail out over hostile territory, another F-4 (also
injured, with one engine inoperative) pushed the gliding F-4 to friendly zone [51].
The combat proven situations suggest that even when encountering fuel transfer
failure, a tanker still has the chance to push the cruiser. A successful “pushing
rescue” relies on the following aspects:

• The tanker has enough excess thrust to push the cruiser;
• The tanker has sufficient fuel to push the cruiser for the rest of the diver-

sion;
• The push device (could be the boom system) is stiff enough to carry the

required force.

These aspects will be considered in the requirements of tanker design (Tab. 2.4).
Detailed analysis can be found in Section 6.5.

According to the tanker bases displayed in Tab. 2.1, when the cruiser carries 75
min diversion fuel, the permitted R-ETOPS zone is equivalent to that of ETOPS-
120. Fig. 2.10 shows the zone distributions above the North Atlantic for R-
ETOPS and ETOPS-120 respectively. Both diversion standards have their own
exclusion zones in the south, but the great circle connections between European
and North American cities are far to the north and thus are not restricted. Only
the connections to the east Caribbean airports touch the border of the exclusion
zones.

In the middle of the North Atlantic, there is an “I” shaped tanker supported zone
for R-ETOPS. There might be concerns about the tanker’s sortie rate in foul
weather. On one hand, ETOPS-120 also faces the foul weather issues in choosing
a diversion airport. On the other hand, the diversion rings to the airports are
overlapped, which means in most of the region, a cruiser can be supported by
tankers from various bases. Even when one base is shut down, the others can
still send out a tanker for rescuing.
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Figure 2.10: The distribution of the exclusion zones for various ETOPS strategy above the
North Atlantic. Both R-ETOPS and ETOPS-120 satisfy the Europe - North America routes.
When the potential tanker bases are used, Fig. 2.11 applies.
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Figure 2.11: New tanker bases (SID and BDA) are required when AAR operations are
adopted for connections between Europe - South America and North America - Cen-
tral/Southern Africa. The deployment of the tankers in the new bases reduces the exclusion
zone for R-ETOPS.
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In Fig. 2.10, the exclusion regions of R-ETOPS is extended more to the south
than that of ETOPS-120. That is due to the lack of tanker’s support in the south
where no AAR operation is planned. In the RECREATE project, only Europe
- North American and Europe - East Asia scenarios are considered. When ap-
plying AAR operations also to other areas, such as Europe - South America and
North America - Central/Southern Africa, at least two new tanker bases are re-
quired: the L.F. Wade International Airport (BDA) in Bermuda and the Amílcar
Cabral International Airport (SID) in Cape Verde. When tankers are deployed
there, the exclusion zone for R-ETOPS is largely replaced by tanker supported
zones as shown in Fig. 2.11.

With the above stated R-ETOPS strategy, the AAR cruiser can carry less reserve
fuel while still maintain the flight paths. The less “dead weight” on-board will
lead to less fuel consumption.

The above discussion is about the fuel reservation of the cruiser aircraft. The
tankers, on the other hand, having no passengers on-board, are subjected to less
stringent regulations than ETOPS. In normal refueling missions, a diversion is
going back to its own base. If the base is suddenly closed, the tanker could divert
to another airport by receiving fuel from other tankers that have sufficient fuel
(before refueling the cruisers). In the most extreme case, the tanker pilots still
could bail out like their military colleagues in the similar situation.

2.2 Top-level Requirements for Cruiser and Tanker De-
sign

Based on the operation scenario and geographical constrains, discussed so far, a
set of top-level requirements for the cruiser and tanker design was agreed within
the RECREATE consortium. The main goal of this study is to estimate the max
fuel savings achievable using AAR operation. However, even if reducing the
total amount of mission fuel is the driving objective of the RECREATE project,
the following aspects are considered as well:

• An AAR operation system should be safe by design. The consideration of
safety should be involved when setting the requirements for the R-ETOPS
regulations, formation configurations and aircraft design.

• Passenger experience should never be overlooked. AAR operations should
never compromise the comfort level of the on-board passengers. Other-
wise, many people would rather choose direct flight.

• The cost of deploying and operating an AAR system decides the eco-
nomic viability. Besides mission fuel, the costs of developing the related
aircraft and refueling systems, pilot training, maintenance etc., all require
sufficient attention throughout the design process.
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Table 2.3: Common Top Level Requirements for cruiser and feeder aircraft [44;46;52].

 Cruise with Ma. 0.82 at 10,668 m (35,000 ft) 

 Propulsion system 

- Engine technology: SFC ≈ 0.525 1/h 

 Aerodynamic Technology 

- CL cruise < 0.5 

- CL takeoff < 2.5 

- CL landing < 3.0 

 Takeoff and landing performance 

- Takeoff within 2500 m BFL 

- Landing within 2500 m BFL 

- Take one engine failure into account 

 Refueling formation performance 

- Altitude 8,000 m 

- Maintain cruise Mach number. The higher true air speed at the refueling 

altitude could compensate the time loss due to descending and climbing 

- Trailing aircraft must have sufficient SEP in refueling formation 

 

Fig. 2.12 presents the mission profiles of the cruiser and tanker. The cruiser re-
ceives fuel from a tanker at half of the total mission range. The refueling altitude
is 8,000 m, which is lower than the cruise altitude of 10,668 m. The tanker could
refuel three cruisers per flight with rendezvous 250 nm away from the tanker
base. A typical fuel-delivering operation consists of two parts: formation ap-
proach and fuel deliver procedure (wet contact), which take up 20 minutes in
total. In between two fuel-delivering operations, the tanker should loiter for 20
minutes, waiting for the next cruiser. Specifications and top-level requirements
(TLR) are listed in Tab. 2.3 and 2.4. Those form the base for the following
design study.
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Figure 2.12: Mission pro�les of cruiser and tanker.
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Table 2.4: Speci�c Top Level Requirements for cruiser and feeder aircraft [44;46;52].

Cruiser Tanker 

 Design payload 

- 250 pax at 106 kg (incl. luggage) 

- No additional freight, but cargo hold 

sized for LD3 containers 

 Total design range 

- 9,260 km (5,000 nm) 

 Number of refuelings 

- One for 9,260 km (5,000 nm) 

 Cabin comfort 

- Twin aisle 

- Single class (main focus) 

- State of art seat spacing 

 Reserve fuel 

- R-ETOPS strategy 

- 75 min diversion range (equivalent to 

583 nm) 

- 30 min loiter over the airport 

- 5% mission fuel 

 

 Payload 

- Three fuel offloads 

 Mission 

- From base to rendezvous: 463 km 

(250 nm) 

- 20 min refueling formation (incl. 

maneuver & wet contact) 

- Loiter 20 min between two 

refuelings 

 Capable of supporting R-ETOPS 

- Carry fuel to 583 nm away from the 

tanker base 

- Refuel the cruiser to reach the tanker 

base 

- Sufficient fuel and excess thrust to 

push a cruiser in case of fuel transfer 

failure 

- Proper pushing device design 

 Reserve fuel 

- Diversion range no less than the 

tanker refueling radius 

- 30 min loiter over the airport 

- 5% mission fuel 
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Chapter 3

Study of Refueling Formation
Configuration

The relative positioning of the receiving aircraft with respect to the tanker is
likely to have an impact on the architecture and internal layout of both aircraft,
so it is opportune to discuss the rationale of the performed trade-off, prior to
make a final decision.

For military operations, a consolidated approach configuration is generally ap-
plied: the receiver aircraft follows the tanker that flies ahead at a slightly higher
altitude. However, in case of AAR operations involving passenger aircraft, new
and different requirements must be taken account of. Safety, passenger comfort
and cost should be on the top of the requirement list rather than multirole, oper-
ation flexibility and combat survivability, etc. In the end, the differences in the
requirements drive towards a different solution.

The trade-off performed and discussed in this chapter suggests the convenience
of a different configuration, where the passenger aircraft flies ahead of the tanker,
at a slightly higher altitude. In this configuration, the tanker will extend a flying
boom against the airflow to reach a fuel receptacle located on the lower part of
the passenger aircraft aft-body.

Before the final selection of the refueling configurations, all the possibilities
should be considered. The preliminary process is capable of identifying and
assessing as many solutions as possible. The steps are as follows:

1. A preliminary design option tree is presented, where different fuel trans-
fer systems are taken in consideration and systematically organized. A
first round of selection is performed where the least convenient or unfeasi-
ble solutions are eliminate. The rationale of elimination for each concept
is presented.
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2. The survived nodes of the option tree are further expanded to consider all
possible relative positioning of cruiser and tanker during aerial refueling
operations. Again, the least convenient or unfeasible solutions are elimi-
nated and decision rationales are recorded.

3. All possible approaching procedures are analyzed for the relative posi-
tioning solutions that survived the previous selection. Once again, the least
convenient or unfeasible solutions are eliminated and decision rationales
are recorded.

4. A trade off process is set up to compare the (four) remaining configura-
tions. (Twelve) trade-off criteria are identified and their relative weights
are assigned. Criteria definition, assignment of weight, and grading system
are all documented.

5. Formation dynamics, refueling boom design, etc. are presented to sup-
port assignment of related grades.

6. All concepts are graded and a winning concept is identified.

3.1 Existing AAR Systems and Configurations

The history of AAR operation is introduced in Section 1.4.1. The AAR systems
have evolved into various types. For the application of civil operations, existing
types should be discussed.

3.1.1 Probe and Drogue

This method is widely used by USN aviation and many air forces (Fig. 3.1). The
tanker trails a hose which terminates in a reception coupling housed in a conical
drogue. The receiver carries a probe which terminates in a fuel nozzle.

The main Features are:

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: An examples of probe and drogue refueling system. (a) HY-6 tanker refuels
two J-10 �ghters simultaneously; (b) The probe is connected with the drogue basket, which
sits at the end of a hose; (c) The receiving aircraft maneuvers to insert the probe into the
drogue basket. (Source: PLAAF)
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• Flexible hose is stored on a reel and streamed out for refueling;
• Receiver aircraft has probe (usually near the cockpit for visibility);
• Receiver guides probe into drogue.

Advantages

• Long hose (typically 27 m) keeps aircraft well apart;
• Tankers can be equipped with multiple hose-and-drogue systems

allowing two (or more) aircraft to refuel simultaneously.

Disadvantages

• Low flow rates (680-2040 kg per minute [53]) due to low transfer
pressure and limited hose diameter;

• Subject to turbulence [54] and aerodynamic forces (bow wave) of
approaching aircraft;

• Problems of hose stability and hose whipping could endanger the
refueling procedure or even damage the receiver aircraft;

• Requires more input from receiving pilot;
• Receiving aircraft should be installed with a refueling probe, which

lead to weight and drag penalties.

3.1.2 Flying Boom

The Flying Boom technique was invented by Boeing and is widely used by
USAF and US influenced air forces (Fig. 3.2). The tanker trails a boom which
terminates in a probe. The receiver is fitted with a reception coupling.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2: An examples of �ying boom system. (a) A KC-767 of the Italian Air Force
refuels a USAF B-52H; (b) A �ying boom is controlled with the ruddervators; (c) When the
receiving aircraft is in position, the boom operator in the tanker steers the end of the boom
into the receptacle. (Source: USAF)

The main Features are:
• Rigid telescopic boom with multiple degrees of freedom;
• Boom movement is controlled by an operator in the tanker;
• Fuel is pumped though the boom.

Advantages
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• High fuel flow rate: 3500 - 5500 kg per minute [44];
• Less skill requirement for the pilots in the receiving aircraft. More

work load is on tanker crew (the boom operator), who is highly trained
for the specific mission;

• Less subject to turbulence as the flying boom is controlled and
stabilized by an autopilot system.

Disadvantages

• Relatively short boom (11 to 18 m). Aircraft are close together;
• Center-line boom only, in current configurations;
• Receiver needs piping through pressurized cabin;
• Tanker has extra crew member for AAR control.

3.1.3 Boom-drogue System (Combination of Flying Boom and Hose-
drogue)

This is an adaptation of the Flying Boom system. A Boom Drogue Adapter
(BDA) is attached to the end of the telescoping part of the boom to cater for
certain types of probe equipped aircraft. The BDA consists of 3m (9ft) length of
hose terminating in a drogue unit, Fig. 3.3.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: An example of BDA system. (a) An F/A-18 is receiving fuel from a KC-135
with the probe connected with the �ying boom system. (b) the tanker retains its articulated
boom, but has a hose/drogue at the end of it instead of the usual nozzle. (c) The boom
operator holds the boom in a static position, while the receiver aircraft then �ies the probe
into the basket. (Source: USN)

The main Features are:
• Combination of flying boom with short hose and drogue (basket);
• Hose is normally non-retractable;
• Used by USAF to refuel probe equipped aircraft;
• Boom is normally fixed relative to tanker and receiver maneuvers to

contact the drogue.

Advantages

• Fuel flow rate higher than wing mounted hose and drogue;
• Could refuel probe equipped aircraft.
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Disadvantages

• Besides the same ones as probe and drogue, BDA system has much
smaller position keeping tolerance due to the non-retractable hose;

• Easy to damage the receiver during the process of connect and
disconnect.

3.1.4 Wingtip-to-Wingtip

This system is not currently in use. In Fig. 3.4, A Tupolev Tu-16Z tanker is
positioned on the port side and ahead of a receiver (starboard and behind). These
were the last aircraft to use this system.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Two examples of wingtip-to-wingtip refueling system. (a) A Tu-16Z tanker
refuels a Tu-16 bomber with the wing-to-wing hose system. (b) A close view on the Mig-19
wing-tip refueling system. (Source: rostec.ru)

The main Features are:
• Hose is trailed from the tanker wing tip;
• Hose is captured by wing-tip device on the receiver and then plugged

into tip receptacle.

Advantages

• Aircraft are laterally separated. There is beneficial aerodynamic
interference;

• large separation reduces collision risk;
• Fuel transfer is direct from wing tank to wing tank – no fuel pipes

through pressurized cabin.

Disadvantages

• Besides the same ones as probe and drogue, boom-drogue system has
much smaller position keeping tolerance due to the non-retractable
hose;

• Hose may damage ailerons, winglets and leading edge slats;
• Receiver pilot has poor view of the tanker;
• Rolling maneuver is restricted by the hose.
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Figure 3.5: Design option tree for AAR fuel transfer system

3.2 Preliminary Assessment and Selection

During in-flight refueling operations, the relative cruiser-tanker configuration de-
termines efficiency, safety, controllability and even design consequences on the
two aircraft. Current military systems use a staggered formation, with tanker
flying ahead and above. The entire maneuver is done by receiving aircraft. Such
systems are mature and time-proven in military operations. However, in civil ap-
plication, the requirements are very different from the military ones. Therefore,
different solutions might be required.

3.2.1 Fuel Transfer System

Before doing any trade-off for the fuel transfer system, it is important to consider
all the possibilities, which is displayed in the design option tree in Fig. 3.5.

Rejection motivations are stated as below:

• A1 Probe and drogue system provides low fuel flow rate. Its mass flow
rate is about 30-50% that of a flying boom system (Section 3.1), which
means doubled or even tripled refueling time, while maintaining refueling
formation.

• A2 Although this approach would add more control from the boom opera-
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Figure 3.6: Relative Position Selection.

tor, the adapter system shares the same low fuel flow rate as the probe and
drogue solutions.

• B1 Having such a flying boom and boom operator on the cruiser will add
to weight, performance and cost, at a level that the benefit from in-flight
refueling can be severely compromised.

• B2 (For further assessment) A short drogue on the cruiser can create larger
formation separation, while limiting the boom length. This might result in
more drag for the cruiser and an increase in the complexity of the overall
system. Moreover, no such technology has been developed yet.

• C1 Boom on wing-tip can provide wingtip-to-wingtip refueling. In this
formation, the aerodynamic interference is beneficial. However, wing tips
are flexible and vulnerable. Besides, extending a boom at wingtip could
cause large asymmetric force.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.5, it appears convenient to have the flying boom attached
on the tanker’s center-line. To increase separation distance, a possibility is to
provide the cruiser with a short drogue to meet the boom.

3.2.2 Relative Positioning

Based on this preliminary option selection, various refueling relative positions of
cruiser and tanker are possible, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Some of these are discarded
because of the following reasons:

• D1 If two aircraft fly in close formation, at the same altitude, the wake
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Figure 3.7: Overlapped con�gurations limit vertical degree of freedom for both aircraft
compared to a staggered con�guration.

shed by the leading aircraft will strongly disturb the trailing one. Besides,
hot exhaust gas from the engines of the leading aircraft can cause the en-
gines of the trailing aircraft to ingest hot air, which might cause flameout.
Moreover, without any vertical separation, any uncontrolled speed differ-
ence might create the possibility of a collision.

• D2 When two aircraft fly in close formation, one on top of the other
(“Overlapped” formation) as shown in Fig. 3.7, the following problems
can occur:

– The collision potential becomes more severe because of the loss of
the vertical degree of freedom for both aircraft. If any aircraft ex-
periences a gust (no matter vertical or horizontal), there is a greater
chance of collision.

– In overlapped close formation, the two planes are similar to a biplane,
with strong negative aerodynamic interference between two pairs of
wings, reducing total L/D and causing control difficulty.

Fig. 3.1-3.3 illustrate that in the conventional staggered refueling configuration,
the two aircraft should always have a vertical degree of freedom. Therefore, a
staggered configuration is required.

3.2.3 Selection of Approach Procedures

Next to the relative position, the approach methods need to be discussed. Fig.
3.8 shows the various possibilities.

• E There are 2 motivations to discard the approach direction from front (the
ahead aircraft slowing down to join the formation).

– When it is the aircraft flying ahead to achieve formation by decelerat-
ing, less energy is required for the approaching maneuver. However,
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Figure 3.8: Approaching possibilities.

when the approaching aircraft needs to reduce closing rate near last
stage of maneuver, it should increase the thrust in time. If something
goes wrong, there is less room left for the pilot to deal with, because
increasing thrust takes longer time than reducing thrust.

– Pilots on the approaching aircraft have poor rear visibility. It is hard
for approaching pilots to see the other plane behind. The risk of
losing direct visual contact to the other can violate regulation of AAR
based on military experience [43]. One of the important criteria is
the approaching aircraft should always have clear and stable contact
to the other. “Operations are based on visual separation – losing
visual contact is one of the hazards that may occur.” and “any aircraft
in close formation that loses visual contact with the tanker (or the
receiver∗) is to take immediate action to achieve safe separation from
the tanker, and if necessary, other receivers.”

The four remaining configurations are shown in Fig. 3.9. They are the most
promising configurations for civil AAR operations.

3.3 Trade-off Process

Among the four left possibilities, there are conventional configuration A and
three unconventional ones. To decide which configuration is the most suitable
for civil AAR application, it is necessary to study the four configurations in more
details. For example, the unconventional configuration C and D require the de-
velopment of a forward extending boom, which could be a major technological
challenge. To check the viability, the design of a forward extending boom is
carried out.

∗In conventional refueling way, the approaching aircraft is the receiver. So this sentence means
the approaching aircraft must not lose direct visual contact to the other one.
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Figure 3.9: Four most convenient con�gurations for Civil AAR operations.
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of weight over the twelve criteria.

3.3.1 Grading System

To assess the four left configurations, a trade-off process is established. Twelve
criteria have been identified and each criterion has been assigned a weight factor.
The total weight of twelve criteria is 100%. The more important / critical the
criterion, the higher the weight. The rationale of the weight distribution among
the criteria is arguably critical to the unconventional configurations (B, C, D).
By applying such conservative weight distribution, the chance of being unrealis-
tically optimistic towards new technologies can be reduced. The distribution of
weight over the twelve criteria is shown in Fig. 3.10.

The top challenge of the unconventional refueling configurations is related with
the fuel transfer technology. The development of the novel boom can be the vital
factor of deciding the viability of some refueling configurations. Consequently,
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boom related criteria are given the highest weight. Besides, safety issues are the
top concerns. Other criteria cover areas of aircraft architecture, operation and
passenger comfort, which are still important, but may not be the game changer
with the individual criterion.

The descriptions of each criterion are introduced in the order from the highest
weight to lowest in subsection 3.3.2.1 - 3.3.2.12.

With the given criteria and their weight, all the four configurations are graded
from “very poor” to “excellent” (1 very poor, 3 poor, 5 moderate, 7 good, 9
excellent). Each grade is then multiplied by the weight factor to achieve a to-
tal score for a configuration. By comparing the final scores, the best refueling
configuration can be selected.

3.3.2 Description of Criteria

3.3.2.1 Boom Aeroelastic Stability

A forward extending boom may suffer from aeroelastic problems. To avoid
catastrophic failures or too heavy structures, both static structure divergence and
flutter issues need to be checked. A number of boom design solutions have been
proposed and studied by H. Timmermans [55;56]. A roll actuated boom design
was adopted due to better controllability and less prone to encounter structural
divergence. The relation of the proposed boom is demonstrated in Fig. 3.11. The
four-ruddervator configuration is proposed because of the reliability requirement
in the RECREATE project [50;52]: civil refueling boom should maintain its func-
tion even if one ruddervator is failed.

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3.  
(a) Top view lateral kinematic relation, Yaw axis (Z1) and pitch axis (Y1), note position of the ruddevators and fixed boom; 
(b) Aft view Rolling kinematic relation, Roll axis (X1) and pitch axis (Y1), note the alignment of the ruddevators; 
(c) Roll actuated kinematic relation, Yaw axis (Z1) and pitch axis (Y1). The boom rotates laterally through an angle ψ around the z-axis 
(specified in the figure) and pitches according to θ around the rotated Y1-axis. The third degree of freedom is around the roll actuated 
rotation axis, angle φ, where the amount of rotation depends on the yaw and pitch angle; 
(d) Aft view Roll actuated kinematic relation. 

1.1 MDO Design Framework 

Due to the complexity of the problem and the large amount of involved parameters, disciplines (masses, 
aerodynamics, aero-elastics, kinematic solutions, etc.) and constraints, the setup of an MDO framework was 
deemed necessary.  

The various design parameters of the boom, namely the length of the fixed and extend parts, the shape and 
dimension of their cross sections, the size and shape of the ruddevators, etc. (see Figure 4) all influence both 
the aerodynamic and structural response of the systems, in a non-trivial manner. Constraints are posed by the 
control forces (hence the maximum achievable lift coefficients of the ruddevators), structural divergenc, as well 
as basic geometry (to guarantee a minimum separation distance between cruiser and tanker and the minimum 
boom cross section for adequate fuel flow rate).   

In the MDO design framework, one of the constraints is the structural divergence pressure which should be 
higher than the actual flight dynamic pressure. To this purpose, the stiffness matrix    of several boom 
variants (based on the three kinematic mechanisms, in combination with aluminium and composite material 
properties) is generated in symbolic form, as function of the main boom design variables, e.g. ruddevator 
surface area, length of the fixed boom, elliptical cross section dimensions, etc.  

The boom rotates laterally through an angle ψ around the z-axis and pitches according to θ around the rotated
Y1axis.

Figure 3.11: (a) Roll actuated kinematic relation of the forward extending boom; (b) Aft
view [55;56].
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Figure 7-1: Design vector variables definition. 

The constraints are divided into structural constraints (divergence pressure and elliptical fixed 
boom cross section) and aerodynamic constraints (max lift coefficient and max deflection 
angle of ruddervators to avoid stall). Indeed, the boom has to be controllable, i.e. moment 
equilibrium within the whole envelope by the only means of the ruddervators lift (no 
additional actuators). Moment equilibrium, at critical positions inside the 

d 

twall 

c 

b 

Lfxboom 

A-A 

Figure 3.12: The design parameters of the forward extended boom [55;56].

Table 3.1: Properties of the forward extending boom compared to the conventional KC-135
�ying boom [55;56].

Boom properties Conventional 

KC-135 boom 

FWB 

Aluminium 

Δ% FWB 

CFRE 

Δ% 

Lfxboom [m] 8.4 10.0 19.0 11 31.0 

Lexboom [m] 8.2 9.0 9.8 9.9 20.7 

Elliptical major axis (c) [m] 0.4 0.42 5.0 0.46 15.0 

Elliptical minor axis (b) [m] 0.2 0.295 47.5 0.32 60.0 

Inner house diameter (d) [m] 0.13 0.13 0.0 0.13 0.0 

Wall thickness (twall) [m] 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.01 0.0 

Span ruddervator (brudd) [m] 1.55 1.533 -1.1 1.65 6.45 

Ruddervator aspect ratio (A) [-] 4.0 6.0 50.0 6.0 50.0 

Total mass [kg] 607 750 23.6 516 -15.0 
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Figure Error! No text of specified style in document.-1: Design vector variables definition. 
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Due to the complexity of the design parameters and the disciplines (masses, aero-
dynamics, aeroelastics, kinematic solutions, etc.), a MDO design framework was
established to find design space free from aeroelastics divergence at the refuel-
ing flying condition (Mach 0.82 at 8,000 m altitude, specified in Section 2.1.2).
The design parameters are listed in Fig. 3.12. The specifications are compared
with the conventional KC-135 boom in Tab. 3.1. Both forward extending booms
made of aluminum and CFRE (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Epoxy) are free from
static divergence. Flutter is a more critical situation. With CFRE, there is de-
sign space to ensure flutter free. Both booms are almost 5 meters longer than the
existing one of KC-135 to ensure larger separation between the receiver and the
tanker during refueling formation. Even with the longer length, the weight of
CFRE forward extending boom is lighter than the existing KC-135 boom.
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Although this criterion is of the highest weight, design study of the forward
extending boom has indicated that the boom aeroelastic stability can be achieved
without significant weight penalty. Developing a forward extending boom is not
a technological bottle neck. The grades are given as Tab. 3.2.

Table 3.2: Grades for boom aeroelastic stability criterion.

Boom Type Refueling

Configuration

Property Grade

Aft extending boom A, B naturally stable Excellent 9

Fwd extending boom C, D can be designed with sufficient

aeroelastic stability

Moderate 5

3.3.2.2 Maturity of Boom Technology

Except the conventional boom which extends afterwards and downwards, the
other three types of boom requires development. This criterion accounts for the
development cost and the potential of technological difficulties.

Table 3.3: Grades for maturity of boom technology.

Boom Type Refueling
Configuration

Property Grade

Aft-down extending

boom

A existing technology Excellent 9

Aft-up extending boom B can be modified from existing

boom

Good 7

Fwd-down extending

boom

C completely new design Very poor 1

Fwd-up extending

boom

D completely new design Very poor 1

3.3.2.3 Fuel Pipe Fire Hazard

On the cruiser aircraft, the location of fuel receptacle determines the routing of
the fuel pipe to the main fuel tank. When the pipe has a short length crossing or
passing the passenger cabin, there is less fire hazard that endangers passengers.

Several possibilities exist for mouting a refueling receptacle on the airframe of
the cruiser. Wing mounted systems are not considered as the reason stated earlier
in Section 3.2.1. Fig. 3.13 shows seven possible locations on the fuselage.

These points have different characteristics in terms of fire hazard and aircraft
separation distance during AAR formation:
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• Point 3 and 4 are not convenient because they do not allow proper hori-
zontal staggering of the two aircraft;

• By using Point 1 and 3, fuel is transferred though or around the passenger
cabin to the wing tanks of the cruiser, which is not favorable for safety
considerations: fuel pipe goes through and around pressurized passenger
cabin. There are many electrical devices and wires underneath the over-
head panels. Point 1, however, is the most convenient for conventional
refueling configuration, and would require minimum modification on cur-
rent passenger aircraft.

• Point 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 provide similar fuel transfer routes under cabin floor,
which are all less hazardous than using Point 1 and 3.

• Point 6 on top of the vertical fin and point 7 seem to be unrealistic from
sturcture and system considerations. The alternative point 8 on top of the
rear fuselage (with “C” or “H” tail-plane) however appears to be a realistic
solution.

For Configuration A, B, C and D, receptacle point 1, 2, 8 and 5 can be used
respectively. Their grades are listed in Tab. 3.4

Table 3.4: Grades for fuel pipe �re hazard.

Receptacle Refueling
Configuration

Grade

Point 1 A Very poor 1

Point 2 B Good 7

Point 5 D Good 7

Point 8 C Good 7

3.3.2.4 Component Detachment Hazard

If a component detaches during close formation, it could hit other structure and
cause damage. This criterion describes the extent of such damage. When a fatal
FOD (Foreign Object Damage) accident happens to the tanker, the crew could
bale out by ejection seats. However, if the same thing happens to the cruiser, the
consequence can be catastrophic.

The AAR fuel transfer system could most likely be the source of detached com-
ponents. When the cruiser flies behind and below the tanker (Configuration A),
the risk of being damaged by a detached component is maximum. Configura-
tion B is better than A because the cruiser flies at a slightly higher altitude than
the leading tanker. For Configuration C and D, the risk is minimum because the
cruiser flies ahead of the tanker.
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Table 3.5: Grades for component detachment hazard.

Cruiser position Refueling
Configuration

Grade

@ behind below A Very poor 1

@ behind above B poor 3

@ front C, D Excellent 9

3.3.2.5 Formation Aerodynamics

In the close formation other than wing-tip to tip, the L/D of trailing aircraft is
reduced. Thus, it may require the trailing aircraft to be designed with higher
thrust-to-weight ratio, which will reduce its cruise efficiency.

To assess the down-wash effect to the trailing aircraft, CFD calculation is ap-
plied. The CFD approach is described in Appendix C. A generic twin-aisle
aircraft model is used both as leading and trailing aircraft. The specifications are
listed in Tab. 3.6.

Table 3.6: Geometry speci�cations of the twin-aisle aircraft model.

Projected Area 268.0 m2 

Reference Span 45.63 m 

Geometry Mean Chord 5.88 m 

Aerodynamic Mean Chord 6.78 m  

Fuselage Length 53.48 m 

Fuselage Maximum High 5.64 m 

Fuselage Maximum width 5.64 m 

 

Three flight paths are implemented, as seen in Fig. 3.14. In an attempt to study
the influence caused by the wake vortex of the leading aircraft, Flight Path 1 is
parallel to the flight path of leading aircraft. Flight Path 2 has an approach angle
of 13°, allowing larger vertical separation during the approach procedure. Flight
Path 3 represents a different approach, which is used by Configuration B and C.

The leading aircraft creates down-wash field for the trailing one. As shown in
Fig. 3.15, the thrust (T) of the trailing aircraft must compensate the component
of gravity (m�g�sinθ) in addition to the drag (D) to maintain the AAR formation.
This is equivalent to aircraft climb at an angle of θ in the clean field. So θ can
also be called the equivalent climb angle.

In the CFD calculation, the approaching aircraft is trimmed in every position to
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Figure 3.13: Possible fuselage mounted refueling receptacles. The tail end B represents a
�C�- or �H�-tail.

Figure 3.14: Three di�erent approach paths to join AAR formation.

Figure 3.15: Forces acting on the trailing aircraft �ying in the down-wash �eld of the leading
aircraft [52].
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reach the required lift. During the approach process, the variations of the L/D
is shown in Fig. 3.16. Flight Path 1 demonstrates the lowest L/D of the trailing
aircraft throughout the whole path, because the aircraft is constantly flying in
the wake of the leading aircraft. Flight Path 2 shows a decrease in L/D during
approach, but the L/D is still higher than that of Flight Path 1. For Flight Path 3,
only one position is calculated. No L/D superiority over Flight Path 2 has been
found. This is an important observation: for the trailing aircraft, the L/D during
the refueling formation is the same across the four configurations.
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Figure 3.16: L/D of the approaching aircraft along the three di�erent �ight paths [50]. The
aircraft is trimmed at 25% static margin.

Fig. 3.17 displays the AoA (Angle of Attack) of the trailing aircraft in clean
field and AAR formation respectively for various lift coefficient. The difference
of AoA between the clean flow field and AAR formation is the equivalent climb
angle θ. For various lift coefficient, the θ ranges from 1.1 to 1.5 degrees. How-
ever, this is the value when the trailing aircraft holds its formation position stat-
ically. During the approaching process, the trailing aircraft must have an extra
margin for acceleration and maneuvering. At least 2 degrees of climb capability
should be required for the trailing aircraft to join AAR formation.

For the trailing aircraft in the four different refueling configurations, there could
be a possibility that the climb capability (rather than takeoff performance) be-
comes the active constrain to size the engine. When Configuration A or B is
selected, the cruiser may require larger engines just because of the need to be
refueled. The refueling process only takes up 3% of the cruiser’s flight duration.
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The extra engine size becomes a waste for other flight phases. On the cruiser
aircraft level, larger engines have an negative impact on cost, maintenance, land-
ing gear size and fuel consumption, etc. For the overall AAR operation, larger
cruiser engines compromise part of the fuel saving effect gained by applying
AAR operation.

When Configuration C or D is selected, even if the engines of the tanker need to
be sized up for refueling formation, it is worthwhile to optimize the tanker for
such specific mission, because flying in close formation takes up almost 30-40%
of the tanker’s overall flight duration.

Moreover, as specified in section 2.1.3, the R-ETOPS fuel reservation strategy
allow the AAR cruiser to carry less reservation fuel than that of a normal passen-
ger aircraft. The R-ETOPS regulation is based on the requirement that an AAR
cruiser could receive support (fuel transferring or pushing) from a tanker when
needed. If the cruiser is the approaching aircraft for AAR formation, very little
SEP can be used for such maneuvers when it is on single engine flight, which
makes the R-ETOPS operation almost impossible in such emergency.

Tab. 3.7 shows the grades for the different refueling configurations.

Table 3.7: Grades for formation aerodynamics.

Approaching aircraft Refueling
Configuration

Property Grade

Cruiser A, B 1) The engines of the cruiser

may need to be sized up to

perform refueling approach; 2)

Difficult to perform R-ETOPS

diversion on single engine flight.

poor 3

Tanker C, D No requirement on the cruiser Good 7

3.3.2.6 Ride Quality of Cruiser

This criterion accounts for passengers’ motion sickness during the process of
refueling. If the cruiser is the approaching aircraft, the passengers experience
the G loads and rotations related with maneuvering of the cruiser and turbulence
from the leading tanker, which can cause airsickness [57–59]. It is beneficial to let
the tanker perform all the formation approach maneuvers.

Table 3.8: Grades for ride quality of cruiser.

Approaching aircraft Refueling
Configuration

Property Grade
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Cruiser A, B Passengers will bear every

approaching maneuver

Very poor 1

Tanker C, D Passengers receive little

influence from AAR formation

Excellent 9

3.3.2.7 Pilot’s Visibility of the Approaching Aircraft

This criterion describes the visual clearance angle for the approaching pilots.
The approaching pilots should easily achieve direct visual contact with the other
aircraft.
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Figure 3.18: Field of vision for the approaching aircraft toward the leading aircraft. The
�ight path is based on Fig. 3.14.

Fig. 3.18 shows a typical field of vision for a pilot (the captain) according to
Aerospace standard 580B [60]. When the pilot is performing a refueling forma-
tion approach, the leading aircraft should be appear either above or below the
horizontal area on the windscreen. By doing so, the approaching aircraft can
stay out of the wake from the leading aircraft with vertical separation. In sub-
section 3.3.2.5, Fig. 3.16 shows the importance of keeping sufficient vertical
separation.

Normally the view-up clearance angle is larger than the view-down for a pilot,
because the area below the windscreen is heavily occupied by instrument panels.
Consequently, pilots are more used to join formation from lower altitude (along
Flight path 2). For Flight path 3, the eyesight on the leading aircraft could be
partially blocked by the instrument panel, creating difficulty and nervousness to
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the approaching pilots. Although windscreen can be designed to allow a larger
view-down clearance angle, this comes at a cost of increase in windscreen weight
and restricted area for instrument panel arrangement. Front fuselage may also
need to be reshaped for a larger view-down clearance angle, which might create
more drag.

As shown in Tab. 3.9, Configuration B and C (the approaching aircraft is along
the Flight path 3) are graded as “very poor” for pilot view clearance. Configura-
tion A, the conventional one is graded as “good”. Configuration D is excellent
because the windscreen of the approaching tanker can be specially designed to
allow large view-up clearance angle.

Table 3.9: Grades for pilot's visibility of the approaching aircraft.

Refueling
Configuration

Along flight path Property Grade

A Flight path 2 (cruiser) Cruiser pilots view upwards to

the tanker, good clearance

angle.

Good 7

B, C Flight path 3 Approaching pilots view

downwards to the leading

aircraft

Very poor 1

D Flight path 2 (tanker) Tanker cockpit can be designed

to have large view-up clearance

angle

Excellent 9

3.3.2.8 Training of the Approaching Aircraft Pilot

Although an autopilot will be used to reduce the workload of pilots, manual
control is strictly required for redundancy. Join and maintain a close formation is
one of the top challenges for pilots and requires delicate control input. The pilots
can only perform close formation approach after receiving specific training.

The fleet size of tankers is much smaller than that of the cruisers. If the tankers
are the approaching aircraft for AAR formation, a smaller number of pilots needs
to be trained, which has a significant impact on the cost.

Cruiser pilots experience only one aerial refueling per-flight or none if they op-
erate in short routes, where the cruiser can fly without any tanker support. On
the contrary, tanker pilots perform aerial refueling more times per flight, and fly
multiple missions per day. It is more cost efficient to train a few specialized pi-
lots than many regular passenger aircraft pilots. The grades of this criterion is
listed in Tab. 3.10.
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Table 3.10: Grades for training of the approaching aircraft pilot.

Refueling
Configuration

Property Grade

A, B All cruiser pilots should be trained Very poor 1

C, D Only tanker pilots need to be trained Excellent 9

3.3.2.9 All Weather Refueling Capability

According to the military regulations: “aircraft without radar or with only weather
radar shall not proceed inside 1 nm unless the tanker† is in sight” [61]. In order
to perform all weather refueling operations, air-to-air radar is needed on the ap-
proaching aircraft. Besides, the refueling rendezvous (250 nm from the tanker
base) is for sure out of the ATC radar coverage. If the approaching aircraft has no
air-to-air radar, the on-board pilots will have difficulties in calculating a suitable
converge solution to meet the other aircraft.

To achieve automatic formation approach, an autopilot must relies on accurate
information on aircraft relative positions. In short range, multiple optical devices
on the approach aircraft have better accuracy than an air-to-air radar. Besides,
these optical devices provide extra observation dimensions, which are crucial for
the autopilot [47;48].

Both air-to-air radar and specialized optical devices are expensive to be deployed.
It is more cost efficient to put them on the aircraft with small fleet (tankers) rather
than those with large fleet (cruisers).

Table 3.11: Grades for all weather refueling capability.

Refueling
Configuration

Property Grade

A, B The cruisers need to be equipped with

expensive air-to-air detect systems.

Large fleet size.

Very poor 1

C, D Only the tankers need to be equipped

with expensive air-to-air detect

systems. Small fleet size.

Excellent 9

†in Ref [61], only conventional configuration is discussed, thus “tanker” means the one NOT
performing the approaching maneuver.
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3.3.2.10 Additional Airframe Weight due to Boom

A forward extending boom might reduce the longitudinal and lateral stability of
the tanker, which as a consequence might require larger tail-planes. An upward
extending boom (no matter forward or afterward extending) may increase rolling
stability, which may trigger Dutch roll mode in certain conditions. Extra aerody-
namic devices such as ventral fins or larger vertical tail-planes, might be needed
to avoid Dutch roll [8;62–64]. These aerodynamic devices add extra weight to the
airframe. The weight of the boom and pumps is not included in this criterion.

Table 3.12: Grades for additional airframe weight due to boom.

Refueling
Configuration

Boom type Property Grade

A aft-down extending increase longitudinal and

lateral stability, no dutch roll

potential

Excellent 9

B aft-up extending increase longitudinal and

lateral stability, slight dutch

roll potential

Good 7

C fwd-down extending decrease longitudinal and

lateral stability, no dutch roll

potential

Poor 3

D fwd-up extending decrease longitudinal and

lateral stability, dutch roll

potential

Very poor 1

3.3.2.11 Pump Requirement

This criterion describes the weight, power and reliability penalties from the fuel
transfer pump. Calculations are carried out to support the grading [65].

Existing boom systems can provide at least 3680 kg/min (4600 L/min) fuel flow
rate [34;44]. The new boom should keep the same fuel flow rate, which can refuel
a cruiser in around 6 minute of wet contact. The boom designed by H. Timmer-
mans in the project of RECREATE is 20.9 m long when fully extended, with
an internal diameter of 130 mm [55]. Assuming equal pressure in both fuel tanks
(tanker and cruiser), and equal entry and exit velocity, the required total power
to pump fuel is shown as Eq. 3.1:

Ps = ∆(g ·h)+Pf r (3.1)

Where Ps is total power, Pfr is power loss due to friction, h is the vertical dis-
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tance. Pfr is calculated with both turbulent and laminar cases. An online pump
calculator TDH [66] is also used as a comparison. The results are shown in Tab.
3.13.

Table 3.13: Total ideal pump power calculated with di�erent methods [52;67].

Total Ideal Pump Power Turbulent Laminar TDH Calculator 

Pump upwards 19 kw 9 kw 11 kw 

Pump downwards 7 kw -3 kw -1 kw 

 

The TDH calculator shows results in between that of turbulent and laminar cases,
but more close to the laminar one. Pump fuel downwards requires little power
or no power at all due to the assist from gravity. When pumping fuel upwards,
backup pumps are needed to make sure there is sufficient reliability.

There are two kinds of firefighting pumps can be taken as a reference for the fuel
pump weight estimation. The pressure, flow rate and weight are listed in Tab.
3.14.

Table 3.14: Fire �ghting pumps as reference.

Pressure Flow Rate Weight 

700 kPa 3000 L/min 490 kg 

400 kPa 3000 L/min 375 kg 

 

The grading for the pump requirements are shown in Tab. 3.15. Although the
power required to pump fuel upwards (9-19 kw) is not significant (a typical APU
system provides 145 kw at cruise altitude [68]), the pump weight and redundancy
requirement might cause penalty for the tanker aircraft.

Table 3.15: Grades for pump requirement.

Pumping direction Refueling
Configuration

Property Grade

downwards A, C good reliability, little power

and weight penalty from the

pump

Excellent 9

upwards B, D requires extra pumps for

redundancy, extra power and

weight penalty.

Poor 3
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3.3.2.12 Noise Level in the Passenger Cabin

The noise level of the passenger cabin is an important aspect of passenger com-
fort during cruise. For high subsonic jet planes, boundary layer noise and jet
noise are the two dominant factors for cabin interior noise [69]. When the tanker
and the cruiser fly in close formation, the trailing aircraft is close to the jet wake
from the leading aircraft. Due to the distribution of the jet noise from the jet
wake [70], the trailing aircraft will experience severe jet noise. When the cruiser
is the trailing aircraft, the jet noise from the tanker can be disturbing for the pas-
sengers. In such condition, if the cruiser flies at higher altitude than the tanker
(Configuration B), the belly cargo bay of the cruiser can partially isolate the jet
noise from the wake of tanker, especially the jet noise of higher frequency [71].
On the contrary, in Configuration A, the passengers will experience the highest
level of noise.

Table 3.16: Grades for noise level in the passenger cabin.

Refueling
Configuration

Cruiser position Property Grade

A behind @ below heavily affected by jet noise Very poor 1

B behind @ above jet noise partially blocked by

cargo bay

Poor 3

C, D in the front far from jet wake Excellent 9

3.4 Trade-off Result

According to the grading system described above, the final scores for the four
remaining configurations can be computed. The results are shown in Tab. 3.17.
The concept that scores the highest grade, hence the trade-off winner, is config-
uration D, which is displayed again in Fig. 3.19.

The main advantages of the winner configuration D are summarized here below:

• Safety:
– no hazard of collision with parts and debris detaching from tanker;
– in case of emergency, tanker can immediately separate by decelerat-

ing and reducing altitude, without any risk of collision;
– tanker pilot has good visibility of passenger aircraft;
– easy to comply to R-ETOPS regulations when cruiser is on single

engine flight, because in this case, the cruiser has limited maneuver-
ability to perform AAR formation approach.

– cruiser pilots are not required to perform approach maneuver, neither
to fly in the wake of the tanker.
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Table 3.17: Scores of di�erent con�gurations.

 Grades (1-9) Weight Score 

Criteria   \   Configuration A B C D  A B C D 

Boom aeroelastic stability 9 9 5 5 16% 1.44 1.44 0.8 0.8 

Maturity of Boom technology 9 7 1 1 15% 1.35 1.05 0.15 0.15 

Fuel pipe fire hazard 1 7 7 7 11% 0.11 0.77 0.77 0.77 

Component detachment hazard 1 3 9 9 10% 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.9 

Formation aerodynamics 3 3 7 7 8% 0.24 0.24 0.56 0.56 

Ride quality of cruiser 1 1 9 9 8% 0.08 0.08 0.72 0.72 

Pilot's visibility of the approaching aircraft 7 1 1 9 7% 0.49 0.07 0.07 0.63 

Training of the approaching aircraft pilot 1 1 9 9 7% 0.07 0.07 0.63 0.63 

All weather refueling capability 1 1 9 9 6% 0.42 0.42 0.54 0.54 

Additional airframe weight due to boom 9 7 3 1 4% 0.36 0.28 0.12 0.02 

Pump requirement 9 3 9 3 4% 0.36 0.12 0.36 0.12 

Noise level in the passenger cabin 1 3 9 9 4% 0.04 0.12 0.36 0.36 

TOTAL     100% 5.06 4.96 5.98 6.22 

 

• Passenger comfort:
– Passengers are not subjected to maneuvering acceleration and less

exposed to flow perturbation.
– Less noise is received from tanker.

• Cruiser architecture: cruiser architecture minimally affected by the pres-
ence of the refueling system.

• Cost:
– Only tanker aircraft to be provided with air-to-air radar;
– No extra thrust requirement for passenger aircraft during refueling.
– No specific training for cruiser pilots, only for tanker pilots, who are

much less in terms of number.

The challenges of configuration D are mainly concerned with the up-forward
extending boom. However Subsection 3.3.2.1 has already shown there is no
show stopper of developing such an unconventional boom. The advantages of
choosing configuration D are more pronounced than the challenges.
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Chapter 4

Multi-vehicle Design
Methodology

The introduction of civil AAR operation involves the development and opera-
tion of multiple flight vehicles, namely cruisers and tankers. This makes the
design process much more complex than designing one individual aircraft. The
diversity of the involved vehicle types, their different but interdependent mission
and performance requirements demand for a system of systems design approach.
Current aircraft design methodologies and tools are not adequate to deal with
such complexity, thereby a new design methodology is proposed here. The pro-
posed methodology can prove valuable not only to design civil AAR transport
systems, but also to address many future aviation projects based on multiple ve-
hicles (examples in Appendix D).

The requirements for an ideal multi-vehicle design and analysis tool are intro-
duced at the beginning of this chapter. Then, the existing tools are discussed in
view of these requirements. It was found that these tools have insufficient capa-
bilities to tackle multi-vehicle design scenarios. To carry out the design of the
civil AAR cruisers and tankers, a dedicated design framework, called AC-X, has
been developed.

4.1 Requirements for Multi-vehicle Design Systems

To support multi-vehicle design process, a design and analysis system should
feature the characteristics described in Subsection 4.1.1 - 4.1.3.
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4.1.1 Design Flexibility

Design flexibility here means the ability to deal with a wide-range of aircraft
types, configurations and mission profiles. Conventional design methodology
provides the designer with a selection of design options covering almost all the
existing aircraft. As an example, Roskam categorizes aircraft as Tab. 4.1 [72].
However, many design options are pre-assembled and might restrict the required
design freedom. In particular, They might be unsuitable to address new envi-
sioned applications. For example, such categories seem to not allow a proper
definition of a turbo-prop wide-body airliner.

Table 4.1: Aircraft categories of the Roskam approach.

Homebuilt Propeller Driven Airplanes 

Single Engine Propeller Driven Airplanes 

Double Engine Propeller Driven Airplanes 

Agricultural Airplanes 

Business Jets 

Regional Turbo-propeller Driven Airplanes 

Transport Jets 

Military Trainers 

Fighters 

Military Patrol, Bomb and Transport Airplanes 

Flying Boats, Amphibious and Float Airplanes 

Supersonic Cruise Airplanes 

 

When defining a tanker aircraft, such categories restrict the design options, even
for the tanker with conventional configuration. The reason is due to the statis-
tic based semi-empirical approach within the categories. As an example, empty
weight ratio (OEW/MTOW) of a category is often used as a starting point to size
the aircraft. However, for a specifically designed tanker, there is no such statistic
data available. On the other hand, due to less requirement for fuselage volume, a
specifically designed tanker can trade fuselage shell weight for additional wing-
area and/or more powerful engines, which means for a given OEW, the tanker
can achieve heavier MTOW than a normal transport jet. In other words, lower
OEW/MTOW is possible for a specifically designed tanker. Any statistic value
of OEW/MTOW may lead to an improper tanker design. Other examples of fu-
ture multi-vehicle concepts can be found in Appendix D. These vehicles are
even more radical than a specifically designed tanker, which requires even more
design flexibility.
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Figure 4.1: Multi-vehicle scenario results a faster decrease in the design freedom. Applying
high-�delity analysis in early design phase generates more knowledge that is demanded for
making important decisions, when there is still large design freedom. Figure derived from
Ref [73].

4.1.2 High-fidelity Analysis in Earlier Design Phase

Throughout the aircraft design process, there is a paradox regarding the design
freedom and the design knowledge. In early design phases, the design freedom
is the largest. In other words, the cost (in terms of time and funding) to make
any change is the lowest in early phase. On the other hand, the available design
knowledge, which is used to support making decisions, is very limited. In the late
design phases (the late preliminary and detailed design phase), when more people
and resources are involved, the design knowledge increases quickly. However,
the later a major change would be made, the more cost would occur: the iteration
for the change involves much more people and resources than that in the early
design stage, which means a smaller design freedom [73].

In the multi-vehicle design approach, the paradox between the design freedoms
and knowledge becomes even more severe. When the design inputs of one air-
craft is dependent on the design results of other aircraft, a single change can
cause consequential changes to multiple vehicles, resulting in collateral develop-
ment cost and time delay. In other words, the design freedoms of a multi-vehicle
system decrease faster than that for a single aircraft, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Con-
sequently, the early application of high-fidelity analysis is key to perform multi-
vehicle design.
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In the design process of the AAR cruiser and tanker, low-fidelity analysis ap-
proaches (for aerodynamics and propulsion system) are inadequate, because they
are incapable of capturing many important phenomena and thus would likely re-
sult into fallacious design judgment. For example, due to the application of the
forward-extending boom (described in Subsection 3.3.2.1), a tanker even with
conventional configuration would propose challenges to the aerodynamic analy-
sis regarding issues like interference between the boom and the vertical tail(s),
transonic drag of the fully extended boom and, if the boom is not completely
buried into the fuselage when retracted, the transonic drag of the retracted boom.

Moreover, unconventional configurations such as flying-wing and joint-wing
might also be the potential options for the tanker concept. Their issues of tran-
sonic aerodynamics such as the controllability for a flying-wing tanker and the
interference drag for a joint-wing tanker can only be analyzed with high-fidelity
approaches.

High-fidelity aerodynamic analysis is also demanded in analyzing conventional
aircraft operated at unconventional flight conditions, like refueling close for-
mation. The trailing aircraft experiences complicated flow conditions such as
down/up-wash, total-pressure drop, wing-tip vortex and hot jet wake from the
leading aircraft. Those issues can be even more peculiar at high-subsonic flying
speed. Low-fidelity analysis approaches such as vortex-lattice and panel meth-
ods are incapable of capturing those aerodynamic phenomena.

Because the complex flight conditions for both cruiser and tanker, the off-design
performance of their engines becomes crucial in assessing their flight perfor-
mance. Consequentially, a refined engine design and analysis tool becomes a
necessity in the early design phase.

4.1.3 Interactive Design Process

Conceptual design is a very fluid and dynamic phase of the development process
of any vehicle. Little information is available, and many radically different op-
tions are possible, which demand a lot of decisions and assumptions from the
designer. An increased use of more physics based analysis tools can be certainly
beneficial to investigate new concepts, however it would increase even further
the burden on the designer. Hence, an interaction system, which supports the
designer in managing more sophisticated tools, makes sense of more data, while
keeps him/her in full control and in position to directly and continuously in-
fluence design process, has become an increasingly important challenge . When
multi-vehicle methodology is applied, the need of an interactive process becomes
more urgent.

Some tools (usually commercial software) are rigidly organized according to
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a predefined design procedure and may lack the possibilities of customization.
Other tools (mostly in-house developed ones) have large potentials of customiza-
tion, but may require the designer going through the codes, which makes the
tools difficult to use. Moreover, when high-fidelity modeling and analysis meth-
ods are involved, the codes can be slow to respond to each design change. The
interactivity of existing design and analysis tools is discussed in details in Sec-
tion 4.2. An ideal design tool should have the following characteristics regarding
interaction:

• Flexible and interactive aircraft geometry generation. Aircraft design-
ers desire large freedom to deal with different aircraft geometries. On the
other hand, building up design concepts from the very basic level is repet-
itive and laboring. A good interaction process should allow the designers
to focus on making the major design choices. It should be able to work in
the following two ways:

– The interactive generation of vehicle models based on:
* free hand digital sketching.
* assembly of predefined geometry components.

– Automatic generation of vehicle models based on computed param-
eters.

• Flexible mission profile definition. In a multi-vehicle scenario, the mis-
sion profile of a vehicle can be very unconventional, thus the mission pro-
file definition should be flexible to any potential applications. In addition
to the “design case”, which the aircraft is sized for, several “off-design
cases” should also be included to exam the same aircraft.

• High response speed This is a key factor to support the designer making
many design changes and analyzing many different configurations and va-
rieties. With a fast input-output cycle, the designers are capable of investi-
gating more “what-if” scenarios, which is especially helpful when dealing
with novel design concepts where many assumptions must be evaluated.

According to these requirements, existing aircraft design and analysis tools are
discussed and compared in the following Section 4.2.

4.2 Existing Aircraft Design Tools

Both commercial and academic aircraft design tools have been evaluated, based
on limited information and/or user experience. According to the above men-
tioned multi-vehicle design methodology, these aircraft design tools are dis-
cussed in this section and then graded according to the three requirements: large
design flexibility, high-fidelity analysis and interactive design process, these tools
are graded from “very poor” to “ideal” (1 very poor, 3 poor, 5 moderate, 7 good,
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9 ideal).

4.2.1 Commercial Design Synthesis tools

AAA (Advanced Aircraft Analysis) is an industry standard aircraft conceptual
design tool developed by DARcorporation [74]. With a typical approach of cat-
egorization, this software is capable to support the design of various types of
aircraft, including supersonic combat aircraft, large transport and small general
aviation planes. However, each type of aircraft can only be operated for its con-
ventional mission. The principles of the analysis modules are generally based
on semi-empirical methodologies (Roskam). The geometry module is only for
visualization and volume calculation. No high-fidelity analysis can be applied.
The UI of the software is well organized and responds rapidly to the design input.
However, it has no possibilities of customization.

RDS is an aircraft conceptual design tool developed by Daniel P. Raymer [75].
Due to its flexible aircraft and mission definitions, RDS allows to explore larger
design varieties than AAA. The principles of the analysis modules are generally
based on Raymer’s semi-empirical methodologies. Similar to AAA, RDS does
not support highe-fidelity analysis. The UI is of the same level as that of AAA.

Pacelab Suite is a KBE (Knowledge Based Engineering) platform developed by
PACE GmbH to support early-stage product design [76]. Based on the suite, Pace-
lab APD is an aircraft design tool for conceptual and preliminary design phases
of conventional passenger aircraft. Pacelab APD has not demonstrated the capa-
bility of tackling unconventional aircraft and missions. Semi-empirical princi-
ples are used to assess weight and aerodynamics. However, with the 3D geom-
etry modeling capability and the KBE platform, there is a potential to perform
high-fidelity analysis. Moreover, the extensible software structure allows the
potential of making the software interactive.

Piano is a conceptual design tool developed by Lissys Ltd for the synthesis of
commercial aircraft [77]. Only semi-empirical analysis methodologies are ap-
plied. When using the tool, the designers have to follow the prescribed design
logic, little customization can be done.

The grades of the above mentioned three commercial design tools are listed in
Tab. 4.2.

4.2.2 Academic Design Synthesis Tools

ADAS is a design and analysis software developed by University of Naples Fed-
erico II [78]. The software could support the design of transport aircraft and light
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Table 4.2: Evaluation of commercial aircraft design tools.

 Design flexibility Hi-fidelity analysis Interactive  

AAA 5 1 3 

RDS 7 1 3 

PACE 1 3 5 

Piano 1 1 3 

 

aircraft, with semi-empirical analysis methodologies. However, it is impossible
to support the design of unconventional concepts.

Initiator is a MATLAB code developed by TU Delft to generate aircraft concepts
based on a limited set of top-level requirements. Apart from passenger aircraft
with conventional configurations, the Initiator allows the designer to generate
canard, three-surface and prandtl wing transport aircraft for conventional airliner
missions [79;80]. Semi-empirical and physical based methods are used for weight
estimation; while vortex-lattice and Quasi-3D approaches are used to analyze
aerodynamics.

FLOPS (Flight Optimization System) is an aircraft performance and gradient
based optimization program, developed by NASA Langley Research Center [81;82].
FLOPS is capable to design aircraft with various design varieties, such as blended
wing-body and supersonic cruiser concepts [83–85]. Although the modules of
weight and aerodynamics analysis are based on empirical / semi-empirical ap-
proaches, FLOPS can be linked with other analysis tools of higher fidelity. Orig-
inally, FLOPS had no graphical UI. Later, an UI is specially developed to allow
better user interaction [86].

VAMPzero is an aircraft conceptual design tool developed by DLR (German
Aerospace Center) [87]. This software is designed to generate airliner concepts
with conventional configuration [88]. No study on unconventional concepts has
been found. The analysis methods are empirical / semi-empirical approaches,
without any high-fidelity analysis. The inputs from the designers are limited,
because the design purpose of the software is more focused on working in an
automatic design framework.

PraDO (Preliminary aircraft Design and Optimization) is a sophisticated aircraft
design and analysis platform developed by DLR, capable of performing multi-
disciplinary and multi-fidelity analysis for a variety of configurations and aircraft
types [89–93]. It has large possibilities of customization, but with high-fidelity
analysis, the design loop takes longer time than other software with low-fidelity
analysis.

MICADO (Multidisciplinary Integrated Conceptual Aircraft Design and Opti-
mization) is developed at the Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (ILR) of
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Table 4.3: Evaluation of academic aircraft design tools.

 Design flexibility Hi-fidelity analysis Interactive 

ADAS 1 1 5 

Initiator 3 1 3 

FLOPS 5 1 5 

VAMPzero 1 1 3 

PrADO 7 7 3 

MICADO 3 7 1 

 

RWTH Aachen University [94]. The software is built to generate design concepts
automatically with minimum user input. Consequentially, MICADO is largely
used to provide an overall aircraft baseline for the investigation of the impact
from a specific new technology, such as morphing structure [95] and hybrid lam-
inar flow control [96]. The design varieties of MICADO (in terms of aircraft ar-
chitectures and missions) are yet to be tested.

The grades of the above mentioned six academic design tools are listed in Tab.
4.3.

4.3 Multi-vehicle Design Process

As discussed in Section 4.2, existing aircraft design and analysis tools have
different characteristics accounting for their different purposes of applications.
However, in this particular application, all the evaluated tools lacks the combi-
nation of all the three requirements described in Section 4.1.

The main dilemma is among the flexible geometry generation, the time consum-
ing high-fidelity analysis and high response speed. Due to the required massive
computing power, a single case of high-fidelity analysis (such as CFD or FEM)
usually takes hours or even days to complete. If high-fidelity analysis modules
were directly linked to the design iteration loops, every single change in the
concept would take at least hours to be analyzed, making an interactive process
impossible. This issue becomes even more severe when multiple vehicles are
designed together: a single change in one aircraft may trigger another round of
high-fidelity analysis for several related aircraft, which multiplies the required
computing power. The process is shown in Fig. 4.2

The solution is to setup a few design experiments. The design experiments
should be scheduled to cover the potential range for the interest variables. Then,
the concepts with different set of variables are analyzed with high-fidelity ap-
proaches. With the results, the related surrogate model can be built, which allows
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Figure 4.2: High-�delity analysis in the multi-vehicle design loop (conventional way).
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fast iterations in the actual design cycles based on high-fidelity analysis. The ac-
tivity diagram of performing the design experiments and iterations is shown in
Fig. 4.3.

The approach of design experiment decouples the time-consuming high-fidelity
analysis from the multi-vehicle design loop. If multiple high-fidelity analysis
can be carried out in parallel, the overall design duration of multi-vehicle would
stay almost the same as that of designing a single aircraft.

4.4 AC-X Design Framework

To carry out the design of the AAR cruiser and tanker, a new design framework
called AC-X is developed according to the approach described in Section 4.3.

4.4.1 Overall Description

This design framework is composed of design spreadsheet and some modeling
and analysis tools, featuring three major modules: the design spreadsheet, the
3D geometry builder and the high-fidelity analysis modules, shown in Fig. 4.4.
The core module is the design spreadsheet, where the iteration loops take place.
Within this module, four sub-modules are integrated, whose functionalities are
discussed in Subsection 4.4.2.

Fig. 4.5 shows the design process involving these modules. An aircraft sketch
is the starting point of the process. The general configuration and geometrical
features are defined, such as aspect ratio and taper ratio. However, the precise
dimensions are not fixed. Then, the designer needs to decide the most important
design parameters (such as wing area, aspect ratio and sweep angle) and plan
the design experiments according to the potential ranges. With the sketch and
design experiment scheduled, the geometry information (in the form of Cartesian
coordinates) are generated within the design spreadsheet, then fed into the 3D
model builder.

The process from sketch to 3D geometry is explained in details in Subsection
4.4.2.1. The so-called “geometry definition” the sub-module where a sketch is
transferred into information for 3D modeling. The 3D modeling tool (introduced
in Subsection 4.4.3) has the capability to support large design varieties. The
interactive modeling process and real-time display functionality enable modeling
an aircraft in a short time with detailed features. More details of the modeling
approach is described in Subsection 4.4.3.

The CFD calculation and engine modeling are discussed in Subsection 4.4.4 and
4.4.5 respectively. After the design experiment (full factorial), the results are
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Figure 4.6: For a generic wide-body airliner, the same relative changes in structure weight
and cruise L/D have di�erent impact extent on the mission fuel weight.

used to built polynomial surrogate models, which are used to support the design
iterations within the design spreadsheet. With the preliminary results, another
round of high-fidelity analysis is carried out to check and update the surrogate
models. After that, the design results are also updated according to the new
surrogate models. When the analysis of off-design performance is required, the
design spreadsheet can be operated in off-design mode, which is described in
Subsection 4.4.2.

High-fidelity analysis tools (such as FEM) for structure sizing and weight es-
timation are not integrated in the AC-X framework, because it is less critical
compared with CFD analysis modules. As an example, for a generic wide-body
airliner, when the structure weight or the cruise L/D varies by 10%, the overall
mission fuel weight changes accordingly. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the cruise L/D
has larger impact on the mission fuel weight than the structure weight, which
means the accuracy of aerodynamics analysis is more critical to the estimation
of the overall mission fuel than the weight estimation. In the AC-X framework,
Weight and balance is calculated in the weight estimation module, which incor-
porates class II semi-empirical method [64] (see Subsection 4.4.2.2).

In the following part (Subsection 4.4.2-4.4.5), the details of each module are
elaborated.

4.4.2 The Design Spreadsheet

The core module of the AC-X framework is the design spreadsheet. With the
independent sub-module layout, the design spreadsheet can be operated in three
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Figure 4.7: The communication diagram of the design spreadsheet operated in the two
modes apart from the standard design condition.

modes: 1) design experiment; 2) design iteration 3) off-design analysis. Among
the three modes, “design iteration” requires the operation of all the sub-modules.
Fig. 4.7 shows how the other two modes are operated for different purposes.

The UI of the design spreadsheet can support the shifting between the three
modes. Fig. 4.8 shows a snapshot of the spreadsheet UI.

As shown in Fig. 4.8, parameters can be either calculated through the embedded
design knowledge or overwritten by the designer, which allows large possibili-
ties of customization or even taking the design results of other aircraft, enabling
multi-vehicle design iteration. Apart from the input and output slots, the other
two types of slot are built to make the design spreadsheet easy to use. The “sug-
gestion slots” display different text according to the input from the designer.
They could describe how the result is generated or warn the designer for the
conflicting input and provide solution choices. The fourth type of slot is “input
explanation”, which provide a list of valid options of input. The designer should
be able to use the design spreadsheet with the assistance from the “suggestion
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Suggestion

Figure 4.8: Snapshot of the design spreadsheet user interface.

slots” and the “input explanation slots”.

The functionalities and principles of the four sub-modules are described in the
following subsections.

4.4.2.1 Geometry Definition

The design process starts outside the AC-X framework with the sketch of the
aircraft overall configuration. This allows the designer to define a concept with
least restrictions. The sketch should depict the geometric shape, general dimen-
sions and relative positions of the main components such as fuselage, wings and
tail planes. However, the absolute lifting surface area, dimensions are not de-
cided from the sketch, which are to be calculated within “Geometry definition”
sub-module, taking information such as CG (center of gravity) position and tail
volumes from other sub-modules. With the calculated Cartesian coordinates and
dimensions, 3D aircraft model can be built in other module. This process is
shown in Fig. 4.9.

1. Sketch
(Outside AC-X, free hand sketching)

3. Generate 3D model
(Surface model generator)

x

y

z

Coordinates 
& 

dimensions

y
x

z

2. Define geometry
(Within the design spreadsheet of AC-X) 

Figure 4.9: From sketch to 3D surface geometry.

Two types of aerodynamic surfaces can be defined in this sub-module: main lift-
ing surfaces and tail surfaces (vertical tail and horizontal tail). The main lifting
surfaces are accounted for the reference area, while the vertical tail and horizon-
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Figure 4.10: 2D aerodynamic surface de�nition with non-dimensioned approach.

tal tails are not. Instead, tail-volume values are used to calculate the horizontal
and vertical projections of tail surfaces.

The geometry features, such as sweep angle, aspect ratio, taper ratio, kink rela-
tive positions, etc., are captured from a sketch and inputted into the “Geometry
definition” sub-module. This approach allows automatic scaling and positioning
according to other disciplines while still keep the shape the same. Moreover,
such plan-form geometry definition allows large design flexibility (in terms of
plan-form shapes and configurations).

The process to define a plan-form (2D) geometry is shown in Fig. 4.10. The
descriptions are provided as below:

Step 1, 2: Define aspect ratio and taper ratio;

Step 3: “Control chords” are defined by means of their span-wise positions (i.e.
X% of the half span). These “control chords” allows the definition of wing kinks
and some 3D modifications (i.e. twist and vertical offset) in the later phase;

Step 4: Set the chord scaling ratios (i.e. K1, K2). By doing so, the designer can
modify the length of any control chord. Meanwhile, the spreadsheet automati-
cally keeps aspect ratio for the overall aerodynamic surface.

Step 5: Set the sweep angles for each segment. According to different needs, the
designer can choose to define the sweep angle w.r.t. the leading-edge, trailing
edge or at anywhere in between (i.e. 1/4 chord).
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Figure 4.11: 3D aerodynamic surface de�nition with non-dimensioned approach.

The definition of 3D lifting surface is based on the previous steps. As displayed
in Fig. 4.11, the dihedral / anhedral angle can be defined for the overall aerody-
namic surface. Vertical offset can be set for any chord independently also with a
non-dimensioned value. Then, the relative thickness is defined for each airfoil at
the “control chords”, which is a crucial value to determine the volume of wing
fuel tank. Last, the wing twist is defined by setting the incidence angle for each
“control chord”, which allows complex twisting strategy over the whole span.
At this point, the non-dimensioned aerodynamic surface definition is completed.

Scale according to the 
required reference area

1. Shift the wing to achieve 
the required magnitude of 
static margin

2.

Figure 4.12: Scaling and positioning of lifting surface.

The absolute coordinates of the “control chords” are generated only after scaling
and positioning of the aerodynamic surface, as shown in Fig. 4.12. This step
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requires information like aircraft flying weight and CG point position from the
weight estimation sub-module.

The scale factor is allowed to be defined in various ways. The most direct way
is to scale according to the user input wing area. When the other sub-modules
are connected with this one, the designer can define the desired takeoff wing
loading (defined as the ratio between takeoff weight and wing area [97]) or the
design cruise lift coefficient. Based on these parameters, the design spreadsheet
calculates the required wing area value and then scales the lifting surface.

The longitudinal position of the wing is computed according to the calculated
overall aircraft CG position. The aerodynamic center of the lifting surface is
calculated with an embedded semi-empirical approach. By moving the wings
forward or backwards, the design spreadsheet seeks for the place where the re-
quired relative position between the CG and aerodynamic center is achieved.

When moving the wing, the overall CG position changes accordingly. To achieve
the required tail-volumes, either the tail-arms or the tail-plane areas should be
changed. The designer can choose either way.

Multiple lifting surfaces can be defined in this sub-module. With the definition
of area allocation ratio between the different lifting surfaces and relative lon-
gitudinal spacing, configurations like canard, Prandtl wing, tandem wing and
three-surface configurations can be defined.

With the generated coordinates and dimensions, 3D modeling can be carried
out, which is outside the design spreadsheet. To continue describing other sub-
modules in the design spreadsheet, weight estimation is discussed in the next
subsection. The 3D modeling is described in Subsection 4.4.3.

4.4.2.2 Weight Estimation

The weight estimation sub-module provides a prediction of the operative empty
weight and CG position. It makes use of the Torenbeek class-II weight estimation
method to assess the contributions of all the structural components or groups.
Torenbeek’s method is selected for its extensive inputs parameters [64], which
are sensitive to different design choices. The aircraft weight is decomposed as
following components:
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• Airframe structure
— Body group
— Wing group
— Tail-plane group
— Landing gear
— Surface controls group

• Airframe services and equipment
— APU group
— Hydraulic, electricical group
— Instrument
— Furnishing and equipment group
— Air-condition and anti-ice group
— Extra equipment

• Propulsion group
• Additional group

Among the major groups, the propulsion group can be overwritten with the en-
gine weight from the module of engine design and analysis. An additional group
is set to allow the designer adding any extra equipment (i.e. a refueling boom).

As two examples, Tab. 4.4 and 4.5 show the input parameter lists for body group
and wing group respectively. The required large number of input parameters
provides large freedom. To reduce unnecessary workload for the designer, many
input parameters are automatically taken from other sub-modules or the embed-
ded statistic data set, still keeping the possibility of customization.

The Torenbeek v.1982 semi-empirical method [64] has also been tested for un-
conventional cases (i.e. joint-wing configuration). At the component level, such
methodology has good accuracy (less than 5% error) and reaches good agree-
ment with FEM analysis results [98].

4.4.2.3 Mission Profile

The application of this sub-module is twofold: the first is to calculate the required
mission fuel with a given mission profile; the second is to work the other way
around, i.e. to calculate a mission segment length according to a given amount of
fuel. The calculated mission fuel weight is used to estimate the maximum takeoff
weight together with the design payload weight and the operative empty weight.
The estimated flight ranges are used to build the payload-range diagrams.

Multiple mission segments can be defined as shown in Fig. 4.13. The ground
distance covered during climbing and descending segments are included in the
overall route length, which cannot be ignored for short haul flights. Climb perfor-
mance is calculated based on the available SEP at different altitude. Descending
is calculated with the assumption that the aircraft glides with idle throttle setting.
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Table 4.4: Input parameters for the body group weight estimation.

Input parameter Data source 

Fuselage length 

From Geometry Definition sub-module, or provided 

as user input 

Fuselage width 

Fuselage height 

Horizontal tail arm 

Cabin length From statistics, or provided as user input 

Nose length 

Shell area Calculated, or provided as user input 

Aircraft type 

User selection (based on a list of options) 

Pressurized or not 

Engines on tail or not 

Main landing-gear on 

fuselage or not 

Freighter or not 

With Wheel-bay or not 

Max dive speed User input 

 

Table 4.5: Inputs for wing group weight estimation.

Input parameter Data source 

Structural wing span 

From Geometry Definition sub-module, or 

provided as user input 

Wing area 

Relative thickness of root 

Chord length of root 

Gross weight From last iteration round, or provided as 

user input 

Aircraft type 

User selection 
With spoilers & speed brakes or not 

Main undercarriage on wings or not 

Braced wings or not 

Number of engines on wings User input 
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The reserve fuel for diversion flight is calculated from three parts.

1. The Fuel amount to reach the alternative airport, which is dependent on
different routes and types of aircraft. For example, transpacific flights usu-
ally must comply to ETOPS 150 or 180 regulations, while city hoppers
only have to divert for 100 to 500 nm [99].

2. The fuel amount for loitering above the alternative airport. The duration
of loiter is defined according to the applicable regulations [100]. Usually it
varies from 30 to 45 minutes.

3. Extra fuel reservation (assigned as a certain percentage of the total mission
fuel) is usually added by the operators.

Multiple mission segments are defined with the following parameters:

• Type of the mission segment
– Cruise / loiter: steady flight condition with constant L/D (constant

L/D is achieved by changing flight altitude to compensate the de-
creasing flying weight);

– Receiving fuel: the assigned weight increment is accounted as fuel
weight;

– Deliver weight: reduce (all or part of) the payload weight during
flight. Transferring fuel to another flight vehicle or delivering an
ordinance/cargo can be modeled with this type of mission segment.

• The length of a segment can be defined in three ways:
– Travel distance: the length of the flight path projected on the surface

of the Earth.
– Flight duration: the time spent flying this segment;
– Fuel budget: segment travel distance is calculated according to the

designated fuel amount.
• Air speed. Within one mission segment, only average airspeed is con-

sidered. In case of large changes of airspeed, more segments should be
defined.

• Change in weight: indicates the amount of fuel receiving or payload de-
livering. The mission fuel consumed in this segment is not included here.

Takeoff & Climb Descend & land Diversion

Cruise
Loiter

• Cruise

• Loiter

• Receiving fuel

• Deliver weight

Figure 4.13: Example of a transport mission de�nition.
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The mission segments and diversion flight are all calculated based on Breguet
range equation (Eq. 1.3). In this sub-module, the values of L/D, SFC and engine
off-design thrust values are taken from the aerodynamics surrogate models and
engine performance map respectively.

4.4.2.4 Performance

Within the performance sub-module, three types of blocks are built for different
purposes. The functional blocks, which are the core of this sub-module, calculate
the aircraft performance. To do that, the functional blocks require many inputs
like CLα, CD, engine off-design thrust and SFC. These parameters are calculated
in the auxiliary blocks, which look-up the data from the data source blocks. The
connections between the different types of blocks are displayed in Fig. 4.14.

Aerodynamics 
surrogate model

Atmospheric 
model

Engine 
performance map

Aerodynamic 
Coefficients

Thrust, SFC

Gust load 
diagram

Maneuverability

Takeoff & landing 
performance

Functional blocks Data source blocksAuxiliary blocks

SEP V-n

Figure 4.14: Dependency diagram of the three types of blocks.

To calculate takeoff and landing performance, the methodology proposed by
Torenbeek [64] is applied. Regulations such as FAR23/25 are integrated as con-
straints, which account for conditions like OEI (One Engine Inoperative). This
functional block supports the analysis of different field conditions. For exam-
ple, the designer can choose between different types of runway surface, such as:
short grass or concrete pavement. The field performance at highland airports and
(or) high temperature can also be analyzed.

The Maneuverability Block comprises two parts: one analyzes the SEP values
for the interested flight conditions (i.e. climb, formation flight, etc.), the other
builds v-n (gust and maneuver) diagrams for different flying weight conditions.

The above described two functional blocks can be operated in two folds: the
first is calculating the aircraft performance based on the given propulsion system
parameters; the second is a reversed process: with the given aircraft performance
requirements, the propulsion system is sized up according to the wing loading
(W/S) vs. thrust-to-weight (T/W) diagram. An example is shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.17: High-level Primitives.

The third functional block generates gust loading diagram, based on Roskam’s
method [97]. As shown in Fig. 4.16, the gust load is overlapped on the v-n ma-
neuver diagram to size the positive and negative loading factors. The results of
the gust load diagram are passed to the weight estimation sub-module.

4.4.3 Geometry Building Module

Based on the geometry information calculated in the sub-module of geometry
definition (see Subsection 4.4.2.1), the user can manually build 3D surfaces in
the geometry building module. Next to the design spreadsheet, geometry build-
ing module is also a key factor to comply with the three requirements of the
multi-vehicle design methodology introduced in Section 4.1. First, the module
should be capable of generating a large variety of aircraft 3D models. Moreover,
the generated 3D models must have sufficient detail level to support high-fidelity
aerodynamics analysis. Last, the module must have multiple ways of input (de-
fine parameter / drag and drop) with real-time display.

The HLP (High-level Primitives) based modeling approach proposed by G. La
Rocca [101;102] is applied to meet the requirements. Four types of HLP (shown in
Fig. 4.17) are used to generate any type of aircraft geometry [103]. Starting with
the basic two types of HLP: wing and body, many components like fuselage,
fairing, lifting surface and tail-planes can be generated. Derived from the Wing
HLP, a smooth connection between two sections can represent a blended winglet.
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Figure 4.18: Screen shot of the dialogue boxes for wing geometry de�nition.

Derived from the Body HLP, a nacelle can be modeled when the parameters of
intake lip are defined on the front section.

The approach of HLP is more efficient to build 3D aircraft geometry than the
low-level geometry primitives of a traditional CAD system. The same HLP ap-
proach is used in an aircraft graphical software SUMO. Developed by the Flight
Dynamics Lab at the KTH (Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm), SUMO
is aimed at fast creation of aircraft surface geometries and automatic surface
mesh generation [104].

Fig. 4.18 and 4.19 show the UI to build wing and body geometry, respectively.
The wing geometry is defined section by section, which inputs are calculated
in the geometry definition sub-module (Subsection 4.4.2.1). The left dialogue
box in Fig. 4.18 defines the overall wing geometry. When editing an individual
section, the right dialogue box appears, where the coordinates, angles, chord
length and airfoil shape are defined.

The UI for body geometry is more interactive. Fig. 4.19 shows the two modes:
skeleton and frame, where the round dots are the control points, which the de-
signer can edit by dragging and dropping, inserting a new one or deleting an
existing one. The green square dots in the skeleton mode are the middle points.
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Figure 4.19: Interactive SUMO UI for body geometry de�nition.

The user can set the frame position by dragging the green dot. When accurate di-
mensions are required, the designer can also input parameters like length, width
and height. When changing any parameter, the 3D model is changed in real-time.

With the HLP approach and the interactive UI, a designer can use SUMO to build
any complex 3D model within 10 minutes. Appendix E displays a large variety
of examples. These aircraft are all modeled with detailed aerodynamic features,
which have sufficient fidelity to support CFD analysis.

After the generation of 3D geometry, meshing is to be carried out. Although
SUMO has an integrated automatic mesh generator, the quality of the grids is
not adequate for many CFD solvers, such as Fluent [105]. ICEM CFD [106] is used
to generate mesh with adequate quality. The meshing and CFD calculation are
described in Subsection 4.4.4.

With its modeling flexibility, SUMO is used to generate the geometry of all cruis-
ers and feeders. Moreover, the components such as the forward-extending refu-
eling boom (Subsection 3.3.2.1) and the related aerodynamics fairings are also
modeled using SUMO.
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4.4.4 CFD module

As introduced in Section 4.4, the CFD module in the AC-X framework is used
for two purposes: 1) to perform the design experiments necessary to build the
surrogate models; 2) to check and correct the surrogate models when the prelim-
inary design iteration has finished.

Table 4.6: Example of design experiment schedules. Full factorial approach is used.

Design variables Cases units 

Mean aerodynamic chord 3.0, 4.5, 6.0 m 

Aspect Ratio 8, 10, 12, 14 - 

Sweep angle 25, 28, 31 degree 

 

The design experiments must be scheduled to contain the most important design
parameters and cover their potential variation range. Tab. 4.6 shows the set up
for the AAR cruiser.

The process of CFD design experiments is displayed in Fig. 4.20. Starting with
the geometry coordinates generated in the design spreadsheet (the design exper-
iment mode is shown in Fig. 4.7a), the 3D model is built in SUMO. At this
stage, many geometry features (i.e. fairing shape, airfoils and twist angles) are
strongly dependent on designer’s experience. Although statistic data and low-
fidelity analysis may provide some indications, there is hardly any clear answer
about the aerodynamics design before the high-fidelity analysis. To solve the
problem, several calculation cases of typical flight condition(s) need to be tested
(i.e. cruise condition for transport aircraft), which are used to check the flow
condition and find out the undesired flow phenomenon if there is any. The aero-
dynamic design goals can be summarized as following [107]:

• If no resultant forces are required: Minimize local supervelocities;
• If resultant forces are required: Optimize pressure distribution at the rele-

vant flight conditions such that minimum momentum loss in the boundary
layer and behind the shockwave occurs;

• On components which must tolerate a large variation in local flow direc-
tion: find leading-edge shapes and design pressure distributions which al-
low for this variation.

The designer should make modifications on the 3D model once undesired flow
phenomena are discovered. Then, another round of test needs to be carried out,
until the aerodynamics design is satisfactory for this stage. Only after that, all
the scheduled design cases can be calculated.

The key factor of this approach is the iteration speed. When the process of chang-
ing and testing is fast enough, designer can try many rounds of “what-if” loops
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Figure 4.20: Activity diagram of the design experiment.
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regarding the adjustment of the aerodynamics design. With this approach, many
rounds of modifications can be carried out within one day. Because the cases
for design experiments are completely independent with each other, it can be
easily performed by computational clusters, which can further reduce the com-
puting time significantly [108]. With the collected CFD analysis data (CL, CD,
CLα), aerodynamics surrogate models are built with polynomial approximation.

When the first round of design iterations are finished in the design spreadsheet,
the geometry information of the preliminary design is used to build a 3D model.
Another round of CFD analysis needs to be carried out to update the surrogate
model. If there is a discrepancy between the latest calculation results and the
data from the surrogate model, correction coefficients need to be added on the
surrogate model, so that the aerodynamic values (L/D, CLα) according the up-
dated surrogate model become the same as the latest CFD calculation. Based on
the updated surrogate model, the aircraft design should also be updated.

The early application of CFD analysis allows the designers to study the following
aerodynamics issues in early design stage:

• Transonic aerodynamics design involving unconventional components
and fairings. The installation and deployment of a forward-extending fly-
ing boom could be a challenge at transonic flight speed. Moreover, when
unconventional aircraft concepts (i.e. for the AAR tanker) are proposed,
their transonic aerodynamics must be studied.

• Formation flight aerodynamics. The cruiser and tanker fly in close for-
mation at transonic flight speed. The aerodynamics interaction may have
impacts on aircraft design, refueling boom design, formation approach,
aviation regulations and etc.

• The impact from many operation conditions (i.e. OEI) and design choices
(i.e. engines shielded by wing component) requires the integrated anal-
ysis of aerodynamics and propulsion. The boundary conditions of the
intakes and nozzles are defined according to the data (air mass flow rate,
pressure and temperature) from the engine module. With different inputs,
different engines status can be defined, ranging from idle to full throttle
settings.

The CFD module can satisfy the design of the AAR cruiser and tanker. More-
over, such a system allows a seamless transition into more detailed aerodynam-
ics design when necessary. For example, Movables and high-lift devices can be
modeled in ICEM CFD on the baseline aerodynamics design. However, such
details are not in the scope of this study.
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4.4.5 Engine Design and Analysis Module

The engine design and analysis module is used to design and analyze engine
concepts based on the performance requirements (i.e. design thrust and SFC).
The output data of the module are used in the design iterations in the AC-X
design spreadsheet. In the aircraft design cycle, the dimensions and weight of the
engines are required to calculate the overall aircraft weight, aircraft CG position
and the landing gear layout. The dimensions of the engine are also needed to
model the nacelles for the CFD calculations. For more detailed CFD studies
involving the propulsion-aerodynamics integration, the values of air mass-flow
rate and intake/nozzle pressure are required, which can be provided by the engine
analysis module.

Traditionally, in the conceptual design stage, engine performances are calculated
with two types of design handbooks approaches [62;64]:

• Calculate thrust with basic propulsion equations, which are based on mo-
mentum and pressure difference;

• Build SFC and thrust maps based on statistics.

Due to the lack of fidelity on engine component geometry, such methodologies
have the following drawbacks:

• Feasibility of engine layout is not checked, which might make the propul-
sion system unfeasible for the given requirements, i.e. SFC or/and thrust-
to-weigh ratio;

• Impossible to calculate off-design performance for a specific engine con-
cept. For example, different architectures and heat cycles have different
thrust-altitude-Mach number maps. Such off-design performance can only
be predicted with geometry and material properties at engine component
level and thermodynamic constraints for the specific engine.

• Difficult to estimate the dimensions and weight of the engine, which influ-
ence the overall aircraft design.

In the design of a new aircraft concept, these drawbacks may affect the design
quality. For example, when performing an AAR operation, both the cruiser and
tanker operate at off-design conditions. The trailing aircraft (the approaching
one) should have sufficient SEP not only for maneuvering, but also to overcome
the down-wash effect from the leading aircraft. As discussed in Chapter 3, the
engine thrust of the approaching aircraft might be a critical parameter in this con-
dition, which would consequently become an active constraint for the selection
of the thrust-to-weight ratio.

Besides, as listed in the top-level requirements, the assumed SFC value for the
future commercial engines needs to be checked with the design of the engine
heat cycle and component layout. If the assumed SFC value cannot be achieved,
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Figure 4.21: The sequence of engine design and analysis.

then the value must be replaced by the realizable one.

Moreover, new aircraft concept usually have different requirements for the propul-
sion system than a conventional aircraft. For example, the civil AAR tanker
mainly flies at 8,000 m altitude for the AAR missions (see subsection 2.1.2),
which is below the typical optimum performance altitude of a conventional tur-
bofan engine. As result, different cycle parameters and engine layout are re-
quired to deliver the required performance at the given altitude.

Consequently, a refined engine design and analysis tool is required to overcome
the above mentioned drawbacks. In the AC-X framework, the commercial en-
gine design and analysis software GasTurb is applied [109], which provides higher
fidelity than the conventional handbook methods. The verification is shown in
Appendix F. However, GasTurb lacks the functionality to assess the number of
compressor stages, which is a fundamental design parameter for new engine con-
cepts. To this purpose, a quick method was developed in this research to estimate
the number of stages according to the required total pressure ratio and engine
layout (detail in Appendix G). With this quick estimation method, new engine
concepts can be designed, as the those proposed in the work for the cruiser and
the tanker. See Appendix H.

The engine design and analysis sequence is displayed in Fig. 4.21. The design-
ing starts with the inputs including the targeted thrust level and SFC value taken
from the design spreadsheet. The engine layout represents the composition of
the different stages and their geometrical parameters. When the calculated to-
tal pressure ratio changes, the engine layout (i.e. the number of stages) must
change accordingly. Turbine inlet temperature is a key constraint, which is de-
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termined by 1) the technological level of blade material and cooling system; 2)
NOx emission concerns.

When the targeted SFC and thrust are achieved, the engine layout is frozen for
the off-design analysis, where the performance maps are generated.

Because sizing and updating the engine concept in this module requires little
computing power compared with the CFD calculation case, the module could
be connected with design spreadsheet. However, for the current development
level of the AC-X framework, the performance maps for SFC and thrust are
interpolated and passed to the design spreadsheet.

4.4.6 Design Loops of the AC-X Framework

In Fig. 4.22, the N-2 chart shows the inputs and outputs for each sub-modules
in the AC-X design framework. Unlike the aerodynamic surrogate models, Gas-
Turb is not operated for every design iteration. An update of the engine is per-
formed only when the targeted performances (i.e. SFC, thrust) differ more than
5% w.r.t. the previous iteration. The rest of the iteration loops are operated
automatically.

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter (Subsection 4.1.1), the approach
of starting aircraft design within a certain category should be avoided to achieve
large design flexibility. However, the current AC-X framework has not adopted
high-fidelity analysis for weight estimation yet. The class-II (semi-empirical)
method proposed by Torenbeek is sufficient for the AAR cruiser and tanker de-
sign, as described in Subsection 4.4.2.2. To perform such weight estimation
methodology, aircraft category is still inevitable. Consequently, the type defini-
tion is required for the aircraft, tail-planes, landing gear and many other compo-
nents. Those inputs are only required for the weight estimation sub-module.

4.5 Verification of the design Framework

To check the accuracy of the AC-X framework, several existing aircraft, the Boe-
ing 737-200, 737-800 and 767-300 are designed with the top level requirements
from the manufacturers (Tab. 4.7). Besides, aerodynamics data and engine per-
formance are also taken from manufacturers. These aircraft have been selected
because of the availability of manufacturer data. The verification of the CFD
approach and the engine analysis module can be find in Appendix C and F re-
spectively.

The comparison between the manufacture data and the AC-X design results is
shown in Tab. 4.8. A more detailed comparison, at weight component level, has
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Figure 4.22: N-2 chart of the AC-X design framework.

been performed for the Boeing 737-200, which is also due to data availability.
The results are listed in Tab. 4.9.

Table 4.7: Top level input parameters of the aircraft for veri�cation.

 B737-200 B737-800 B767-300 
Max payload [kg] 15,967 21,319 40,230 
Design payload [kg] 10,815 18,597 25,017 
Design range [nm] 1,944 2,500 4,000 
Cruise Mach number 0.74 0.78 0.80 
Field length [m] 2,100 2,410 2,410 
Field elevation [m] 0 0 0 
Diversion profile 60’ ETOPS 120 ETOPS 180 
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Table 4.8: Design results using the AC-X framework of the B737-800 and B767-300, com-
pared with manufacturer data.

 B737-800  B767-300 

 manufacturer AC-X Diff (%)  manufacturer AC-X Diff (%) 

OEW [kg] 41,413  38,458  -7.14%  85,235  79,028  -7.3% 

MTOW [kg] 79,016  75,055  -5.01%  158,758  165,346  4.1% 

Wing area [m2] 135  136.5  1.17%  283  275  -3.0% 

Span [m] 35.7 35.9  0.59%  47.60  46.88  -1.5% 

 

Table 4.9: Component weight of the B737-200. The results obtained from the AC-X are
compared with the manufacturer data.

 B737-200 Diff [%] Diff  

Data source manufacturer AC-X design   

Geometry    

Span [m] 28.35 29.07 2.5% 0.72 m 

Wing area [m2] 91 96 5.2% 4.71 m2 

Weight 

components 

   

Wing group [kg] 4,814 4,255 -11.6% -559 kg 

Tail group [kg] 1,233 1,293 4.8% 60 kg 

Fuselage [kg] 5,492 5,696 3.7% 203 kg 

Landing Gear [kg] 1,975 1,941 -1.7% -34 kg 

Surface Ctrl [kg] 1,065 1,262 18.5% 197 kg 

APU [kg] 379 344 -9.4% -35 kg 

Propulsion [kg] 3,709 3,290 -11.3% -419 kg 

Instruments [kg] 717 837 16.8% 120 kg 

Electrical+Hydr [kg] 880 971 10.4% 91 kg 

Furnish [kg] 3,013 3,148 4.5% 135 kg 

Air condition [kg] 642 684 6.5% 42 kg 

Total Weight     

OEW [kg] 23,911 23,720 -0.8% -191 kg 

MTOW [kg] 46,620 48,842 4.8% 2,222 kg 

OEW /MTOW 0.51 0.49 -3.8%  

Performance     

Thrust [kN] 140 145 3.3% 5 kN 

T / MTOW 0.307 0.303 -1.3%  

 

This verification study demonstrates the AC-X ability to produce results that are
as accurate as demanded by a conceptual design tool. More accurate results
would be impossible to obtain, even enhancing the level of fidelity of the em-
ployed design tools, because the actual design objective(s) of the aircraft and the
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full set of original design constraints are unknown.

In Chapter 5 and 6, the AAR cruiser, tanker and the other aircraft for comparison
are designed using the AC-X design framework, which is provided as a consol-
idated base for different aircraft. In this case, the absolute accuracy of the tool
becomes less relevant. In Chapter 7, the data of the overall fuel saving amount
are provided with error bars, which are based on the error ranges estimated in
this section.

4.6 Multi-vehicle Design Process

The AC-X design framework is developed according to the three requirements
introduced in Section 4.1 to support multi-vehicle design, and is especially setup
to address the design of the commercial AAR cruiser and tanker aircraft. The
AC-X design framework features the following characteristics:

• Design flexibility
– Mission profiles are defined with different types of segments, such

as cruise, loiter, fuel receiving and weight delivering. The user can
choose to define the mission length or calculate the mission length
according to a certain mount of available mission fuel.

– Large varieties of lifting surface can be defined in the design spread-
sheet, which allows the generation of unconventional configurations.
The 3D modeling tool SUMO allows the user to build unconventional
aircraft surface model, with refined components like lifting surfaces,
fuselage, fairings and propulsion systems.

• High-fidelity analysis in early design phase
– Fast generation of 3D models using SUMO.
– Decoupled high-fidelity analysis from the design iterations by means

of surrogate models.
• Interactive design process

– The design spreadsheet is built for interactive usage. This module
can be used in three modes: first, generate aircraft concept for design
experiment; second, carry out the main design iterations; finally, an-
alyze off-design performance for the aircraft.

– Because of the surrogate models, the main design iterations response
in real time for the changes in the design inputs.

– An illustrative and quick responding UI of SUMO allows interactive
generation/modification of aerodynamics features.

The design process of the cruiser and tanker is shown in Fig. 4.23, which is
based on the design methodology displayed in Fig. 4.3. The time-consuming
high-fidelity analysis is decoupled from the main design iterations, allowing fast
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Figure 4.23: Activity diagram of designing the AAR cruiser and tanker using the AC-X
design framework.
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Figure 4.24: N-2 chart of the multi-vehicle (cruiser-tanker) design process.

design iteration between the AAR cruiser and tanker.

Fig. 4.24 shows the data dependency between different vehicles and design lev-
els. When multiple flight vehicles are designed with this framework, the overall
operation scenario is involved as the system of system level.

On the technical design level, the design of the cruiser and tanker are coupled
with each other directly and indirectly. As an examples of direct coupling, the
design result of the cruiser (fuel transfer amount) becomes the design input for
the tanker. The design results of the tanker are fed backward to the operation
scenario, which may change the TLR for the cruiser, i.e. the fuel reservation
strategy. This is an example of indirect coupling. Only with the multi-vehicle
design methodology, both types of couplings can be addressed. Otherwise, either
the design process requires more iterations and repetitive work, or the design
quality is compromised.

With the AC-X framework, the design of the AAR cruiser and tanker is carried
out. Their design results are presented in Chapter 5 and 6 respectively. Chapter
7 introduces the final fuel saving benefits on the system of system level.
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Chapter 5

Design of the AAR Cruiser
Aircraft

One of the main questions in this dissertation is how much net fuel savings can
be achieved by AAR operations (Section 1.5). To answer this question, the gross
fuel savings achieved by the passenger aircraft and the mission fuel consumed
by the tanker should be estimated. The fuel used by the AAR cruiser is calcu-
lated in Section 5.2, which is then compared to the fuel used by the direct flight
passenger aircraft and the aircraft designed for staging flight missions. All the
passenger aircraft are designed using the same technology level, apart from their
the mission profiles and diversion strategy.

Another main question concerns the possibility of using existing passenger air-
craft for AAR operations. In Section 5.3, two types of existing aircraft are oper-
ated in the same AAR mission as the cruiser.

5.1 Preliminary Design Results

The design of the AAR cruiser is based on the top level requirements and the
refueling configuration described in Chapter 2 and 3 respectively. The overall
configuration is conventional, featuring a cantilever low wing with two engines
mounted. However, the combination of large passenger capacity and short range
with on-board fuel becomes the unique feature of the AAR cruiser.

5.1.1 Fuselage and Cabin

The sizing of the cabin is independent from the selection of other parameters.
As the result, cabin sizing is not integrated into the AC-X framework, but per-
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formed with an in-house developed KBE application, constrained by payload
requirements, certification regulations and best practice rules to package seats,
services, cargo holds and cockpit [80]. The cabin cross sections are shown in Fig.
5.1.

LD-3 LD-3

Economy class 
• 8 seats abreast
• Seat width 0.46 m
• Seat pitch 0.83 m

Business class 
• 6 seats abreast
• Seat width 0.55 m
• Seat pitch 1.62 m

LD-3 LD-3 LD-3 LD-3

First class 
• 4 seats abreast
• Seat width 0.65 m
• Seat Pitch 2.16 m

Figure 5.1: Three types of cross section layouts.

The cargo holds are sized to store pairs of LD3 containers. The specifications
of LD3 container is shown in Fig. 5.2). Each LD3 container can store about 30
suitcases of the 30-inch classes (size of 73*63*25 cm, typical for international
flights). The cruiser can store maximum 20 LD3 containers under the deck: 5
pairs in the front hold and 5 pairs in the rear hold (Fig. 5.3). The space in front
of the cargo hold could be used for lavatories and storage, thereby freeing some
upper deck space for extra seats or a larger seat pitch.

As shown in Fig. 5.4, the cabin offers plenty of flexibility in terms of passenger
accommodation, ranging from a version with 250 pax in single class (design
layout) to a 3-class version with 164 pax. In low density cabin configurations (<

 

 
Length 153.4 cm 
Height 162.5 cm 
Tare Weight 85 kg 
Max Cargo 1,503 kg 
Usable Volume 3.8 m3 

 

 Figure 5.2: LD3 speci�cations. (Source: http://www.boeing.com/)
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Figure 5.3: Cargo hold arrangement of the cruiser.

200 pax), less lavatories are required in the front, therefore the stairs to the lower
deck are canceled for more cabin deck space.

5.1.2 Specifications

Fig. 5.5 and Tab. 5.1 show the results of the cruiser preliminary design per-
formed using the AC-X framework elaborated in Chapter 4. The AAR cruiser
is designed with the typical payload requirements for twin aisle medium range
aircraft, such as the A330 or the B767. Meanwhile, the design range is of a
short range jetliner, such as the A320 or the B737. This combination results into
the peculiar cruiser shape, which features relatively small wings and tails when
compared with its fuselage size. The cruiser’s difference w.r.t. “regular” aircraft
can be better appreciated in Section 5.2 and 5.3.

Fig. 5.6 shows the cruiser’s matching plot, with the selected design point and
considered constraints. The buffet boundary (determined by CFD analysis) and
OEI climb requirement are the active criteria that determine the wing and thrust
loading values, hence the cruiser’s wing area and the required engine thrust.

It should be noted that the curve of AAR SEP requirement (2 degree climbing
angle at refueling speed and altitude) has also been included, but not accounted
for the selection of the design point. This curve is calculated with the off-design
performance of the ACE-C engine, which is described in Appendix H.

At the high speed refueling conditions, the SEP is associated to the maneuver-
ability of the aircraft. In the case considered here, where the cruiser flies above
and ahead of the tanker (decided in Chapter 3), the SEP requirement does not
apply. When the cruiser is the approaching aircraft for the conventional AAR
formation, the SEP requirement should be accounted for, otherwise the cruiser
would not be able to fly in the downwash of the tanker and join the AAR for-
mation. In that case, as shown in the matching plot, the SEP requirement would
have been an active constraint and would determine the engine size.
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Figure 5.4: Possible cruiser cabin layouts.
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Table 5.1: Size and main performance data of the cruiser.

OEW 54,445 kg 

MTOW 105,306 kg 

OEW / MTOW 0.517  

Design payload  26,500 kg 

Maximum payload 32,860 kg 

Total mission fuel weight 33,673 Kg 

Fuel received via AAR 14,982 kg 

Fuel reservation 5,318 kg 

(583nm diversion+30 minutes loitering+5%) 

Cruise speed Ma 0.82  

Dive speed Ma 0.86  

MTOW/S 616 kg/m2 

T/MTOW 0.317  

Takeoff thrust 163.5 kN 

Wing Area 171 m2 

Span 43.4 m 

Aspect Ratio 11  

Cruise L/D 16.4  

PRE 3,894 nm 

X 14,594 nm 

PRE/X 0.267  

 

The design points of four existing aircraft are also shown in the Fig. 5.6 as extra
references. These twin-engine airliners are designed with similar takeoff runway
length as the AAR cruiser. The wing loading of the AAR cruiser is generally of
the average value. However, the thrust loading is higher than three other wide-
body opponents, which is because of a different engine performance map.

Based on the selected design point and the specified SFC requirement to be guar-
anteed at the design condition, a dedicated engine ACE-C has been designed by
means of GasTurb (Tab. 5.2 and 5.3). The details of the design process are de-
scribed in Appendix H. The thrust value used to analyzing the AAR SEP are
obtained at the off-design point when the engine is running at the maximum
limit for its configuration at the refueling flight condition (Mach 0.8 at 8,000 m
altitude). With higher bypass ratio, the thrust decreases during the takeoff ac-
celeration is of larger extent than that of an engine with smaller bypass ratio.
To obtain the required takeoff thrust, the static thrust should be larger for a high
bypass ratio engine, which results into higher thrust-to-weight ratio shown in
Fig.5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Wing loading vs. thrust loading diagram of the AAR cruiser.

Fig. 5.7 shows the payload-range diagram of the cruiser for missions with in-
ternal fuel only. The design point (Point D) is generated via the mission profile
based on the AAR scenario for 5,000nm range. When operated only on the inter-
nal mission fuel, the cruiser can fly further than 2,500nm with the design payload
weight. The cruiser also can carry extra freight for shorter range (Point D to A)
or cover longer missions with a 3-class cabin configuration (Point D to B and
near C). Point A is determined by the maximum structure payload, which, in the
case of the cruiser, can be achieved only by filling all the LD3 containers fitting
in the cargo holds.

However, the maximum weight of an LD-3 container, as specified in Fig. 5.2,
cannot be reached by loading it with normal checked in passenger luggage, be-
cause of the relatively low density of this type of freight. Statistical analysis (see
details in Appendix I) indicates that the maximum payload weight achievable
by the cruiser is equal to 32,860 kg. Increasing the payload weight with higher
density freight would lead to a too low fuel fraction, thereby providing a mission
range of no commercial interest. In the cruiser case, Point A range is equal to
1,650 nm, which is similar to aircraft such as the Boeing 737, Airbus 320 and
Fokker 100.

Although the AAR cruiser has a low value of WBF, it also represents low aero-
dynamic efficiency, which is reported in Tab. 5.1. The relatively low L/D value
of the cruiser (16.4, notwithstanding the high wing aspect ratio) yields a lower X
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Table 5.2: Main characteristics of the cruiser engine ACE-C sized with GasTurb.
 

 

Length 3.151 m 

Diameter 2.748 m 

Net weight 2623 kg 

Layout 1F-5LPC-8HPC  1HPT-4LPT 

Bypass ratio 11.2 

Pressure ratio 52.93 

Core mass flow 15 kg/s 

Gear Ratio 2.5 

Design rotation speed Fan shaft– 2929 rpm 

Low-speed shaft – 7323 rpm 

High-speed shaft – 14460 rpm 
 

 

Table 5.3: Performance of the ACE-C at di�erent �ight conditions.

 Static Takeoff Top of climb  Cruise Max (AAR) 

Altitude (m) 0 100 10668 10668 8000 

Speed (Ma.) 0 0.2 0.82 0.82 0.82 

Thrust (kN) 178.82 135.55 31.96 28.43 & 44.99 

TIT (K) 1472 1471 1351 # 1287 1401 

Shaft speed (L) 97.6% 96.8% 100.0% 96.6% 102% $ 

Shaft speed (H) 105% $ 105% $ 100.0% 97.0% 102.2% 

SFC (kg/(daN*h)) 0.238 0.316 0.525 0.520 0.542 

Design point # 

Input   & 

Constrain  $ 

 

 

factor value (14,594 nm) than new generation long range aircraft (>15,000 nm).
This is due to two main reasons. First, the configuration of the cruiser generated
by the conceptual design tool has not been optimized and the airfoil shapes are
based on those of the existing aircraft. Second, the large fuselage size (w.r.t. the
wing) has a dominant contribution to the total aircraft drag, as illustrated in Fig.
5.9.

Even with the relatively low L/D value, the AAR cruiser still has high PRE pa-
rameters compared with existing aircraft, which is due to the effect of weight
reduction. Overlapping the cruiser’s PRE values onto Fig. 1.9, the comparison
in Fig. 5.8 highlights the very high payload range efficiency values achieved by
the cruiser (at Point A/D).
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5.1.3 Sensitivity Study

During the design of the AAR cruiser, there are some parameters difficult to se-
lect. Among them, two influence the overall design in the largest extent. Aspect
ratio, as a design choice, has significant impact on the aerodynamics efficiency
and wing structural weight, which is selected through the rationale introduced in
Subsection 5.1.3.1. Field length affects the wing-loading vs. thrust-loading dia-
gram with the constraint of OEI climb performance. As a top-level requirement,
field length is discussed in Subsection 5.1.3.2, with different variations.

5.1.3.1 Study of Aspect Ratio

The selection of the cruiser wing AR is an important design choice. While high
values of AR are beneficial to improve aerodynamic efficiency and reduce the
mission fuel weight, they can be a challenge for structure design and lead to
higher operative empty weight and, possibly, higher takeoff weight. A paramet-
ric study was performed to assess the impact of AR on the cruiser performance.
The results are reported in Fig. 5.10. It was observed that the OEW of the cruiser
reaches minimum value when AR is near 11. The minimum mission fuel weight
corresponds to the AR around 12. The minimum MTOW are achieved when AR
is between 11 and 12.

According to Fig. 5.10, an AR value of 12 seems to be the best option, be-
cause the design objective is to minimize fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
However, with such a high AR value, the main landing gears are difficult to be
mounted on the wing-root, due to the trailing edge of the wing-root is shifted
forward. As shown in Fig. 5.11, the point where the main landing gear strut is
connected to the wing structure has almost reached the trailing edge of the wing
with AR=12, where the wing structure is too thin to carry the landing impact
force from the main landing gear. Moreover, there should be a space for trail-
ing edge flaps on the wing-root. Considering the position of the main landing
gear and flaps, a value of AR equals to 11 instead of 12 is selected as the best
compromise.

5.1.3.2 TO&L Field Length Sensitivity Study

The balanced TO&L field length (BFL) is a key parameter that links the design
and operational aspects of the aircraft. A shorter field length than indicated in
the list of top level requirements (2,500 m) would allow the cruiser to operate
from a larger variety of airports, including regional ones. A short field length
would not only be beneficial for the number of possible city connections, but it
would also increase the number of potential airports for emergency landings. On
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Figure 5.11: Geometric comparison between aspect ratio of 11 and 12. When the aspect
ratio reaches 12, the main landing gear strut is di�cult to be placed on the wing root, which
limits the selection of the aspect ratio higher than 11.

the other hand, short BFL performance can only be achieved at the cost of higher
thrust requirements, larger wing area and more complex high lift devices. All
these features come at the penalty of increased mission fuel weight.

For the AAR cruiser, Fig. 5.12 shows that when the field length decreases, the
OEW, MTOW, WBF and wing area increase. When the field length is shorter
than 2,200m, the changes become more dramatic. On the other hand, relaxing
the BFL above the set requirement of 2,500 m does not yield significant gains in
terms of weight etc.

Moreover, when a cruiser is in emergency, it must be capable of using tanker
bases as the diversion airport, which is a basic requirement for the R-ETOPS di-
version strategy described in Subsection 2.1.3. Fig. 5.13 shows the comparisons
of the BFL for several aircraft. The AAR cruiser has a shorter take-off BFL than
most of the wide-body airliners, because such take-off BFL is constrained by the
length of the shortest tanker base runway (Tab. 2.1). All the listed aircraft have a
landing distance shorter than 2,500m, which means they can land safely on even
the shortest tanker base runway, however, many of the wide-body aircraft cannot
take-off again from that airport with all the on-board passengers and cargo.

The BFL of the AAR cruiser also means it can be operated at the airports used
to fly the A321 and B737-800, while most of the wide-body airliners cannot be
used for those routes due to their long take-off BFL. The 2,500 m BFL require-
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ment appears the optimum solution between operational flexibility and aircraft
efficiency.

5.2 Comparative Study of AAR Cruiser with Direct and
Staging Flight Aircraft

In order to quantify the fuel saving provided by the AAR operation, a comparison
study is performed with direct flight and staging flight. To this purpose, the same
conceptual design framework employed to size the cruiser (AC-X, described in
Chapter 4) has been used to size two other airplanes: one, called D-5k, able to
achieve the total range of 5,000 nm in one stretch, and the other, called I-2.5k,
able to achieve the same range but with one intermediate landing for refueling.
The cruiser, designed for the same 5,000 nm range with one AAR operation, is
here addressed as C-5k.

The payload (hence the fuselage size), the cruise speed and altitude, the takeoff
and landing field length and the engine SFC values were kept the same for the
three aircraft. The top-level requirements are listed in Tab. 5.4.

The main differences in the TLR of the three aircraft are their design mission
profiles and fuel reservation strategies. The D-5k and I-2.5k should conform to
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Table 5.4: TLR for the C-5k, D-5k and I-2.5k airplanes.

 C-5k D-5k I-2.5k Mission profile 

 Design Pax 250 in single class 

Design Payload [kg] 26,500 

Max Payload [kg] 32,860 

Fuselage length [m] 49.8 

Fuselage diameter [m] 5.64 

TO&LDG Field length [m] 2,500 @ sea level 

Diversion Range [nm] 583  932  932  

Loiter time [min] 30 30 30 

Extra reserve fuel  

[% of mission fuel] 

5% 5% 5% 

 

C-5k 

 

D-5k 

 

I-2.5k 

 

AAR 

5,000 nm 

Table 5.5: Speci�cations of the D-5k, I-2.5k and C-5k.

 D-5k I-2.5k C-5k w.r.t. D-5k w.r.t. I-2.5k 

OEW [kg] 64,915 54,896 54,445 -16.1% -0.1% 

MTOW [kg] 142,395 107,726 105,306  -26.0% -1.3% 

OEW / MTOW 0.46 0.51 0.52 +13.4% +0.5% 

Total mission fuel weight [kg] 40,248 36,043^ 34,024 -15.5% -5.6% 
Fuel received by AAR  [kg] - - 14,982 - - 

Reserve fuel [kg] 10,733 7,308 5,318 -50.5% -27.2% 

T / MTOW 0.318 0.316 0.317 -0.4% +0.3% 

Wing Area [m2] 227 175 171 -24.7% -2.0% 

Span [m] 50.0 43.8 43.4 -13.2% -1.0% 

Cruise L/D 17.7 16.5 16.4 -7.0% -0.6% 

PRE [nm] (@Point D) 3,292 3,676 3,894 +18.3% +6.0% 
PRE/X (@Point D) 0.210 0.250 0.257 +22.5% +2.6% 
X [nm] 15,694 14,680 14,594 -7.0% -0.6% 

^ Twice the single flight mission fuel 

 D-5k I-2.5k C-5k w.r.t D-5k w.r.t I-2.5k 

OEW [kg] 65,390 53,729 52,589 -19.6% -2.1% 

MTOW [kg] 145,226 103,740 100,865  -30.5% -2.8% 

OEW / MTOW 0.45 0.52 0.52 +15.8% +0.7% 

Total mission fuel weight [kg] 40,873 35,262^ 32,929 -19.4% -6.6% 

Fuel received by AAR  [kg] \ \ 14,505 \ \ 

Reserve fuel [kg] 12,463 5,881 3,352 -73.1% -43.0% 

T / MTOW 0.318 0.316 0.317 -0.4% +0.3% 

Wing Area [m2] 232 170 164 -29.3% -3.5% 

Span [m] 50.48 43.20 42.44 -15.9% -1.8% 

Cruise L/D 17.75 16.39 16.22 -8.6% -0.1% 

PRE [nm] (@Point D) 3,242 3,758 4,024 +24.1% +7.1% 

PRE/X (@Point D) 0.206 0.258 0.279 +35.8% +8.2% 

X [nm] 15,767 14,560 14,409 -8.6% -1.0% 

^ Twice the single flight mission fuel 

 

ETOPS-120 regulations for transoceanic flight. The C-5k conforms to R-ETOPS
regulations, which is introduced in Subsection 2.1.3. The two regulations have
similar restricted region over the transatlantic scenario (Fig. 2.10).

The specifications of the three aircraft are listed in Tab. 5.5. The length of
the two cruise legs flown by the I-2.5k were computed accounting for the part
of the descending segment at the end of the first stage and the climbing at the
beginning of the second stage. Adding the two flights together, a total mission
range of 5,000nm can be achieved. Fig. 5.14 (right) provides a comparison of the
cruiser and I-2.5k geometry. As expected, the two aircraft are very similar, not
only in shape, as indicated by the percentage differences reported in Tab. 5.5.
The cruiser does not have the penalty of a second takeoff and climb segment.
Although the C-5k has to descend to a lower altitude (8,000m) to receive fuel and
climb back to the cruise altitude (10,670m), the extra fuel used for such maneuver
only costs 0.6% of the overall mission fuel, which is negligible. Besides, the C-
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Figure 5.14: Size comparison between the C-5k, D-5k and I-2.5k.

5k cruiser has less reserve fuel due to the R-ETOPS diversion strategy, hence a
saving of mission fuel weight up to 6% can be achieved w.r.t. I-2.5k.

The differences in wing, tail and engine size between the cruiser and the D-5k
are significant (Fig. 5.14 left). The D-5k features the wing / fuselage proportion
of a “regular” long / mid-range jetliner and a higher aerodynamic efficiency than
the cruiser. However, the lighter OEW, MTOW and smaller required thrust make
the total mission fuel of the C-5k about 15% less w.r.t. the D-5k. As it can be
observed in Tab. 5.5, the normalized payload-range efficiency value (PRE/X) of
the C-5k cruiser is at least 22% higher than for the D-5k aircraft.

These amount of fuel savings (6% w.r.t. I-2.5k and 15% w.r.t. D-5k) appear
significant, however, in order to assess the net amount of fuel saving achiev-
able by means of AAR operations, it is necessary to estimate the amount of fuel
consumed by the tankers. This is discussed in Chapter 7.

Fig. 5.15 shows the payload range diagram of the three aircraft. The C-5k cruiser
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Figure 5.15: Payload range performance for the C-5k, D-5k and I-2.5k.

and I-2.5k aircraft show significant lower zero fuel weight (ZFW) than the D-5k,
which is the consequence of their lighter OEW. The C-5k has slightly lower
ZFW, but 200nm longer Point D range compared to the I-2.5k. This is because
when the C-5k starts to receive fuel at 2,500 nm, it still carries sufficient fuel
to cover the entire refueling procedure. With Point B payload, the I-2.5k has
longer range than the C-5k, which is due to larger fuel tank volume in the wings.
The I-2.5k carries 37% more reserve fuel than the C-5k, which turns into heavier
OEW. With the same design cruise CL, the I-2.5k has larger wing area than the
C-5k.

5.3 Cruiser vs. Existing Aircraft Converted to AAR Op-
erations

As elaborated in the Section 5.2, a dedicated cruiser design, developed for a
transportation mission of 250 pax over a 5,000 nm range with one AAR opera-
tion, can provide about 15% fuel saving with respect to an aircraft developed for
an equivalent direct flight mission. One may ask whether the development of a
dedicated cruiser is necessary, or similar fuel savings could be achieved by using
existing aircraft for AAR operations. To this purpose, the cruiser presented in
the previous section has been compared with two existing aircraft, namely the
Boeing B737-800 and B767-300. The first one matches the cruiser in terms of
design range; the second in terms of payload capacity (Tab. 5.6).
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Table 5.7: Comparison between the AAR cruiser C-5k and the Boeing B737-800 and B767-
300 used for AAR refueling operations.

Aircraft C-5k B737-800   B767-300  

OEW [kg] 54,445  38,624  -29.1%  79,028  45.2% 

Payload [kg] 26,500  18,587  -29.9%  25,017  -5.6% 

Pax 250  186  -25.6%  260  4.0% 

Cabin layout 2+4+2 3+3   2+3+2  

Seat pitch [cm] 83  76  -8.4%  80  -3.6% 

Wing area [m2] 171  140  -18.1%  244  42.7% 

Cruise L/D 16.43  15.20  -7.5%  16.93  3.0% 

Cruise Mach 0.82 0.78 -4.9%  0.8 -2.4% 

Actual engine performance 

Engine type ACE-C CFM56-5C2   CF6-C2-B2  

SFC [kg/daN/h] 0.525 0.545 3.8%  0.576 9.7% 

MTOW [kg] 105,306  77,788  -26.1%  139,740  32.7% 

Mission fuel [kg] 34,024  29,045  -14.6%  48,330  42.0% 

PRE [nm] 3,894  3,201  -17.8%  2,588  -33.5% 

PRE/X 0.267  0.259  -3.1%  0.194  -24.6% 

With same SFC 

SFC [kg/daN/h] 0.525 

MTOW [kg] 105,306  76,946  -26.9%  136,201  29.3% 

Mission fuel [kg] 34,024  27,821  -18.2%  43,421  27.6% 

PRE [nm] 3,894  3,342  -14.2%  2,881  -26.0% 

PRE/X 0.267  0.260  -2.6%  0.196  -26.4% 

 

Table 5.6: Payload range requirements of the C-5k and two comparable aircraft.

 B737-800 B767-300 C-5k 

Design payload [kg] 18,597 25,017& 26,500 

Design range [nm] 2,500 # 4,000 2,500 (before refueling) 

& design payload weight and level of comfort similar to that of the AAR cruiser 
# design range is the same as the first leg of the AAR cruiser 

 

Making use of data published by the manufacturers and the same design frame-
work used to design the cruiser, the performance of the three aircraft have been
evaluated and compared. Results are shown in Tab. 5.7.

For the typical 5,000 nm route with one AAR operation, the B737-800 consumes
14.6% less fuel than the C-5k, but carries 25.6% less passengers. The B767-300
has similar payload weight, but it consumes 42.0% more fuel. The combination
of payload and range capabilities can be evaluated by means of the PRE parame-
ter, which, for both the existing aircraft, appears to be quite lower than the C-5k.
This is partially due to the low SFC of the ACE-C engines developed for the
cruiser (see details in Appendix H). However, even by simulating the use of the
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same type of engine on all the three aircraft, the C-5k can still achieve higher
PRE and PRE/X values than the opponents can.

Regardless a higher L/D, the PRE value of B767-300 is lower than that of B737-
800. This is because the first segment of flight before refueling is far shorter than
the design range of the B767-300 (RUR<1, as introduced in Section 1.2), whose
larger aerodynamic surfaces make the aircraft unnecessarily heavy.

The PRE/X values of B737-800 are close to that of the C-5k. This is because, in
this AAR scenario, the B737-800 is operated at its design range (RUR close to 1),
which means the airframe design is fully utilized. Still, the narrow body cabin is
not suitable for intercontinental flights; the passenger capacity is also 25.6% less
than the C-5k, thereby requiring more airplanes to carry the given total amount
of passengers.

It is clear that to fully capitalize the potential benefit of AAR operations, pas-
senger aircraft need to have a design range comparable to current narrow-body
aircraft, while with the passenger capacity of wide-body airliners. The combina-
tion of these two features is the essential to maximize the fuel saving with AAR
operations. However, no existing aircraft have these two features. A specially
designed cruiser is the necessity to achieve the fuel saving potentials.

5.4 Extended Range Performance

When the receiving aircraft has sufficient lift and thrust during AAR formation,
it can receive fuel up to the volume limit of the fuel tank, even when the flying
weight is heavier than MTOW. In the design scenario, the AAR rendezvous lo-
cates at the half of the total range, consequently, the C-5k receives 15 ton fuel to
fly another 2,500 nm range with the design payload weight. However, the fuel
tank volume of C-5k can contain 27 ton fuel, which opens the possibility to cover
longer routes with the same payload. When the flying weight of C-5k exceeds
MTOW, such operation is called the AAR Extended Range (AAR-ER) operation.

Fig. 5.16 illustrates the payload range diagram of C-5k in AAR-ER scenario. At
the design point, the flying weight of C-5k after AAR is still lighter than MTOW.
When the C-5k receives more fuel, the flying weight can exceed MTOW. Con-
sequently, the total range can be extended up to 6,500 nm, which is longer than
the range of D-5k. To transport the same design payload weight over the same
distance, the D-5k should be sized up to be D-6.5k, with larger aerodynamic
surfaces and heavier OEW (thus heavier zero fuel weight).

The impact of AAR-ER on the cruiser’s flight condition is shown in Fig. 5.17.
When the C-5k carries maximum payload weight (due to structure limit) and re-
fueled up to maximum fuel tank capacity (due to volume limit), the maximum
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possible flying weight is reached, which is 15% heavier than MTOW. The major
impact is on the initial cruise altitude after AAR: 1,000 m lower than the de-
sign condition after refueling. As the on-board fuel is consumed, the cruiser will
climb back to the cruise altitude of 10,067 m. The slightly lower initial cruise
altitude has no impact on the L/D, because the aircraft still flies with the design
CL, which is achieved with the combination of heavier flying weight and larger
air density. The smaller but still positive SEP value means the engines are ca-
pable of delivering sufficient thrust even when the flying weight is heavier than
MTOW. The gust loads after refueling is shown in Fig. 5.17 for both design con-
dition and AAR-ER scenario. Heavier flying weight also makes the aircraft less
prone to gust.

With the AAR-ER operation, the range of C-5k can cover almost all the existing
Euro-Asia and transatlantic routes (Fig. 5.18). Such AAR-ER operations can
solve a dilemma which exists commonly among direct flight scenarios. When
there is a requirement to transport a given amount of payload over longer dis-
tances, either aircraft with longer design range are required, or more flights
should be performed while each carries less payload. If applying aircraft with
longer range, a decrease in the PRE value is expected due to heavier OEW and
the effect of burning fuel to transport fuel, which is discussed in Section 1.2.
The other way is even worse: keep the original aircraft, while trade part of cargo
weight for more mission fuel. Not only more flights are required in this con-
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Figure 5.17: Impact on the �ight performance due to AAR-ER operation.
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dition, the decrease of PRE value is even larger than employing a long range
aircraft. However, when the C-5k is performed in AAR-ER operations, there is
almost no compromise in the PRE value. In other words, a larger PRE advantage
of C-5k can be achieved over its direct flight opponents in the routes longer than
5,000 nm (Fig. 5.19).

Moreover, because the C-5k maintains high PRE values across large variations
of route length, from 1,700 nm to 6,500 nm, there is the possibility to replace
several types of aircraft with just one type of AAR cruiser. Further discussions
can be found in Section 7.3.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

Compared with the aircraft designed for direct flight and staging operations, the
AAR cruiser C-5k has demonstrated a higher PRE value (indicates fuel effi-
ciency), which is achieved through two aspects:

• The combination of large passenger capacity and short on-board fuel range.
Although the L/D could be lower than a direct flight opponent due to the
relatively large fuselage dimensions (Subsection 5.1.2), the reduction in
OEW and MTOW is more dominant (Section 5.2), which turns into higher
PRE value.

• R-ETOPS diversion strategy. As described in Subsection 2.1.3, this diver-
sion strategy allows the AAR cruiser C-5k to carry 27% less reserve fuel
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than the I-2.5k.

In Chapter 3, the tanker is selected to be the approaching aircraft instead of
the cruiser. The design results of the cruiser in this chapter provide support-
ing evidences for the selection of such refueling configuration: If the C-5k has
to perform the AAR approaching, the SEP requirements will become an active
constraint instead of OEI condition, which will require higher thrust to weight
ratio.

When the C-5k cruiser is operated on the routes shorter than 2,600 nm, no re-
fueling is required, as shown in Fig. 5.18. Currently, those routes have large
marketing demanding. For instance, half of the flights of the wide-body aircraft
are operated on the routes shorter than 2,600 nm, which is much shorter than
their design range, as shown in Fig. 1.7. On the other hand, although the aircraft
like the A320 and B737 are typically designed for such range, they have insuf-
ficient passenger capacity. Consequently, the current airliners, both wide-body
and narrow body airliners, have lower PRE values compared with the C-5k, even
with the same engine SFC.

With in the AAR scenarios, although existing airliners can be converted for the
civil AAR operations, they could never achieve the fuel saving amount as the
specifically designed AAR cruiser, as discussed in Section 5.3.

When the AAR cruiser is operated for long-range flights, the capability of achiev-
ing the flying weight heavier than the MTOW not only enables more payload-
range flexibility than direct flight aircraft, but also has high PRE values across
large varieties of flying routes.

However, to determine the net fuel saving amount of the AAR operations, the
mission fuel consumed by the tankers should also be accounted. The tanker
design is introduced in Chapter 6. With the design results, Chapter 7 concludes
the overall net fuel savings of the AAR operation.
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Chapter 6

Design of the Tanker Aircraft

In order to evaluate the net fuel saving achievable by means of AAR, it is nec-
essary to estimate the amount of fuel burnt by the tanker(s). AAR operations
are fuel beneficial only if the tankers use less fuel than the amount saved by the
cruisers, with respect to direct and staging flight. Therefore, the net benefit of
the overall AAR operation is determined by the tanker efficiency ET, which is
defined in Eq. 6.1, where WFtrans is the amount of transferred fuel and WBFT is
the amount of block fuel consumed by tanker. The higher the tanker efficiency,
the larger the achievable fuel saving benefits yielded by AAR operations.

ET =
WFtrans

WBFT
(6.1)

ET is affected not only by the technological design, but also by many parameters
regarding tanker operational approach. The following three parameters are the
most crucial to be investigated:

1. The tanker refueling radius. Fig. 2.4 shows the connection between the
tanker refueling radius and the cruiser’s diversion distance. The refueling
radius specified in TLR (Tab. 2.4) is 250 nm. However, it have to be
investigated whether it is more fuel efficient to have short refueling radius
and deviate the cruisers toward the tanker bases, or have long-range tankers
flying towards the cruiser, while keeping the cruisers on their conventional
routes. For this purpose, two tanker families with different refueling radius
(250 nm / 500 nm) are designed.

2. The number of refueling operations a tanker could perform during one
mission. This is necessary to estimate the size of the tanker fleet and assess
the traffic at the tanker bases. A small Nf value (less refueling operations
per flight) leads to lighter tanker takeoff weight, thus could be beneficial
for higher tanker efficiency ET. However, with a given overall cruiser oper-
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ation scenario, the tankers designed for a large Nf value mean less tankers
are required, consequently less tanker traffic. Fig. 2.5 has shown that up
to Nf=3 is most effective to reduce the traffic over the tanker base. Further
increase Nf has little impact on the traffic. Still, design results of tanker are
required to establish the correlation between Nf and tanker fuel efficiency
ET.

3. The AAR loiter time between two consecutive refueling operations has
impact on the tanker fuel efficiency ET. During loitering, the tanker only
burns fuel and wait for the next cruiser to refuel. Shorter loiter time is
beneficial for the tanker efficiency. However, the minimum tanker loiter
time is determined by the longitudinal separation between the cruisers.
The closer separation, the more challenge to the air traffic control.

For a given operational scenario, the design goal is to achieve as high ET value
as possible. A number of military tankers are currently operational and all have
proven their capability and reliability. However, their main scope is not to en-
able fuel-efficient transport. In addition, all the existing tankers are converted
freighter, passenger airplanes or bombers and are not optimized for the AAR
scenario addressed in this study. For this reason, it is decided to develop specific
tankers for the flight mission described in Chapter 2. Still, existing tankers are
compared in this chapter.

The new designed tankers have two configurations: one featuring a quasi-conventional
architecture and the other is based on the joint-wing concept. The design con-
siderations behind this choice are reported in the Section 6.1.

In total, more than thirty tankers were designed, regarding all the variations of
the three operation parameters and the two types of aerodynamic configurations.
For the convenience of identification, each tanker design is given a name. For
example, TC-III-250 means a conventional tanker configuration, designed for an
operational radius of 250nm and with Nf=3 (the fuel storage capacity required to
serve 3 cruisers per flight mission). TJ-III-250 means the tanker designed for the
same operational parameters, but of a joint-wing configuration.

The achievable net fuel savings of AAR operations are computed with different
tankers and finally compared with the amount of fuel required to operate direct
and staging flight. Details on the final fuel saving assessment are reported in
Chapter 7.

6.1 Configuration Studies

The first tanker configuration developed in this study is the one illustrated in Fig.
6.1. It has a quasi-conventional layout featuring the classical fuselage and can-
tilever wing solution. The wings are used to contain more than half of the total
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amount of fuel, which includes the fuel to be used by the tanker and the amount
to be transferred to the cruiser. The fuselage is more slender than that of the
existing tankers. Adapted from passenger aircraft, those existing tankers do not
offer optimal use of the wings and fuselage storage volume. For the specifically
designed tanker, the fuselage diameter is actually constrained by the size of the
side-by-side twin-seat cabin, which makes the fuselage narrower than conven-
tional tankers, thereby reducing weight and drag. The length of the fuselage is
sized to provide sufficient tail-arm without having too large tail surfaces.

Figure 6.1: TC-III-250 tanker concept with quasi-conventional con�guration.

The C-tail configuration has been selected because it is less vulnerable in case
of an accidental (partial) detachment of the boom, which is located on the upper
part of the fore-fuselage. The C-tail also keeps the vertical planes outside the
wake of the boom. However, the aerodynamics consideration is not a major
concern. Fig. 6.2 shows the total pressure distribution near the fuselage. The
total pressure drop near the tail area is only 1.2-1.7%, which is much smaller
than that in wake of the main wing (6.3%).

To measure the turbulence intensity caused by the wake of the boom, a parameter
called “modified turbulent viscosity” is used [110]. As shown in Fig. 6.3, the
turbulent regions behind the boom are mainly generated by the four tips of the
boom ruddervators. However, the turbulence intensity from the boom is much
weaker than that from the main wing.

Both total pressure drop extent and turbulence intensity indicate the aerodynam-
ics impacts on the conventional single horizontal tail is not a major concern. The
C-tail design is only for structure safety.

Even with such a compact fuselage design, more than half of the internal volume
is empty (Fig. 6.4). Further reductions of the fuselage diameter were estimated
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Figure 6.2: Contours of total pressure around the rear fuselage of the TC-III-250.
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Figure 6.3: Contours of modi�ed turbulent viscosity around the rear fuselage of the TC-III-
250.
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Figure 6.4: Volume allocation in the fuselage of the TC-III-250.

to be inconvenient, because of the potential structural instability and consequent
weight increase. No existing high-subsonic aircraft is designed with a fuselage
aspect ratio larger than that of the TC-III-250.

With the tail-volume sizing approach, further reduction of the fuselage length
would have required very large tail surfaces, unfavorable in terms of both weight
and drag. However, by sweeping forward the large tail-planes and connecting
their tips to the main wing, the joint-wing configuration is demonstrated in Fig.
6.5. The rear tail-plane work also as wing struts, thereby reducing the weight of
wings. The rear tail-plane does not produce positive lift. Instead, its aerodynamic
function is the same as normal tail surfaces.

The smaller internal volume of the fuselage can provide the required capacity for
a smaller wetted surface, which is advantageous in terms of drag. The change in
the internal space allocation is displayed in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7.

Due to the presence of the struts, the vertical tail of TJ-III-250 is more tolerant
to the damages from the detached boom components. So the single vertical tail-
plane is applied instead of the separated two.

A flying-wing tanker configuration has also been studied. However, at Mach
0.80, its longitudinal controllability was found insufficient to cope with several
issues, which are regarding AAR approach maneuver, CG change due to boom
extending and fuel transferring. As the result, the flying-wing configuration is
not considered for any tankers.
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Figure 6.5: Joint-wing tanker con�guration.
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Figure 6.6: Volume allocation of the joint-wing tanker fuselage.
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Fuel tank

Conventional tankerTC-250-III Joint-wing tanker TJ-250-III

Figure 6.7: Fuel tank arrangement comparison for the two tanker con�gurations.

6.2 Results of the Preliminary Design

The same design framework (AC-X) used to develop the cruiser is used to de-
sign the tanker families. Differently from the cruiser, the SEP (Specific Excess
Power) criterion needed to be considered to allow the tanker to fly in the down-
wash of the cruiser at refueling speed and altitude (Mach 0.82 at 8,000 m). As
discussed in Chapter 3, the approaching aircraft, the tanker in this case, should
have at least 2-degree climb angle at cruise speed, which is equivalent to a SEP
value of 8.66 m/s at 8000m. The calculation for down-wash effect is shown in
Subsection 3.3.2.5.

As introduced in Section 4.4.5, GasTurb was used to design the tanker engine,
here addressed as ACE-T (Advanced Civil Engine for Tanker). While the cruiser
engine is designed to have minimum SFC at cruise condition, the tanker engine
is designed to provide the best SFC performance at 8000m altitude (refueling
altitude), because that is the flight condition where most of the mission time is
spent. The use of the same engine as the cruiser would have led to an increase
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Figure 6.8: Layout and dimension of the tanker engine (ACE-T).
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Table 6.1: Performance of the tanker engine (ACE-T) at di�erent operating conditions.

 

 

 Static Takeoff Top of climb  Loiter Max (AAR) 

Altitude (m) 0 100 8000 9500 8000 

Speed (Ma.) 0 0.2 0.82 0.70 0.82 

Thrust (kN) 109.97 85.78 & 25.61 12.52 & 30.13 

TIT (K) 1795 1794 1663 # 1365 1797 

Shaft speed (L) 98.6% 99.0% 100.0% 84.1% 105.7%  

Shaft speed (H) 105% $ 105% $ 100.0% 86.7% 105% $ 

SFC (kg/(daN*h)) 0.236 0.306 0.523 0.481 0.539 

Design point # 

Input   & 

Constrain  $ 

 

 

in SFC of about 10%. The geometry and main performance parameters of the
ACE-T are provided in Fig. 6.8 and Tab. 6.1. The use of a two stages of count
rotating fans is a distinctive feature of the ACE-T, which was adopted to lower
the tanker engine sensitivity to wake ingestion. In the considered AAR flight
formation, where the tanker flies behind and below the cruiser, the risk of wake
ingestion is considerably higher than for other civil engines. More details on the
ACE-T sizing process can be found in Appendix H.

The three-view graph and internal layout of TC-III-250 tanker is shown in Fig.
6.9. With the CFD analysis approach, the drag composition can be calculated.
When the refueling boom is completely extended at Ma 0.80 and the altitude of
8,000m, it produces 3.63kN of drag, which adds 8% additional drag to the clean
configuration (the TC-III-250 without boom system and fairing humps).

Besides the extra drag, the impact from the boom on the overall aircraft stability
and control is another concern. During the refueling operations, the flying boom
should be completely controlled and lifted by the ruddervators. In other words,
the tanker only provides thrust to push the boom. In such case, the flying boom
provides no impact on the stability and control of the tanker. However, once
the ruddervators of the refueling boom fails, the extended boom can provide
undesired forces on the tanker aircraft, thus reduces the pitching and yawing
stability of the tanker. Consequently, the boom should be able to be retracted for
two reasons: reducing drag when the tanker is not in a refueling formation and
decreasing the undesired forces and moments when the boom’s ruddervators fail.

However, due to the presence of the four ruddervators, retracting the refueling
boom completely into the fuselage is difficult. Foldable ruddervators will add
extra weight and complexity and reduce the reliability of the boom system. Be-
sides, a large hatch on top of the fuselage will not only cause weight penalty, but
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could also produce strong aerodynamic interference at transonic speed.

The solution is retracting most of the boom into the fuselage, however, leaving
the ruddervators out. With such approach, the additional drag is reduced from
8% to 3% when the boom is retracted as shown in Fig. 6.9. Besides, the retracted
boom becomes less relevant to the tanker’s stability and control due to three rea-
sons: 1) the external surface area of the boom is greatly reduced; 2) the boom is
fixed in the design position rather than pivoted; 3) the distance from ruddervators
to the tanker’s CG position is reduced by half.

There are more issues to be concerned when the boom is retracted. First, the
ruddervators should not get too close to the fuselage to avoid strong transonic
aerodynamic interference. Besides, the ruddervators should not hamper the up-
per view clearance angle of both pilots, for which at least 22 degrees are required
by the regulations [60]. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 3, the refueling config-
uration is selected to minimize the hazards to the AAR cruiser in the emergencies
such as component detachment and engine hot air ingestion. In other words, as
the approaching aircraft, the tanker takes over all the hazards from the cruiser.
Because there are only two crew members on-board the tanker, ejection seats be-
comes an affordable and necessary equipment. When the refueling boom is re-
tracted, the ruddervators should not get in the ejection path for any of the tanker
crew. Fig. 6.10 shows the details of the cockpit layout for TC-III-250 tanker.
The access of the crew members to the cockpit is through the front landing gear
bay.

The joint-wing configuration has the same boom system as the TC-III-250 con-
cept. Fig. 6.11 shows that the fuselage of TJ-III-250 has almost be filled up
with equipment and fuel tanks. The empty space is much less than that of the
TC-III-250, which results less weight and drag for the fuselage of TJ-III-250.

Quite a lot of literature is available discussing the structural benefit of the joint-
wing configuration [111;112] but not that much on its transonic aerodynamics de-
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Figure 6.12: Cockpit layout of TJ-III-250.

sign and performance. In a conventional high subsonic aircraft, a Mach trimmer
is applied to compensate the transonic phenomena which lead to Mach tuck. To
this purpose, the Mach trimmer changes the incidence angle of the horizontal tail
according to the flying Mach number. In the joint-wing configuration, however,
the horizontal tail is also used as struts, which makes it difficult to change its
incidence angle. An alternative proposed solution is to make use of a split-type
rudder as a speed brake to generate the necessary pitch-up moment. The rela-
tively tall vertical tail would make this type of Mach trimmer more effective than
that would in the conventional configuration.

Another critical aerodynamic design aspect concerns with the junctions between
the tail-struts, the vertical tail and the wing surfaces. The sharp angles at the
junction of horizontal and vertical tail are likely to cause large regions of super-
velocity and shockwaves with a consequent increase of drag, even at relatively
low Mach numbers. To address this problem, local area ruling is applied in the
design of the joint-wing tankers. The “Acorn” fairing is used to change the local
flow speed distribution, although it was found insufficient without also stagger-
ing the horizontal and vertical tail. It is considered convenient to connect the
struts and the wings by means of Küchemann anti-shock bodies, which allowed
staggering them as necessary.

Due to the shorter fuselage length compared with the diameter, for a given tail
clearance angle, the front landing gear is shorter than that of the conventional TC-
III-250. Consequently, both of the pilots access the cockpit through the hinged
canopy as shown in Fig. 6.12. Such approach takes up 5.4 m3 less of the fuselage
internal space, making the design more compact.

Fig. 6.13 shows the matching plots for the TJ-III-250 and TC-III-250 respec-
tively. The SEP criterion is not an active constraint for the considered tankers;
the active constraints are the climb condition with OEI and the cruise buffet
boundary. The main dimensions and performance parameters of the two tankers
are provided in Tab. 6.2.
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Figure 6.13: Wing loading vs. thrust loading diagram of the joint-wing and the conventional
tankers.

Table 6.2: Design results of the TC-III-250 and TJ-III-250 tankers.

 Conventional 

TC-III-250 

Joint-wing 

TJ-III-250 

Diff. 

Length [m] 36.3 24.0 -33.9% 

Span [m] 31.8 30.1 -5.3% 

Wing area [m2] 112.26 100.95 -10.1% 

Cruise L/D 19.3 19.8 2.6% 

Weight of wings [kg] 6,010 4,061 -32.4% 

Weight of fuselage 3,071 1,336 -56.5% 

Unused volume in fuselage 58% 1% -98.3% 

OEW [kg] 19,569 15,761 -19.5% 

MTOW [kg] 70,948 66,540 -6.2% 

OEW / MTOW 0.28  0.24  -14.1% 

Thrust / MTOW 0.325 0.308 -5.2% 

Tanker Mission Fuel [kg]  5,718 5,271 -7.8% 

Payload Fuel [kg] 44,943 44,943 0% 

Tanker Efficiency ET 7.86 8.53 9% 
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Tanker TJ-III-250

• Tanker Efficiency     8.5
• Takeoff weight      67 ton

• Empty weight       16 ton
Cruiser C-5k

Tanker KC-135

• Tanker Efficiency     4.1
• Takeoff weight    103 ton

• Empty weight       66 ton

Tanker TC-III-250

• Tanker Efficiency    7.9
• Takeoff weight     71 ton

• Empty weight      20 ton

Tanker KC-46

• Tanker Efficiency    3.2
• Takeoff weight   144 ton

• Empty weight       82 ton

Tanker A330-MRTT

• Tanker Efficiency     2.1
• Takeoff weight    196 ton

• Empty weight      125 ton

Figure 6.14: The AAR cruiser and the TJ-III-250, TC-III-250 and some of the existing
tankers (performance computed with AC-X).

The joint-wing tanker has higher ET mainly because of its lighter empty weight
and higher aerodynamic efficiency. Only preliminary aerodynamic design of the
joint-wing tanker was performed. Although using CFD tools, a more detailed
local area ruling would be required to improve the performance of the joint-
wing tanker. Still, the unoptimized joint-wing configuration performed better
than the conventional tanker design. It should be considered that the joint-wing
configuration offers larger margins of improvement than the conventional tanker,
but also more risks because of its novel design.

6.3 Comparison with the Existing Tankers

Fig. 6.14 shows the size of the designed tankers compared with the AAR cruiser
and some existing tankers. Drawings are to scale. The designed tankers are
clearly smaller than the existing Boeing and Airbus tankers. When these tankers
are operated for the same AAR mission specified in Tab. 2.4 (refuel 3 cruisers
at the rendezvous 250 nm away from the tanker base), the mission block fuel
weight for each tanker is listed in Tab. 6.3.

The TOW (takeoff weight) of the existing tankers is much smaller than their
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Table 6.3: Comparison between new designed tankers with the existing ones for the given
AAR mission.

 TC-III-250 TJ-III-250 KC-135 KC-46 A310 MRTT A330 MRTT 

TOW [kg] 70,948  66,540  102,612  144,610  144,024  195,875  

MTOW [kg] 70,948  66,540  146,000  188,240  163,998  233,000  

OEW/MTOW 0.28  0.24  0.31  0.44  0.49  0.54  

WBF [kg] 5,718  5,271  11,038  14,203  15,703  20,950  

ET 7.86 8.53 4.07 3.16 2.86 2.15 

 

MTOW, indicating these aircraft are oversized (too large) for the given mission.
Moreover, their high OEW/MTOW values suggest unnecessary structures that
are designed for their passenger-transport versions but no longer contribute to
transport fuel for refueling, such as extra fuselage shell area, cabin deck and
hatches. The non-optimized airframes for refueling missions add extra penalty
for such a particular mission. In general, the heavier a tanker is, the more fuel
is consumed to transport the given payload fuel. Existing tankers consume 2-
4 times of mission fuel amount than the specifically designed ones (TC-III-250
and TJ-III-250), which shows the necessity of developing new tankers for such
specific AAR mission. Further analysis can be found in Chapter 7.

6.4 Sensitivity Studies

In Section 2.2, the top level requirements are determined based on the studies
of the overall operational perspectives. The design number of fuel transfer Nf is
selected to be three. The refueling radius is selected to be 250 nm. However,
design results may have strong influences on the overall operation parameters,
while a different operation parameter would affect the cruiser and tanker design
conversely, as indicated in Fig. 4.24. This phenomenon shows the typical com-
plexity of multi-vehicle design process. With the AC-X design framework, a
large number of design concepts can be generated for sensitivity studies, which
is used to link the loop between the operation parameters and the design results.

6.4.1 Impact from the Design Refueling Number and Refueling Ra-
dius

With the AC-X framework, two tanker families are designed with different num-
bers of fuel delivery Nf. Fig. 6.15 shows the size comparison of the conventional
tanker family. The Nf of these tankers ranges from one to five. The overall di-
mensions of these aircraft are also increased according to Nf. From TC-II to
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Figure 6.15: Size comparison among quasi-conventional tanker aircraft.

TC-V, the general layout stays the same. With the increase of the tail arm, the
fuselage has to become longer, while the diameter is mainly constrained by the
cockpit size. Only when the slenderness ratio becomes too large (exceed the
statistic data of similar configuration aircraft, which is 16 of the bombers), the
constraint of the slenderness ratio becomes active.

TC-I has slightly different configuration. Due to its MTOW (< 40 ton), it is cat-
egorized as utility type rather than transport type. Thus it is designed according
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Figure 6.16: Size comparison between joint-wing tanker aircraft.

to FAR 23 instead of FAR 25. High wing configuration is applied, because it is
difficult to place an ultra high bypass ratio turbofan engine under a low wing in
such a small aircraft.

The joint-wing tanker family, however, only consists TJ-II to TJ-V (Fig. 6.16).
No joint-wing tanker is designed for single fuel delivery per flight. This is be-
cause the fuselage of TC-I is already filled with fuel tanks. Consequently, the
motivation (reduce fuselage volume to avoid unused internal space) for joint-
wing tanker does not exist for such a small aircraft.

In addition to the refueling radius of 250 nm, tankers designed for 500 nm are
also considered for the two tanker families. When the refueling rendezvous is
located at twice of the distance from the tanker base, the extra mission fuel re-
quires larger dimensions of the tanker. OEW and MTOW are increased in the
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order of 2-4%. However, tankers consumes 20-35% more mission fuel, which
reduces the ET in the order of 16-26%. Tab. 6.4 - 6.7 listed the specifications of
all the above mentioned tankers.

Table 6.4: Speci�cations of the conventional tankers designed for the refueling radius of
250 nm.

TC- I-250 II-250 III-250 IV-250 V-250 

Length [m] 21.6  29.6  36.3  42.3  48.2  

Span [m] 18.9  26.0  31.8  37.1  42.3  

Wing Area [m2] 39.7  74.8  112.3  152.5  198.2  

Cruise L/D 14.8  17.6  19.3  20.9  22.5  

OEW [kg] 7,818  13,218  19,569  27,220  37,599  

MTOW [kg] 25,076  47,290  70,948  96,388  125,241  

OEW/MTOW 0.312  0.280  0.276  0.282  0.300  

Thrust/MTOW 0.355  0.318  0.325  0.325  0.306  

Mission fuel [kg] 1,901  3,581  5,718  8,312  11,526  

Payload fuel [kg] 14,981  29,962  44,943  59,924  74,905  

ET 7.88  8.37  7.86  7.21  6.50  

 

Table 6.5: Speci�cations of the conventional tankers designed for the refueling radius of
500 nm.

TC- I-500 II-500 III-500 IV-500 V-500 

Length [m] 22.0  30.1  36.9  42.9  48.9  

Span [m] 19.3  26.4  32.3  37.6  42.9  

Wing Area [m2] 41.4  77.4  115.7  157.1  204.0  

Cruise L/D 14.9  17.8  19.5  21.2  22.8  

OEW [kg] 8,048  13,553  20,044  27,933  38,603  

MTOW [kg] 26,161  48,897  73,145  99,283  128,948  

OEW/MTOW 0.308  0.277  0.274  0.281  0.299  

Thrust/MTOW 0.353  0.316  0.323  0.323  0.303  

Mission fuel [kg] 2,583  4,613  7,117  10,080  13,699  

Payload fuel [kg] 14,981  29,962  44,943  59,924  74,905  

ET 5.80  6.50  6.32  5.94  5.47  
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Table 6.6: Speci�cations of the joint-wing tankers designed for the refueling radius of 250
nm.

TJ- II-250 III-250 IV-250 V-250 

Length [m] 19.6  24.0  27.8  31.6  

Span [m] 24.7  30.1  34.9  39.6  

Wing Area [m2] 67.8  101.0  135.9  174.5  

Cruise L/D 17.9  19.8  21.5  23.0  

OEW [kg] 10,923  15,761  21,419  28,944  

MTOW [kg] 44,694  66,540  89,582  115,039  

OEW/MTOW 0.244  0.237  0.239  0.252  

Thrust/MTOW 0.304  0.308  0.308  0.293  

Mission fuel [kg] 3,377  5,271  7,525  10,281  

Payload fuel [kg] 29,962  44,943  59,924  74,905  

ET 8.87  8.53  7.96  7.29  

 

Table 6.7: Speci�cations of the joint-wing tankers designed for the refueling radius of 500
nm.

TJ- II-500 III-500 IV-500 V-500 

Length [m] 19.9  24.3  28.2  31.9  

Span [m] 25.0  30.5  35.4  40.1  

Wing Area [m2] 69.9  103.9  139.4  178.9  

Cruise L/D 18.0  20.0  21.7  23.2  

OEW [kg] 11,168  16,184  21,862  29,550  

MTOW [kg] 46,069  68,469  91,876  117,912  

OEW/MTOW 0.242  0.236  0.238  0.251  

Thrust/MTOW 0.303  0.306  0.307  0.291  

Mission fuel [kg] 4,310  6,518  9,059  12,149  

Payload fuel [kg] 29,962  44,943  59,924  74,905  

ET 6.95  6.90  6.62  6.17  

 

The trends of the tanker efficiency are plotted in Fig. 6.17. The joint-wing
tankers always have higher ET than their conventional opponents designed for
the same refueling radius and Nf. The tankers have the highest ET when Nf=2.
However, when the refueling radius is increased from 250 nm to 500 nm, the
impact of Nf is reduced.
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Figure 6.17: Tanker e�ciency ET of the conventional and joint-wing tankers, designed for
250 and 500 nm refueling radius.

Fig. 6.18 shows the empty weight ratio (OEW/MTOW) of the TC, TJ tanker
families and some existing tankers. The specifically designed tankers are all of
smaller OEW/MTOW than the existing tankers. Moreover, the TJ tanker families
have smaller OEW/MTOW than the TC’s. The cruise L/D between the TC and TJ
tankers are very close (difference <5%), the lower OEW/MTOW plays a key fac-
tor in making higher ET for the TJ tankers. For the TC/TJ tankers, OEW/MTOW
reaches minimum plateau when Nf is between 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.18: Empty weight ratio of various designs and existing tankers.
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6.4.2 Impact from AAR loiter time

Between two consecutive refueling operations, the tanker has to loiter and wait
for the next cruiser to refuel. The trajectory of loiter and refueling operation is
introduced in Subsection 2.1.2. Shorter loiter time is beneficial to reduce the
tanker’s mission fuel. However, loiter time is dependent on the longitudinal sep-
aration between the cruisers on their routes. Large separation is favorable to
reduce the work load of the ATC management. However, large separation will
cause long tanker loiter time. In the TLR (Tab. 2.4), the loiter time is decided
to be 20 min, which is estimated according to the current ATC performance
level [43]. However, a sensitivity study is necessary to find out the impact extent
when the loiter time changes.
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Figure 6.19: Change in ET for tankers with loiter time of 30 min w.r.t. 20 min.

Another set of 18 tankers is generated with the modification on the loiter time:
increased from previous 20 min to 30 min. The change in the tanker efficiency ET

is shown in Fig. 6.19. When Nf increases,ΔET becomes more prominent. The T-
250 tankers have largerΔET than T-500 tankers, because the T-250 tankers have
less mission fuel, the increase in the fuel for loiter becomes more prominent. Ex-
isting tankers are also calculated in the situation of loiter time increase. Despite
their higher mission fuel consumption than the specifically designed tankers,
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their ΔET is even greater.

This sensitivity study also shows that the tankers with larger Nf (the larger tankers)
are more sensitive to loiter time. Reducing loiter time is difficult, as it relies
on the longitudinal separation of the cruisers, which is decided by ATC. How-
ever, many issues like delay of cruiser flights or operation during the off-peak
hours can cause longer loiter time for the tankers. From this perspective, smaller
tankers are beneficial.

6.5 Support R-ETOPS

The AAR cruiser is designed according to R-ETOPS diversion strategy, which is
introduced in Section 2.1.3. When a cruiser starts diversion within a “tanker sup-
ported permission zone” (Fig. 2.10 and 2.11), a rescuing tanker should be sent
out from the nearby tanker base or normal refueling rendezvous. The rescuing
tanker should meet the cruiser and transfer the required amount of fuel to sup-
port the cruiser for the rest of the diversion. The process of R-ETOPS is shown
in Fig. 2.9. The furthest rendezvous for emergency refueling is 583 nm from a
tanker base. Do all the tankers described in Section 6.4 have sufficient range and
payload performance?

Table 6.8: TC-I-250 weight breakdown for normal refueling mission and R-ETOPS rescuing
refueling.

Normal Refueling R-ETOPS

Takeoff Weight [kg] 25,076 13,766

Refueling Radius [nm] 250 583

Fuel to deliver [kg] 14,981 3,524

Mission Fuel [kg] 1,901 1,851

Reserve Fuel [kg] 382 536

 

 The TC-I-250 is the smallest tanker with least internal fuel capacity. Still, it is
capable of performing a rescuing refueling. As shown in Tab. 6.8, despite longer
refueling radius, the TC-I-250 consumes and transfers less fuel in a R-ETOPS
rescuing mission than a normal refueling mission. In other words, the R-ETOPS
refueling is not a challenge to any of the tankers.

However, in any case of refueling failure, the rescuing tanker should push the
cruiser to reach an airport. In such scenario, small tankers are unfavorable due
to their low thrust levels. Fig. 6.20 shows the flight envelope of the cruiser when
pushed by different tankers. The performance of the tanker engines (ACE-T)
is described in Appendix H. The cruiser is calculated at the condition of empty
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Figure 6.20: Flight envelope when di�erent Tankers pushing the cruiser.

fuel tank, maximum payload weight and both engine flameout. The tankers carry
sufficient fuel amount and fly within the downwash wake from the cruiser.

As shown in Fig. 6.20, the T-II tankers can barely maintain the cruiser airborne.
However, the flight speed is too slow (Mach 0.4), taking more than two hours to
cover the required 583 nm. The flight altitude is also too low, which could be
doubtful to across mountains.

On the other hand, the T-III tankers have much better pushing envelope than the
T-II tankers, reaching Mach 0.6 at the altitude of 6,000 m. Such flight envelope
should be sufficient, as it is similar to that of turboprop aircraft.

The T-IV tankers only have slight improvement over the T-III tankers, but the T-
IV tankers demonstrate lower tanker efficiency ET, which is discussed in Section
6.4. The T-III tankers seem to be the most optimum balance between tanker
efficiency ET and the capability of supporting R-ETOPS diversions.

6.6 Concluding Remarks

The comparison between specifically designed tankers and existing tankers indi-
cates that value of ET can be at least doubled with new tankers in purpose for civil
AAR applications. The impact of tanker efficiency ET on the overall operation is
discussed in Chapter 7.

The joint-wing tankers seem to have advantage over their conventional oppo-
nents in both aerodynamics and structure aspects. The aerodynamic design of
the joint-wing tanker is less mature than the conventional one. With refined
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aerodynamic design, the joint-wing tanker has the potential to achieve a higher
tanker efficiency factor. The weight estimation of the joint-wing tankers also re-
quires more detailed studies along with structure analysis. However, the AAR
tankers have large portion of fuel in MTOW. Structure weight only takes up 13%
of MTOW for a tanker; the same parameter for the cruiser is 30%. It means
weight estimation for a tanker is less important than for a normal aircraft.
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Chapter 7

Assessment on Net Fuel Savings

In Chapter 5, the amount of fuel saved by the AAR cruiser w.r.t. direct and stag-
ing flight is calculated. That amount, called gross fuel saving, does not include
the fuel consumed by the tanker. Having analyzed the efficiency parameter ET of
the tanker families in Chapter 6, it is now possible to assess the net fuel saving
potential yielded by AAR operation. This is discussed in Section 7.2.

When the cruisers are operated on actual flight routes, which are based on the ge-
ographical airport distribution, the flight length and the location of the refueling
rendezvous can differ from the ideal design scenarios. Whether AAR operations
retain their fuel saving potential also in these off-design cases is discussed in
Section 7.3.

7.1 Figure of Merit

The net fuel saving δ is calculated using Eq. 7.1 w.r.t. direct (D) or staging flight
(S):

δD,S =
WBFD,S − (WBFC + WFtrans.x

ET
)

WBFD,S
(7.1)

δD net fuel saving w.r.t. direct flight
δS net fuel saving w.r.t. staging flight
WBFD block fuel of direct flight
WBFS block fuel of staging flight
WBFC block fuel of the AAR cruiser
WFtrans.x in-flight fuel transferring to a single cruiser aircraft
ET tanker efficiency, as defined in Eq. 6.1
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When Nf >1, WFtrans-x is 1/Nf of the payload fuel of the tanker.

In Chapter 5, the payload range efficiency PRE (Eq. 1.1) is used to compare
the transport efficiency of the C-5k cruiser with the other aircraft. However, this
figure of merit is on the level of a single aircraft, while the AAR cruiser and
tanker operate as a whole system. The fuel consumed by the tanker should be
taken into account. When assessing the civil AAR cruiser-tanker, the payload
range efficiency at the system of system level is introduced as PREsys, which is
defined as Eq. 7.2.

PREsys =
WP ·R

WBFC +WFtrans.x/ET
(7.2)

WP payload weight
R operation range (from departure to destination)

PREsys is the same as PRE (defined in Section 1.2) when WFtrans.x is zero, hence
in case of no AAR. With PREsys, the net fuel saving δ can be expressed as Eq.
7.3.

δD,S = 1− PRED,S

PREsys.CT
(7.3)

PRED payload range efficiency of direct flight
PRES payload range efficiency of staging flight
PREsys.CT payload range efficiency of the cruiser-tanker system

7.2 Net Fuel Savings at Design Operation Conditions

With different tankers and different number of fuel delivery per flight NF, the
tanker efficiency ET and net fuel savings δ are calculated. Fig. 7.1 and 7.2
show the results relative to tankers with refueling radius of 250nm and 500nm
respectively. In addition to the specifically designed tankers, also four existing
tankers aircraft have been analyzed to provide a comparison, namely the KC-135,
KC-46, A310MRTT and A330MRTT.
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Figure 7.1: Tanker e�ciency ET and δD,S versus Nf. Tanker radius = 250nm.

For each δD,S scale, a reference line is presented at 0% position, indicating the
fuel saving/loss threshold. A tanker can provide overall fuel saving only when
its ET is above the reference line of the corresponding scale.

Both plots highlight the lower ET coefficient, hence the lower fuel saving δD,S of
the four existing tankers with respect to the two families of specifically designed
tankers, as discussed in Section 6.3.

The main conclusions that can be derived from Fig. 7.1 are the following:

• All the new tanker designs can ensure net fuel savings δD w.r.t. direct flight
operation, ranging from 9.5% to 11.2%.

• Most of the new tanker designs can ensure net fuel savings δS w.r.t. staging
flight operation. However, even using the tankers with the highest ET, the
net fuel saving δS is less than 1%.

• The use of existing tankers can provide some fuel savings benefit δD with
respect to direct flight (maximum 6%), but can never compete with staging
flight.

• The most efficient existing tanker, the KC-135, has a significantly lower
ET value (~4) than any specifically designed tankers (6.5~8.8).

• Joint-wing tankers are always more efficient (7.5~8.8) than their quasi-
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Figure 7.2: Tanker e�ciency ET and δD,S versus Nf. Tanker radius = 500nm.

conventional competitors (6.5~8.8).

Fig. 7.2 shows the fuel saving results relative to the tankers designed for 500 nm
refueling radius:

• As a consequence of the lower ET coefficients featured by all the tankers,
the net fuel saving results are lower than those compute for the 250nm
radius case. However, it should be considered that these results are con-
servative. Although not included in the calculation model used in this
research, it can be expected that, due to the longer tanker radius, the cruis-
ers might be able to fly more direct routes, without deviating towards the
tanker base, thereby saving fuel. In other words, the decrease in the ET

might be partially compensated by more straight routes for the cruisers.
More accurate results would require operation studies according to the ac-
tual geographical constraints, which is outside the scope of this study.

• Compared with staging flight, none of the tankers can make AAR oper-
ations more fuel efficient. The use of the existing tankers would lead to
8-18% more fuel consumption than the staging flights. However, by using
the specifically designed tankers, the difference δS is marginal, less than
-2%. On the other hand, AAR operations maintain significant advantages
in terms of total travel time, passenger comfort and airframe life cycles, as
discussed in Section 1.4.

• For the specified operation scenario, the KC-135 is the most efficient among
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the existing tankers. With this tanker, AAR operations could only gain 3%
fuel savings δD, against 8.5-10% savings δD achievable with the specifi-
cally designed tankers.

Although Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 show that the highest fuel savings δD,S can be ob-
tained with tankers designed for two refueling operations per flight (Nf=2), in
this research, however, Nf=3 is the suggested number, which offers a balance
between achievable high ET and the capability to support R-ETOPS diversion
strategy (details in Section 6.5). Moreover, when Nf=3, the tanker traffic over the
tanker base is much less than that of Nf=2, which relieves the burden for ATC
(see Subsection 2.1.2).

Depending on the refueling radius and tanker configuration, a net fuel saving
ranging δD from 9.6% to 11.1% can be achieved by the Nf=3 tankers cooperating
with the C-5k cruiser w.r.t. the direct flight opponent. Compared to staging flight,
only a marginal difference δS (±1%) in the overall fuel saving is achieved when
operating specifically designed AAR cruiser-tanker.

The reliability of the computed fuel savings depends on the accuracy level of
the analysis tool modules. The relative errors for the aerodynamics and weight
analysis are 2% and 7% respectively, as discussed in Chapter 4. Because all the
aircraft are designed using the same AC-X framework, the possibility to perform
fair comparison is guaranteed. Assuming the framework overestimates L/D by
2% while underestimates OEW by 7%, and vice versa (underestimate L/D and
overestimate OEW), the upper and lower boundaries of δD,S can be found. For
the joint-wing tanker concepts, 10% extra uncertainties are added to the structure
weight to account for the low maturity level of its unconventional configuration.
The results are shown in Fig. 7.3 and 7.4, w.r.t. direct and staging operations
respectively.

When considering the errors from the AC-X design framework, with the specif-
ically designed tankers (Nf=3), AAR operation can achieve 8-13% δD compared
to the direct flight opponent. Even being the most conservative in terms of δD,
the TJ-III-250 can achieve a δD value not lower than to 9.4%, which is still higher
than those yielded by all of the existing tankers. The KC-135, KC-46 and A310
MRTT can achieve some net fuel savings, ranging from 1% to 8%, only with
250 nm refueling radius. With 500 nm refueling radius, only the KC-135 can
guarantee net fuel savings among the existing tankers.

Compared to the staging operations, no tanker design can guarantee net fuel sav-
ings. However, with the specifically designed TJ/TC-III tankers, their δS values
range from -2.8% to 3.1%. In other words, AAR operations can be equally fuel
efficient as staging operations, while maintaining advantages in terms of travel
time, passenger comfort and airframe life cycles. On the other hand, none of
the existing tankers can provide net fuel savings w.r.t. staging operations. Even
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Table 7.4: Summary of the fuel savings granted by AAR operations (Nf=3, 5,000 nm
mission) with respect to direct and staging �ight.

Table Error! No text of specified style in document.-1 Summary of the fuel savings granted by AAR operations with 

respect to direct and staging flight 

      AAR vs Direct  AAR vs Staging 

C-5k cruiser only  [kg] % [kg] % 
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Tanker 

mission fuel δD δS 

[kg] [kg]  [%] kg  [%] 

 (positive values means AAR consumes less fuel) 

Joint-wing 

3 

250 5,271  4,467  11.1% 263  0.7% 

500 6,504  4,056  10.1% -149  -0.4% 

Conventional 250 5,719  4,318  10.7% 113  0.3% 

500 7,118  3,851  9.6% -353  -1.0% 

best existing 

tanker KC-135 

250 11,046  2,542  6.3% -1,663  -4.6% 

500 14,435  1,412  3.5% -2,792  -7.7% 

 

using the most efficient KC-135, in the most optimistic case, AAR would still
consumes 2% more overall mission fuel than the opponent staging aircraft, the
I-2.5k.

The data discussed above demonstrate the necessity to design not only dedicated
cruiser aircraft, but also dedicated tankers. This is the only way to make AAR op-
eration competitive with staging flight in terms of fuel consumption. The results
of the overall fuel saving, both w.r.t. direct and staging flight, are summarized in
Tab. 7.4.

7.3 Off-design Performance of AAR Cruiser-tanker

Passenger aircraft are often operated on route length that are very different from
their design ranges (Fig. 1.7). This would likely apply also to the civil AAR
operations, thereby it is necessary to investigate the off-design performance of
the AAR cruiser-tanker system.

Fig. 7.5 shows the PREsys value versus range R. TJ-III-250 is selected as the
tanker for AAR operation because of its high ET value.

Next to the AAR cruiser C-5k, four direct-flight aircraft are displayed as com-
parisons: the Boeing 737-800, D-2.5k, D-5k and D-6.5k. The Boeing 737-800
presented here is due to its similar on-board fuel range (Point D) to the C-5k.
This Boeing 737-800 is the aircraft designed with the AC-X design frame work
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Figure 7.5: The PREsys values of the AAR cruiser/tanker system compared with various
direct �ight aircraft at di�erent operation range.
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according to the same TLRs as the actual Boeing 737-800, however, with the
same SFC value as the C-5k for a fair comparison. The specifications of the
re-engined Boeing 737-800 can be found in Section 5.3.

The other three direct flight aircraft are wide-body airliners, with the same pay-
load (thus the same fuselage size) as the C-5k. The D-2.5k has a design range
of 2,500 nm, which is almost the same to C-5k when used without AAR. The
D-5k is designed as the same mission range (5,000 nm) as the C-5k with AAR.
The specifications can be found in Section 5.2. The D-6.5k is designed to fly
the same range as the C-5k in AAR-ER mission. The AAR-ER is introduced in
Section 5.4.

From Fig. 7.5, the following results can be observed:

• When operated in short range (no need for AAR), the cruiser C-5k has
higher PREsys values (similar to D-2.5k) than the Boeing 737-800 (even
for the re-engined Boeing 737).

• The C-5k with AAR has similar long-range payload capability as the D-5k
and D-6.5k, while still as efficient as the short range D-2.5k.

• If the travel distance is longer than the design range (5,000 nm at point
D), the C-5k with AAR has larger PREsys advantages over the direct flight
opponents. Because the C-5k can maintain the payload and receive more
fuel from the tanker to reach longer range, the decrease in PREsys is less
prominent than the direct flight aircraft. For example, the D-5k has to
reduce payload to carry more fuel when the travel distance is longer than
5,000 nm. However, this will cause a rapid reduction in PREsys of the D-
5k. The D-6.5k can carry the same payload as the AAR-ER C-5k until the
range of 6,500 nm, however, the C-5k has a PREsys value of 20% higher
than the D-6.5k, which is even greater than the advantage of 12.8% at
5,000 nm over the D-5k.

• The combination of cruiser-tanker (C-5k/TJ-III-250) has overall PREsys

advantage over a wide-variety of long-range direct flight aircraft. This in-
dicates the advantage to use one type of cruiser and tanker to replace many
types of passenger aircraft designed for different ranges, varying from
1,000 nm to over 7,000 nm. Increase the operation range is not interest-
ing any more for the given operation region (Transatlantic and Euro-Asia).
When market demands for longer ranges, another refueling operation can
be applied to extend the flight distance of the AAR cruiser. The reduction
in aircraft types is beneficial in terms of development cost, air/ground crew
training, maintenance, etc.

Based on the aircraft fuel consumption amounts discussed in Chapter 5-6, the
overall fuel benefit of AAR operation is evaluated and discussed in this chapter.
The net fuel saving δN dependents on many parameters, i.e. tanker efficiency
ET, operation range and payload weight. The AAR operations do not only show
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large fuel saving potentials, but also provide great operation flexibility, while
maintaining high payload range efficiency.
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Chapter 8

Summary, Conclusions and
Recommendations

Commercial aviation technologies have reached a plateau in terms of payload
range efficiency ever since 20 years. Meanwhile, the civil transport market has
been growing fast: air traffic has doubled every 15 years, as introduced in Chap-
ter 1. The slow improving payload range efficiency and the fast growing air travel
market result in a dilemma for future aviation industry. According to the current
technology development trend, the Vision 2020 goal proposed by the ACARE
cannot be achieved [7]. To solve this problem, a new concept, civil AAR opera-
tions, has been investigated as a possible solution to increase the payload range
efficiency of commercial aviation.

8.1 Main Findings

Four main research questions are proposed in Section 1.5. Based on all the per-
formed research, those questions can be answered.

The first main research question is: in what extent is possible to adopt the con-
solidated AAR military approach into passenger aircraft operations? As dis-
cussed in Chapter 3, the existing military AAR approach is not convenient for
civil applications. Applying the military refueling system into the civil AAR op-
erations can cause many problems. First, when an existing passenger aircraft is
operated as the approaching one to join the AAR formation, the passenger air-
craft is very likely to have insufficient SEP value for the formation maneuvering
within the downwash from the tanker (Details in Subsection 3.3.2.5 and 5.1.2).
Besides, the military refueling formation impacts negatively on the safety and
passenger comfort level.
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Existing AAR approach

Proposed AAR approach for civil application

Tanker

Tanker

Receiver

Receiver

Approach

Approach

Figure 8.1: Comparison between the existing AAR approach and the approach in this study
for civil application.

Accounting all the factors like technology challenges, safety, cost for develop-
ment and operations and passenger comfort level, an alternative refueling ap-
proach is proposed for civil application specifically. As displayed in Fig 8.1, the
relative positions of the receiver and tanker are exchanged in the proposed refu-
eling approach, which also results the design of a forward extending refueling
boom. Studies have shown such boom can be designed free from aeroelastic is-
sues [55;56]. The proposed refueling approach is favorable in terms of safety, cost
and passenger comfort, which are of the highest importance in civil aviation.

The second main question concerns the necessity of aircraft specifically devel-
oped for AAR operations. Would it be possible to achieve fuel savings even
using existing aircraft for AAR operations?

The combination of large passenger capacity and relatively short range with on-
board fuel yields high PRE value. This is the unique feature of the AAR cruiser
C-5k. The existing aircraft, such as the Boeing 737 has similar design range, but
with too little passenger capacity. While wide-body aircraft like the Boeing 767
has similar design payload as the C-5k, however, they are designed for a much
longer range. When operating these aircraft for the AAR operations, their high
PRE values are compromised. Even with the same engine SFC values as that
of the C-5k, the re-engined Boeing 737 and 767 have 14% and 26% lower PRE
values than the C-5k in AAR operations.
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Table 8.1: PREsys improvements and fuel savings achievable using C-5k + TJ-III-250 w.r.t.
direct and staging �ights.

 

Mission Range  PREsys [nm] 

 

C-5k + TJ-III-250 

PREsys [nm] 

Improvement 

of PREsys  

Fuel savings 

δN 

5,000 nm 

D-5k 

D-6.5k  

I-2.5k  

3,292 

3,145 

3,676 

3,710 

+13% 

+18% 

+ 1% 

11% 

15% 

1% 

6,500 nm 
D-5k 

D-6.5k 

2,050 

2,982 
3,573 

+74% 

+20% 

44% 

16% 

D    direct flight aircraft 

I    staging flight aircraft 

-5k/-6.5k/-2.5k design non-stop range for 5,000/6,500/2,500 nm 

 

At the system of system level, the PREsys value of the AAR operation largely
relies on the tanker efficiency ET . As shown in Section 7.2, ET has decisive
influence on the net fuel saving amount δN. Existing tankers are not optimized
for the specified civil fuel-delivery mission (see Section 2.1.2). Some existing
tankers, e.g. A310/330-MRTT, are so large and heavy that the fuel amount saved
by the specifically designed C-5k cruiser w.r.t. direct flight is almost equal to
the fuel amount consumed by the tanker. On the contrary, specifically designed
tankers, such as the TJ/TC-III, not only enable about 10% net fuel saving w.r.t.
direct flight operations, but also yield PREsys values comparable to staging oper-
ations.

By adopting existing passenger aircraft and/or tankers, the fuel saving potential
of civil AAR operation is largely compromised. Both AAR cruiser and tanker
should be designed specifically to achieve the targets envisioned by ACARE.

The third main research question is: how much fuel can be saved by the imple-
mentation of AAR operation with respect to direct and staging flight?

Tab. 8.1 summarizes the results of the PREsys improvement and fuel saving
amount achievable by civil AAR operations. The combination of C-5k cruiser
and TJ-III-250 tanker is compared to the direct flight aircraft D-5k and D-6.5k
for the mission range of 5,000 nm and 6,500 nm respectively. About 11% fuel
saving can be achieved. When compared to the staging flight aircraft I-2.5k,
the civil AAR operation still achieves marginal fuel savings. Furthermore, AAR
operations have large advantages in terms of travel time, passenger comfort and
airframe life cycles.

The fourth research question is about the methodology to design multiple flight
vehicles working together.

To perform multi-vehicle design process, a design tool should to feature: 1) large
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Figure 8.2: The PREsys value of the AAR cruiser/tanker system w.r.t. historical develop-
ment trend and estimated achievable level.

design flexibility; 2) support high-fidelity analysis in early design phase; 3) in-
teractive design process. None of the investigated aircraft design tools have these
three characteristics at the same time. To support the design of the AAR cruiser
and tanker, a new design framework, called AC-X, is developed. This design
framework can support the design of unconventional aircraft for unconventional
mission profiles. Although high-fidelity analysis tools (CFD) are applied, surro-
gate models are used to ensure quick response to the user’s design input.

The AAR cruiser, tanker and the other comparison aircraft are all designed with
the AC-X framework. By doing so, all the aircraft could be fairly compared and
traded off.

8.2 Reshape Future Civil Aviation by AAR Operations

On the basis of the studies performed in RECREATE project and in this disser-
tation, the commercial implementation of AAR operation appears to be a feasi-
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Figure 8.3: To achieve the same PREsys value as with AAR operations, aircraft operated in
direct �ight scenario has to adopt a wing with aspect ratio over 20 purely from aerodynamics
perspective. Such design does not account for the penalties from the increased structure
weight.

ble solution to achieve the goal(s) set in Vision 2020 [3]. Taking Fig. 1.3 as a
baseline, Fig. 8.2 shows how AAR cruiser/tanker can achieve the Vision 2020
goal related to fuel efficiency. According to the current technology development
trend, such goal cannot be achieved. A gap between the achievable level and the
goal is estimated by R. Kingcombe [7] in 2011.

By focusing on improving the performance of a conventional (direct flight) air-
craft, the proposed Vision 2020 goal is practically impossible to be achieved. For
example, the necessary aerodynamic (L/D) improvement would be at least 11%.
Fig. 8.3 show a fictional concept where the AR is over 20 to achieve such L/D
improvement, ignoring the effect of extra weight by the larger AR.

On the contrary, AAR operation can achieve the goal of Vision 2020 using ex-
isting aircraft technology. Although the forward extending boom needs to be
developed, there is no major technological challenge. The goal proposed in Vi-
sion 2020 can also be achieved by using the specifically designed tanker of C-tail
configuration (TC).

8.3 Possible Steps to Deploy Civil AAR Systems

Introducing the specifically designed cruiser, tanker and refueling system all at
one time is a huge investment, which may cause enormous commercial risks. To
mitigate those risk, the following steps are proposed:
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First, the cruiser should be developed, featuring the combination of large passen-
ger capacity and short on-board fuel range. As shown in Fig. 1.7, many wide-
body aircraft are mostly operated in relatively short flight distances (<2,000 nm),
which indicates the demand for such a short-range aircraft with wide-body cabin
configuration (i.e. D-2.5k cruiser). By deploying the cruiser, airlines will be
equipped with aircraft that have much higher PRE than the long-range competi-
tors (i.e. D-5k) and short-range narrow-body aircraft (i.e. Boeing 737). The
comparison between these aircraft is shown in Fig. 7.5.

If the cruisers could achieve commercial successes, the profit can be used to
develop the AAR tanker and the related fuel transfer system, i.e. the forward
extending refueling boom. The deployment of the tankers will also enable the
cruisers to fly long-range missions, which could replace part of the existing long-
range routes operated by the direct flight aircraft. The cruiser/tanker system also
can achieve larger PREsys value than the contemporary long-range airliners.

8.4 Recommendations for Further Studies

First, only fuel savings are investigated. However, to check the commercial via-
bility of the civil AAR operations, the cost of aircraft development and operation
should be analyzed. Based on the analysis, aircraft design and operation ap-
proaches might require another iteration.

Moreover, based on the actual geographical information, overall AAR operations
should be analyzed with the calculated performance of the cruiser and tanker.
Some operation parameters, like refueling radius, can only be decided after the
analysis which accounts for issues like airport distribution, route planning, flight
schedules and passenger amount etc.

The design of cruiser and tanker still requires further study. In terms of aerody-
namics, the following aspects can be improved:

• Airfoil shape, twist angle and sweep angle could be optimized for a higher
L/D ratio;

• The buffet onset CL for the tankers should be analyzed, which might result
a different wing-loading constraint;

• Although mitigated by large extent, super-velocity regions still exist lo-
cally on the joint-wing tanker, especially between the vertical and horizon-
tal tail-plane conjunctions. The local transonic fairing can be improved,
which may yield a higher L/D value for the joint-wing tanker.

• The relatively large fuselage dimensions of the C-5k cruiser cause a larger
proportion of drag for fuselage w.r.t. total drag than a generic wide-body
airliner (see Fig. 5.9). The propulsion power of the fuselage can be re-
duced by deploying boundary layer ingestion (BLI) technology [113;114].
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For example, a pusher fan can be mounted on the end of the fuselage,
driven by the APU. When applying the same level of BLI technology, the
AAR C-5k cruiser can receive a larger reduction in the overall propulsion
power than a generic wide-body aircraft.

The structure design of the joint-wing tanker has larger uncertainty than that of
the AAR cruiser and conventional tanker. Although there are studies indicating
a good accuracy of class II weight estimation method (Torenbeek v.1982 [64]) to
address unconventional configurations like joint-wing concept [98], high-fidelity
analysis is still necessary to investigate the design of the joint-wing tanker.
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Appendix A

Payload Range Diagram

The payload range diagram depicts the trade-off between the payload and the
range of a single aircraft.

The structure of the airframe is designed to sustain a certain amount of weight
carried by the aircraft. So there is a constrain for the aircraft zero fuel weight,
which can never be exceeded or the structure will collapse. As shown in Fig.
A.1, the maximum zero fuel weight forms the left upper limit for the allowable
payload range region (dotted area).

For the given take-off field condition, the aircraft has a value of maximum take-
off weight based on its lifting surfaces and propulsion system. If the maximum
takeoff weight is exceeded, the aircraft will fail to takeoff. Point A stands for
the situation of carrying maximum structural payload and filling in the fuel tank
until the maximum takeoff weight is reached.

When the aircraft has reached the maximum take-off weight, the only way to fly
further is by increasing the on-board fuel while reducing payload weight until the
maximum fuel capacity is reached (fuel tank is filled up). Point B represents such
operation load condition. Usually, the design point (point D) situates between
point A and B.

From point B, because the aircraft cannot carry any extra fuel, the only way to
cover longer range is by reducing payload. At point C, no payload is on-board.
The aircraft reaches maximum range.
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Figure A.1: Payload range diagram.
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Appendix B

Payload Range Performance of
Existing Aircraft

The data of Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4 are listed in this appendix as the following
Tables.

Year Type 

 

 

Design 

Payload 

[kg] 

Design 

Range 

[nm] 

Mission 

fuel  

[kg] 

cruise 

speed 

[knot] 

PRE  

 

[nm] 

PRE*V  

 

[nm^2/h] 

Piston Engine Aircraft       

1910 Wright Model B 85  96  23  35  352  12,160  

1911 Curtiss Model D 85  95  23  38  350  13,377  

1914 Benoist XIV 85  108  29  46  312  14,237  

1917 Breguet 14 250  486  276  80  382  30,608  

1917 Airco DH.4 210  416  283  105  324  33,985  

1920 Bristol Pullman 1,120  653  1,931  105  351  36,808  

1920 Martin NBS-1 1,000  345  1,180  80  377  30,199  
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Year Type 

 

 

Design 

Payload 

[kg] 

Design 

Range 

[nm] 

Mission 

fuel  

[kg] 

cruise 

speed 

[knot] 

PRE  

 

[nm] 

PRE*V  

 

[nm^2/h] 

1920 de Havilland DH.18 560  348  563  87  390  33,959  

1922 de Havilland DH.34 700  317  491  91  537  48,826  

1926 Ford 5-AT Trimotor 800  478  1,378  78  573  44,691  

1927 Boeing Model 40 610  565  512  91  649  59,054  

1928 Boeing Model 80 1,848  400  1,282  109  625  68,100  

1931 Junkers Ju 52 1,802  540  1,438  120  681  81,602  

1933 Boeing 247 1,060  648  1,075  164  686  112,567  

1934 Douglas DC-2 1,484  756  1,487  162  736  119,283  

1935 Lockheed Model 10 Electra 1,060  621  770  165  855  141,274  

1936 Lockheed Model 12 Electra Junior 636  700  922  185  578  106,983  

1936 Douglas DC-3 1,365  1,390  2,415  180  794  142,720  

1937 Lockheed Model 14 Super Electra 1,260  738  1,802  187  611  114,119  

1940 Boeing 307 Stratoliner 4,028  1,523  7,692  186  907  168,399  

1940 Lockheed Model 18 Lodestar 1,908  1,174  2,247  174  1,087  189,060  

1941 Curtiss C-46 2,585  1,017  4,217  162  1,174  190,215  

1943 Douglas DC-4 4,240  3,693  13,542  197  1,015  200,042  

1946 Vickers VC.1 Viking 2,700  798  2,290  183  1,060  193,987  

1946 Canadair North Star 5,216  3,354  18,165  282  1,013  285,540  

1946 Lockheed L049 Constellation 8,364  1,237  8,355  272  1,232  335,001  

1947 Douglas DC-6 6,148  2,800  14,108  274  1,233  337,656  

1948 Convair CV-240 4,240  1,043  3,496  243  1,141  277,288  

1949 Boeing 377 Stratocruiser 9,667  2,147  19,590  261  1,124  293,123  

1952 Lockheed L1049G Super Constellation 8,600  2,129  17,620  295  1,094  322,840  

1953 Douglas DC-7 7,200  3,098  21,762  312  1,025  319,956  

        

Turboprop Aircraft       

1955 HPR.7 Dart Herald 200 4,092  953  3,317  240  1,176  282,502  

1957 Bristol Britannia 9,730  3,852  36,298  310  1,033  320,094  

1958 Fokker 27-100 3,534  1,404  4,119  208  1,205  250,584  

1959 Antonov An-24 5,500  405  2,104  243  1,059  257,198  

1959 Lockheed L-188 Electra 7,938  2,406  15,815  324  1,207  391,204  

1960 Vickers Vanguard 11,537  1,590  15,143  310  1,212  375,565  

1961 Hawker Siddeley HS 748 5,136  926  3,380  230  1,407  323,640  

1964 Aérospatiale Nord 262 2,320  600  1,434  194  971  188,373  

1965 NAMC YS-11 4,500  1,188  4,420  244  1,210  295,193  

1969 Handley Page HP.137 Jetstream 1,120  1,199  1,124  234  1,194  279,507  

1970 AVIC Xi'an Y-7 4,700  491  1,994  228  1,158  264,485  
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Year Type 

 

 

Design 

Payload 

[kg] 

Design 

Range 

[nm] 

Mission 

fuel  

[kg] 

cruise 

speed 

[knot] 

PRE  

 

[nm] 

PRE*V  

 

[nm^2/h] 

1984 Bombardier Dash 8-100 3,407  1,020  2,515  269  1,382  371,747  

1985 ATR-42-300 4,640  456  1,287  267  1,644  438,972  

1985 Embraer EMB 120 Brasilia 2,400  945  2,010  298  1,128  336,203  

1987 Fokker 50-100 3,999  800  2,588  275  1,236  339,680  

1988 British Aerospace ATP 5,800  985  3,519  236  1,623  383,049  

1989 ATR-72-200 6,000  872  2,755  275  1,899  522,161  

1992 British Aerospace Jetstream 41 2,910  774  1,561  260  1,443  375,097  

1993 Dornier 328 3,000  900  1,715  335  1,575  527,151  

1994 Saab 2000 5,900  750  3,016  368  1,467  539,847  

1997 Antonov An-140 5,500  1,307  3,295  250  2,182  545,476  

1998 Ilyushin Il-114 5,952  540  1,805  254  1,780  451,847  

2000 AVIC Xi'an MA60 5,500  864  2,470  232  1,924  446,655  

2000 Bombardier Dash 8-400 8,000  1,114  4,259  287  2,092  601,038  

2001 EADS CASA C-295 6,000  1,998  5,559  260  2,156  560,646  

2008 Antonov An-70 35,000  2,700  41,582  405  2,272  920,274  

2013 A400M 30,000  2,450  32,775  422  2,243  945,703  

        

Turbojet / Turbofan Aircraft       

1954 De Havilland Comet IV DH106 10,841  2,711  28,429  450  1,153  518,776  

1958 Boeing 707 120B 12,700  3,550  48,290  478  1,123  536,864  

1960 Douglas DC-8-43 16,459  4,150  64,505  511  1,253  640,148  

1961 Douglas DC-8-55 17,574  4,600  67,119  515  1,423  733,146  

1962 Boeing 707 320B 12,927  5,000  71,987  481  1,053  505,926  

1965 Douglas DC-9-15 8,165  1,320  10,676  490  1,382  677,403  

1967 Douglas DC-8-61 24,083  3,180  54,344  505  1,740  878,239  

1967 Douglas DC-8-62 17,575  5,200  76,205  515  1,403  722,459  

1967 Boeing 737-200 10,815  1,900  14,480  421  1,900  800,386  

1968 Douglas DC-8-63 24,084 4,000 64,940 515 1,795 924,656 

1968 Douglas DC-9-21 8,500  1,450  11,181  494  1,510  745,723  

1968 Douglas DC-9-32 11,000  1,300  11,181  494  1,812  895,222  

1968 Douglas DC-9-41 11,800  1,080  11,181  485  1,667  808,376  

1972 Douglas DC-10-30 37,102  4,300  93,900  490  2,092  1,024,856  

1972 Boeing 747-200B 34,038  6,000  159,326  482  1,532  738,783  

1974 Airbus A300-600R 25,270  4,000  56,330  450  2,277  1,024,575  

1975 Douglas DC-9-51 12,300  1,370  13,793  485  1,700  824,449  

1976 Aérospatiale-BAC Concorde 12,800  3,915  95,500  1,164  608  707,750  

1980 McDonnell Douglas MD-81 12,500  1,800  15,704  438  1,998  875,132  

1980 Boeing 747-300 38,316 5,000 146,174 438 1,586 694,612 
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Year Type 

 

 

Design 

Payload 

[kg] 

Design 

Range 

[nm] 

Mission 

fuel  

[kg] 

cruise 

speed 

[knot] 

PRE  

 

[nm] 

PRE*V  

 

[nm^2/h] 

1981 McDonnell Douglas MD-82 14,200  2,000  17,685  438  2,153  942,857  

1982 Boeing 767-200 19,122 4,000 44,800 460 2,202 1,011,876 

1983 Boeing 757-200 17,400  2,800  29,400  459  2,237  1,026,803  

1983 Airbus A310-300 20,710  4,300  49,624  458  2,276  1,042,487  

1984 Boeing 737-300 11,904  2,500  18,469  438  2,120  928,235  

1985 McDonnell Douglas MD-83 14,500  2,510  21,216  438  2,256  987,824  

1987 McDonnell Douglas MD-87 12,200  2,400  17,686  438  2,211  968,345  

1988 Airbus A320-200 14,250 2,592  17,221 447  2,145  958,839  

1989 Boeing 747-400 38,688  7,100  178,454  493  1,823  898,739  

1994 Airbus A330-200 24,035  6,370  85,765  470  2,198  1,032,920  

1994 Airbus A340-300 28,025  7,150  113,125  470  2,128  1,000,888  

1994 Airbus A321-200 17,670 2,376  18,572 447  2,260  1,010,608  

1995 McDonnell Douglas MD-90 13,800  2,010  16,966  438  2,309  1,011,139  

1997 Boeing 777-200LR 32,850  9,200  151,239  490  2,357 1,155,050 

1998 Boeing 757-300 18,000 3,500  34,260  459  2,453  1,125,650 

1998 Boeing 737-700 11,904  3,000  20,528  438  2,286  1,001,028  

1998 Boeing 737-800 11,087 4,100 26,516 438 2,166 948,574 

2002 Airbus A340-600 36,100  7,500  151,890  476  2,143  1,019,442  

2008 Airbus A380 53,000  8,000  245,200  510  2,069  1,055,087  

2009 Boeing 747-8I 43,431  8,500  207,769  496  2,088  1,034,929  

2011 Boeing 787 25,652  7,500  84,641  490  2,801  1,372,594  

2015 Airbus A350 31,800 7,500 120,500 488 2,344 1,142,993 
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Appendix C

Verification of the CFD Method

Mesh quality is an important factor to achieve fast converging speed. Fig. C.1
shows an example of the mesh generated in ICEM CFD. The bullet shaped ex-
ternal boundary is set as the pressure far field. Mesh is refined in the wake area,
leading and trailing edge of the lifting surfaces.

The study of mesh convergence (Fig. C.2) indicates that once the number of
elements reaches approximately 3 million, there is little effect of increasing mesh
density.

Two cases were calculated for the verification: the Airbus A300 and Boeing 757-
200. The aircraft geometries were measured from manufacture 3-D sketches and
rebuilt with SUMO. The twist angles and airfoils of the wings were interpolated
from airfoil graphs. Ten to fifteen Prism Layers were applied to capture the
boundary effect. The calculation was carried with NS equation and Spalart-
Allmaras Model turbulent model. The final results are compared with flight
data [8] (Fig. C.3).
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Prism Layers near wall Grids around Nacelles

Figure C.1: Example of aircraft mesh generated in ICEM CFD, with engine nacelles inte-
grated.
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Figure C.2: Mesh convergence of the aircraft at M0.8 (assumed 0 degree AoA).
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B757-200A 300

Figure C.3: The comparison of the CFD results with the actual �ight data.
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Appendix D

Examples of Multi-vehicle
Aviation System

Many pioneering aviation systems can be proposed based on multi-vehicle sce-
nario. Fig. D.1 shows an agricultural aircraft designed also for the counter ter-
rorism purpose. During operation, the armed agricultural aircraft could act in
concert with long-endurance UAVs and other unmanned platforms, maximizing
their individual contributions in the joint force. Due to the unconventional mis-
sion objective and unique operation way, the conventional categorization does
not apply for such a “conventional” aircraft anymore. To maximize the over-
all system efficiency, the mission payload and flight performance must be well
scheduled among the armed agricultural aircraft, UAV and quadcopter.

Fig. D.2 displays a tandem wing Ekranoplan (wing in ground effect vehicle),
which has in-flight turnaround capability for tactical aircraft in open sea. Cruis-
ing at the speed up to 200 knots above sea surface, the Ekranoplan can receive
and launch tactical aircraft. An aircraft can join close formation above the Ekra-
noplan and then land on its upper deck. A wheeled robot on the deck holds the
aircraft and transfers it to the waiting zone, where the aircraft can be refueled
and reloaded.

If necessary, the Ekranoplan can slow down and fold the four wings at low speed
and cruise as a displacement catamaran. In this catamaran mode, the Ekranoplan
allows the pilots walk out from the aircraft to take a break or even shift with
another aircrew. Ground crews can also perform a flight line maintenance to the
aircraft on the deck of the Ekranoplan. Besides, the Ekranoplan can port on a
harbor, or receive supplies from a ship during an underway replenishment.

Similar to the existing aircraft carriers and the carrier-based aircraft, both the
Ekranoplan and the compatible tactical aircraft might need to be designed specif-
ically, due to their interdependence in terms of performances and dimensions.
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damage bomb
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   Armed UAV
▪ Large area surveillance
▪ Zero casualty
▪ Day & Night operational

○ Mission altitude: 1,000-5,000 m
○ Flight Endurance: 20 hr

Armed Agricultural aircraft

▪ Robust▪ STOL▪ Large variety of weapon

▪ Quick reaction
▪ Maneuverable

○ Mission altitude: 100-2,000 m

○ Flight Endurance: 3 hr

 Micro Quadcopter Scout

▪ Small & Quiet▪ Close in identification
▪ Land & standby capability
▪ Low cost○ Mission altitude: 0-500 m

○ Flight Endurance: 0.3 hr

Figure D.1: For the mission objective of counter terrorism, armed agricultural aircraft could
work in a joint force with multiple UAVs. Only the existing aviation technologies are applied,
but it is di�cult to categorize such type of aircraft.
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Underway replenishment from a supply ship

Resupply / reload aircraft

ReloadingRefuelingCrew short break / shift

Flight line maintenance

Takeoff

   Aviation Ekranoplan
▪ In-flight aircraft turnaround capability;

▪ Type A class ground effect craft;

▪ Seaworthy in catamaran mode at low speed;

○ Displacement:  1,300 ton

○ Length:    110 m
○ Overall span:  125 m

Figure D.2: As an example of innovative mission objectives, a gigantic Ekranoplan (ground
e�ect vehicle) is presented. This concept is designed to receive, resupply and launch tactical
aircraft in open sea.
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In future, space launch system can also be a multi-vehicle concept. An example
of such concept is displayed in Fig. D.3. A hypersonic space launcher takes-off
from an airstrip with turbojet engines. After reaching Mach 2.5, ramjet gradually
takes over to accelerate the aircraft up to Mach 10+, at the altitude around 40km.
To reach higher speed and altitude, Lox begins to substitute the incoming air.
At the altitude up to 90km, the launcher releases the orbiter at the speed up to
5,000m/s, and then shuts down the engines, glides back to the airport. The orbiter
is further boosted by its own rocket motor into orbit. The great reduction in the
weight of oxidizer can reduce the overall system weight, and finally cut down
the space launch cost.

Another example is from the RECREATE project. The nuclear cruiser concept is
proposed to reduce CO2 and NOx emissions [44;50;52;115]. The flight of a nuclear
cruiser is counted in days even weeks rather than hours, circling along a closed
route. When a nuclear cruiser passes by an airport, a feeder aircraft brings up
passengers, docks with the cruiser, exchanges the departure cabin for the arrival
cabin, then returns back to the airport, as shown in Fig. D.4. This concept
requires the design methodology to have even larger design varieties than that of
the current categorization.
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Figure D.3: Reusable hypersonic space launch system.
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Dock & Cabin exchange    Nuclear cruiser aircraft▪ Two molten salt reactors;▪ Supercritical CO2 secondary loop;▪ Takeoff & Landing with chemical fuel○ Flying weight:  1,000 ton○ Payload:   1,000 pax○ Mission altitude: 10,000 m○ Cruise speed  Ma. 0.80○ Flight Endurance:  >168 hr

   

Feeder aircraft

▪ C
arry 100 passengers in a separate cabin 

module;

▪ Docking on the nuclear cruiser and exchange 

the passenger cabins;

○ Payload: 
 

 
 

100 pax

○ Docking flying speed: Ma.0.70

Figure D.4: Nuclear passenger cruiser aircraft �ies on a closed route for days, while multiple
feeder airplanes shuttle passengers up and down.
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Appendix E

Examples of Aircraft Models
Generated with HLP Principles

Fig. E.1 displays a large variety of examples modeled using SUMO, ranging
from historical aircraft (in the first row) to futuristic concepts. The average time
to model an aircraft is between 10-20 minutes, which is much faster than using
a normal CAD system. Several modeling techniques are developed to achieve
such a diversity.

Fig. E.2 shows the examples of aerodynamic surfaces. For features like those
shown in Fig. E.2 b,c,d, the outer wing is modeled using two independent Wing
HLPs. Body HLPs can also be used as aerodynamic surfaces. The inner section
(wing glove) of the variable-sweep wing (Fig. E.2 b) is modeled using a Body
HLP; the stall fences (Fig. E.2 f) are also modeled with Body HLPs. Body HLPs
can be used to model other features, like canopy and fairings.

To analyze concepts with integrated propulsion system, the intake and exhaust
components are important features. Apart from the nacelles, various intakes and
nozzles can be modeled, as shown in Fig. E.3 and E.4 respectively. When used
for CFD calculations, the input parameters for the inlet and nozzle boundary
conditions can be taken from the engine modeling and analysis module, which
is described in Subsection 4.4.5.
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Figure E.1: Examples of Aircraft models generated using SUMO.
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(a) Curved leading edge (b) Variable-sweep wing (c) Leading edge extension

(d) Leading edge flap (e) Sawtooth (f) Stall fences

(g) Blended winglet & 
fuselage-wing faring

(h) Wingtip fence
& anti-shock bodies

Figure E.2: Examples of modeling varieties of aerodynamic surface.

Pitot inlet Diverterless supersonic inlet
Supersonic inlet with 

moveable ramps

Figure E.3: Examples of various engine inlet types generated with SUMO.
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Conventional nozzle Advanced multi-function nozzle

Figure E.4: Examples of various engine nozzle types generated with SUMO.
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Appendix F

Verification of the Engine
Analysis Tool

A commercial tool (GasTurb) is the core part of the engine design and analysis
module. The tool analysis capabilities were verified with the CFM-56-7B24
engine (input specifications as Tab. F.1 [116]). In addition to the thermodynamic
calculation at the design point and off design conditions, GasTurb is capable of
sizing the geometry of the components by means of semi-empirical methods.
Based on the definition of the material properties, it is possible to estimate the
structure load and weight. The comparison between the GasTurb output and
the specifications from the manufacturer indicates an adequate level of accuracy
(Fig. F.1 and Tab. F.2).

Figure F.1: Engine layout of CFM-56 (Left: Source from SNECMA, Right: Layout generated
by GasTurb).
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Table F.1: Main inputs of CFM-56-7B24.

Performance 

parameters 

Bypass ratio 5.2  

Pressure ratio 25.70  

Mass flow 332 kg/s 

Burner exit 

temperature 
1642 K 

Rotational 

Speed (100%) 

Low pressure rotor 5175 rpm 

High pressure rotor 14460 rpm 

Layout 

Number of shafts 2  

Compressor 1+3LPC+9HPC  

Turbine 1HPT+4LPT  

Air bleed 
Bypass duct 2%  

HPC 10%  

Power taken  135 kw 

 

Table F.2: Comparison between GasTurb predicted and measured performance of the CFM-
56.

  Actual data GasTurb Differ 

Length (m) 2.508 2.732 8.93% 

Fan Diameter (m) 1.829 1.888 3.23% 

Net weight (kg) 2386 2271 -4.82% 

Take off 

(100% power) 

Thrust (kN) 107.65 102.37 -4.90% 

Fuel flow (kg/s) 1.103 1.1640 5.53% 

(85% power)  Fuel flow (kg/s) 0.910 0.905 -0.55% 
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Appendix G

Empirical Estimation of Engine
Compressor Stages

A commercial tool (GasTurb) was used to design two types of engines for the
AAR cruiser and tanker respectively. However, GasTurb ver.11 does not have the
functionality of assessing airflow conditions: the pressure ratio is not restricted
by the compressor stage numbers, while physically, the two values are strongly
coupled. The lack of this functionality is not a problem when analyzing the
existing engines with given pressure ratio value and stage numbers. When using
the tool to design new engines, the stage numbers should be calculated based on
the required pressure ratio.

For a given turbine inlet temperature, there is an optimum value of PT (overall
pressure ratio). Normally several axial stages are needed because the maximum
pressure ratio a single compressor stage can achieve is limited by the adverse
pressure gradient (stall) and compressibility effect (blade tip Mach number). If
the number of stages is insufficient, the compressors might stall or simply could
not provide the required pressure ratio. If there are too many stages, the extra
weight, complexity and cost penalties will make the engine uncompetitive. For
multistage compressors, the achievable pressure ratio decreases because of the
“work-done factor” and “blockage factor” [117]. In other words, the efficiency
goes down with the increase of the compressor stage number.

For a compressor with N stages, PT can be calculated with Eq. G.1.

PT =
N

∏
k=1

Pk (G.1)

Normally, to calculate the stage number N for a given PT, a engine designer
would design the compressors stage by stage to get the pressure ratio Pk for the
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Figure G.1: Variation of average pressure ratio and stage number, sorted by air mass �ow
rate.

k stage, calculate PT, then add more stages, one by one, until the desired PT is
reached. This approach makes the first guess of the number of stages laborious
in the conceptual design phase. Eq. G.1 can be simplified with a new parameter,
called average pressure ratio Pave in Eq. G.2.

PT = PN
ave (G.2)

A statistic study is performed to obtain an indication of Pave. Various turbofan
engines have been investigated. A clear trend can be found in Fig. G.1. The num-
ber of compressor stages includes the number of fans, low-pressure compressors
and high-pressure compressors. Air mass flow indicates the engine size, from
very small one used in light executive jets to the largest Trent 1000 up to now.
When the number of stages is increased, Pave decreases accordingly.

In order to maintain the axial flow speed during the static pressure rising across
the stages, the flow pass contracts stage by stage. As a consequence, the com-
pressor blades that are closer to the combustion chamber have smaller dimen-
sions. For a given technological level, the absolute tip clearance usually stays
the same, which means smaller blades suffer more from tip losses. This phe-
nomenon is less critical for larger engines. From Fig. G.1 it is clear that larger
engines have higher Pave. Besides, the Pave curve for larger engines is less steep
than that of small engines.

The data point of Trent 1000 stands out the top of the statistic line. It is one
of the latest turbofan engines, developed for the Boeing 787. The three-spool
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design optimizes the efficiency of the fan and the low-pressure compressors. The
relatively large dimension (1300 kg/s airflow rate) allows high compressor Pave.
Moreover, the application of new technologies plays a role in the high Pave value.

Fig. G.2 is similar to Fig. G.1, but the engines are categorized by their years
of introduction. Pave has steadily increased during the last 30 years. Blades
with 3D designed shapes have smaller the tip effect and the pressure loss due to
shockwaves. More effective cooling system also reduces bleed flow.

Despite the complexity, the 3-spool engines have higher Pave than the other con-
temporary engines with the same number of stages. Geared turbofan engines
could also have the similar advantage in their generation due to optimized blade-
tip velocity for different stages.

The future potential for medium turbofan engine is also presented in Fig. G.2.
This trend is the combination of better airflow design and geared fan technology,
but without the boost of the large size effect, because the engines for the cruis-
ers and tankers are of 200-300 kg/s class air mass flow, which is significantly
smaller than 1300 kg/s of Trent 1000. Based on this trend, the variation of over-
all pressure ratio PT and stage numbers N is drawn in Fig. G.3. Eq. G.3 is used
to estimate the engine compressor stage numbers for the cruiser and tanker.
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PT = 0.161 ·N2.14 (G.3)
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Appendix H

Cruiser and Tanker Engine
Sizing

To achieve the SFC (specific fuel consumption) requirement, new engines should
be designed based on the foreseeable trend of technology development. From
the preliminary aircraft design results, the cruiser and tanker require different
engines, which are mainly regarding the differences in the thrust level and design
point (Tab. H.1). The new engines are called “Advanced Civil Engine” (ACE).
ACE-C is designed for the cruiser, while ACE-T is for the tanker.

The requirement on the SFC value is the most critical constrain, which represents
the technological level of a propulsion system. Because the required SFC value
is lower than that of current engines, thus new technologies are required.

For a given flight speed and fuel type, by improving the engine efficiency ηtot,
the SFC can be reduced (Eq. H.1). The engine efficiency ηtot comprises two
parts: the propulsive efficiency and the thermal efficiency. Improving either/both

Table H.1: Top level requirements for the Advanced Civil Engines (ACE).

 Cruiser 

ACE-C 

Tanker 

ACE-T 

Takeoff thrust 125.9 kN 76.4 kN 

Design altitude 10,668 m 8,000 m 

Design speed Ma 0.82 

SFC at design point 0.525 

Special requirements N/A Sufficient SEP during approach 

maneuvering 
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Figure H.1: Typical T-s diagram for gas turbine.

of them, the engine efficiency ηtot can be improved.

SFC =
v0

ηtot ·LHV
=

v0

ηp ·ηth ·LHV
(H.1)

v0 air speed
ηtot total efficiency
ηp propulsive efficiency
ηth thermal efficiency
LHV low heating value of fuel

Propulsive efficiency ηp can be expressed as Eq. H.2. For the given core module
and fan pressure ratio, larger bypass ratio (BPR) increases the mass flow rate,
resulting higher ηp.

ηp =
FN · v0

∆Ek
=

ṁ(v j − v0) · v0

∆Ek
(H.2)

FN net thrust
ṁ mass flow rate
vj nozzle jet speed
ΔEk kinetic energy change

Thermal efficiency ηth is the net output work divided by heat supplied. In a typi-
cal T-s diagram (Fig. H.1), T4 represents the TIT (turbine inlet temperature). By
increasing T4 or the compress ratio cp(T3-T2), thermal efficiency can be increased
(larger area in the T-s diagram).

ηth =
cp(T4 −T5)− cp(T3 −T2)

cp(T4 −T3)
(H.3)

As stated above, future turbofan engines for high subsonic application should be
designed with larger BPR or/and higher thermal efficiency.
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H.1 Cruiser Engine (ACE-C)

With current engine configuration, the thermal efficiency ηth is constrained by
the TIT (T4), which is directly linked with NOx emissions (Eq. H.4). In other
words, to have higher thermal efficiency ηth, the best approach is to increase
TIT, however by doing so, the NOx emissions will be increased. Because the
largest mission profile of the cruiser is at the stratosphere, the increase in the
NOx emissions is unacceptable due to the detrimental effect to the environment.
The design TIT should be kept at the current level to avoid any increase of NOx
emissions.

NOx = f (T3,T4,PT ) (H.4)

Another approach to reduce the SFC is to have higher BPR, which drives the
overall design of the ACE-C. The BPR is optimized to 11.2 for the given SFC.
The overall pressure ratio is optimized to be 52.93. As indicated in Eq. G.3,
the stage number to achieve the required pressure ratio was estimated to be 14.
The gear ratio was chosen to make sure both fans and low-pressure compressors
achieve the same tip velocity. The dimensions were sized for the required thrust
level (Fig. H.2). 

 

Length 3.151 m 

Diameter 2.748 m 

Net weight 2623 kg 

Layout 1F-5LPC-8HPC  1HPT-4LPT 

Bypass ratio 11.2 

Pressure ratio 52.93 

Core mass flow 15 kg/s 

Gear Ratio 2.5 

Design rotation speed Fan shaft– 2929 rpm 

Low-speed shaft – 7323 rpm 

High-speed shaft – 14460 rpm 
 

 

Figure H.2: ACE-C engine layout.

Based on the design specifications, the off-design performance was calculated
(Tab. H.2). The maximum power at each condition is limited by the shaft burst
rotation speed. Normally, the low-speed shaft has 102% burst rotation speed,
while that of the high-speed shaft is 105%. In different conditions, the active
constrains are different. For example, the maximum thrust level at the AAR flight
condition was calculated, where the low-speed shaft became the active constrain.
The estimated thrust is used to assess the SEP value during AAR operation, in
the case where the cruiser is taken as the approaching aircraft.
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Table H.2: Performance of ACE-C at di�erent �ight conditions.

 Static Takeoff Top of climb  Cruise Max (AAR) 

Altitude (m) 0 100 10668 10668 8000 

Speed (Ma.) 0 0.2 0.82 0.82 0.82 

Thrust (kN) 178.82 135.55 31.96 28.43 & 44.99 

TIT (K) 1472 1471 1351 # 1287 1401 

Shaft speed (L) 97.6% 96.8% 100.0% 96.6% 102% $ 

Shaft speed (H) 105% $ 105% $ 100.0% 97.0% 102.2% 

SFC (kg/(daN*h)) 0.238 0.316 0.525 0.520 0.542 

Design point # 

Input   & 

Constrain  $ 

 

 

At the cruise speed of Ma 0.82, the SFC reaches a plateau (Fig. H.3), where it
is insensitive to the change of the altitude from 10 to 12 km. This is important
for the cruise performance, because cruise altitude may change due to different
flying weight, air traffic control or step climbing. But when the cruiser descend
to the refueling altitude of 8,000m, the SFC will increase. In the refueling con-
dition, the net thrust is sensitive to the flight altitude but insensitive to the flight
speed (Fig. H.4).

Design Point

Refueling Region 

Figure H.3: SFC contours in the �ight envelop (with design throttle setting).
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Refueling Region 

Figure H.4: Net thrust contours in the �ight envelop (with maximum throttle setting).

H.2 Tanker Engine (ACE-T)

Based on the mission profile defined in the top-level requirement, the tanker will
mostly fly at the altitude of 8,000 m, which is lower than that of the cruisers. If
keeping the engine layout, TIT and BPR the same as ACE-C, the SFC will be
at least 10% higher than the requirement, which is unacceptable for the tankers.
The SFC value at 8,000 m has vital impact on the tanker mission fuel weight,
thus on the net fuel saving of the overall AAR operation. To achieve the required
SFC, the ACE-T (engine for tanker) should be designed with a different strategy.

The reason for the higher SFC value at lower altitude is the reduction in ηth for
the given engine parameters due to higher air temperature (T2). To compensate
T2 at the lower altitude, the ACE-T should adopt higher TIT (T4). For ACE-
C, this approach is unacceptable because of the concern of NOx emissions at
high altitude (10,000m+). However, the impact of NOx on the environment is
reduced at lower altitude [118], which allows the higher TIT design parameter.
Besides, unlike the cruisers, a tanker only needs to apply high TIT during refuel-
ing formation maneuvering. For the rest of time, low TIT is sufficient to generate
thrust for loitering (Tab. H.3). The particular mission profile of the tanker is less
critical to the NOx emissions.

When the TIT increases, the optimum pressure ratio should also be higher, which
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Table H.3: Performance of the ACE-T at di�erent �ight conditions.

 

 

 Static Takeoff Top of climb  Loiter Max (AAR) 

Altitude (m) 0 100 8000 9500 8000 

Speed (Ma.) 0 0.2 0.82 0.70 0.82 

Thrust (kN) 109.97 85.78 & 25.61 12.52 & 30.13 

TIT (K) 1795 1794 1663 # 1365 1797 

Shaft speed (L) 98.6% 99.0% 100.0% 84.1% 105.7%  

Shaft speed (H) 105% $ 105% $ 100.0% 86.7% 105% $ 

SFC (kg/(daN*h)) 0.236 0.306 0.523 0.481 0.539 

Design point # 

Input   & 

Constrain  $ 

 

 
requires more compressors. Because of the higher pressure ratio, the fan stage
works with higher loads, which results in an extra sensitivity to the distortions of
the in-taking air flow. On the other hand, when a tanker performs AAR forma-
tion approach, the risk of wake ingestion is considerably higher than other civil
engines. Consequently, it is beneficial to have two stages of fans instead of one,
which can reduce the pressure ratio for each stage from 1.92 to 1.38. To avoid
extra weight and pressure loss penalties, the counter-rotating fan configuration is
a good choice by elimination of two stages of stators.

Dimension effect is another important factor: the required thrust of the ACE-T
is less than that of the ACE-C, which will affect the optimum BPR. Lower thrust
leads to smaller engine dimensions. The dimension effect will work against the
SFC reduction. Larger BPR increases the ηp, which will compensate the loss of
the efficiency due to size effect. On the other hand, for the given required thrust,
higher BPR means smaller core flow, which would aggravate the dimension ef-
fect. As a result, the selection of BPR is important. In this case, the BPR is
optimized to be 13.2, which is larger than that of the ACE-C.

In Fig. H.5, the layout and dimensions of ACE-T are compared with the fore-
mentioned ACE-C in scale.

The distinctive design of ACE-T ensures the required SFC at the design point
(top of climb) of 8,000 m. The off-design points are also analyzed. Tab. H.3
shows loiter instead of cruise phase. Between two refueling operations, the
tanker should loiter and wait for the next cruiser. During loiter phase, it is bene-
ficial to fly at a higher altitude and smaller air speed, where the SFC is reduced
(Fig. H.6). The maximum thrust contours are displayed in Fig. H.7. The thrust is
linear with altitude and almost disregarding the change of Mach number around
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Figure H.5: Layout and dimension comparison between ACE-C and ACE-T engines.

the refueling region.

Because the fleet size of the tankers is limited, there might be arguments about
the justification of developing the ACE-T engine. In fact, the core part of the
ACE-T is relatively conventional. The HPC (high-pressure compressor), HPT
(high-pressure turbine) and the combustion chamber could be converted from a
normal engine with similar mass flow rate (4.3kg/s). The low-speed spool and
counter rotating fans, however, should be specifically designed. However, the
technological challenge and related development cost are not as comparable as
the components of the high-speed spool. Moreover, the ACE-T has flat SFC
plateau at high Mach number for large range of altitude. This unique feature
could be an attractive feature for regional jets, as those aircraft are likely to have
restricted cruise altitude by ATC.
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Loiter Region

Refueling Region 

Figure H.6: SFC contours in the �ight envelop (with design throttle setting).

Refueling Region 

Figure H.7: Net thrust contours in the �ight envelop (with maximum throttle setting).
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Appendix I

Calculation of Maximum
Payload According to Internal
Volume

The payload weight comprises passengers, luggage and additional freight (cargo).
As displayed in Eq. I.1, the weight of the containers is treated as part of the pay-
load weight, because it is not included in the operational empty weight.

Wpayload =Wpassenger +Wluggage +Wcargo +Wcontainer (I.1)

The number of passengers is limited by the deck area and cabin layout. Their
check-in luggage is stored in the under deck cargo hold. The rest of space in the
cargo hold can be used to carry additional freight.

I.1 Specifications of Passenger and Luggage

The average weight of passengers and their free luggage varies from different
countries and airliners [119;120]. Tab. I.1 shows a standard used in for international
flights.

With this assumption and the typical dimensions of check-in luggage, the number
of LD3 containers required to carry the check-in luggage can be calculated. For
the AAR cruiser, 8-9 LD3 containers are required, depends on the actual cabin
layouts.

When an LD3 container is used to carry cargo, the maximum cargo weight limit
is 1,503kg [122]. However in practice, most cargo is not dense enough to reach
the maximum weight. For example, when an LD3 container is filled with 30
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Table I.1: Weight assumption of Pax [121].

 Economy Business & First 

Passenger 75 kg 75 kg 

Onboard luggage 8 kg 8 kg 

Check-in luggage 23 kg 46 kg 

Total 106 kg 129 kg 

 

suitcases, the internal space is already fully occupied, but the weight is 23 kg X
30 = 690 kg, which is far lighter than the maximum 1,503 kg.

To estimate the average cargo weight carried by an LD3 container, a statistic
study of current operators is carried out.

I.2 Statistic Study of Cargo Weight for the LD3 Con-
tainer

The cabin layouts for an aircraft can be very different, which has an impact on
the weight of check-in luggage. With a given maximum structure payload limit,
the weight budget left for the additional cargo is decided by the cabin layout.
Derived based on Eq. I.1, the average cargo weight for each LD3 container is
calculated with Eq. I.2

WLD3−cargo =
Wpayload−max −Wpassenger −Wluggage

NLD3
−Wcontainer (I.2)

The seat density ratio Ds is a figure of merit as shown in Eq. I.3. It is defined
as the number of economy seats (Ns-eco) in a certain layout over the maximum
possible seats (Ns-max) of the aircraft across various operators. The parameter
Ns-max is not the number of total seats in a cabin layout.

Ds =
Ns−eco

Ns−max
(I.3)

For the statistic study, the information of cabin layout is collected from seat-
guru.com [123]. The data of maximum payload weight is from the manufacturers.
Then, the parameters of WLD3-cargo and Ds are calculated. As shown in Fig. I.1,
when the seat density ratio grows, the cargo weight for each LD3 container goes
down because of the limit of the maximum payload weight.

There are more conclusions could be draw from Fig. I.1:

• All LD3 containers do not reach their max payload weight (1,503 kg)
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Figure I.1: Correlation between average cargo weight and seat density for various aircraft.

• About 60% data points have a seat density ratio between 0.6 and 0.85,
which suggests the “best marketing” area

• Among the “best marketing” area, the average payload weight for each
container is about 750 kg, which is close to 690 kg suitcases one container
can store as mentioned in Section I.1

According to the statistic data, a maximum payload weight of 32,860 kg is se-
lected for the AAR cruiser C-5k. With such a value, the correlation for the C-5k
is shown in Fig. I.2.
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Figure I.2: Correlation between cargo weight and seat density for C-5k cruiser.
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